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FOREWORD
The Shire Handbook was conceived in the mid-1960s. A limited number
of a series was printed for use by officers of the Department of Primary
Industries to assist them in their planning of research and extension
programmes.
The Handbooks created wide interest and, in response to public
demand, it was decided to publish progressively a new updated series.
This volume is one of the new series.
Shire Handbooks review, in some detail, the environmental and
natural resources which affect farm production and people in the
particular Shire. Climate, geology, topography, water resources,
soil and vegetation are described.
Farming systems are discussed, animal and crop production reviewed
and yields and turnoff quantified. The economics of component industries
are studied.
The text is supported liberally by maps and statistical tables.
Shire Handbooks provide important reference material for all
concerned with rural industries and rural Queensland.
* They serve as a guide to farmers and graziers, bankers, stock
and station agents and those in agricultural business.
* Provide essential information for regional planners, developers
and environmental impact students.
* Are a very useful reference for teachers at all levels of
education and deserve a place in most libraries.
I commend this series to students of agriculture and all whose
business is associated with the land and rural people.
/Vl/L,'JULULU**~
(Mike A h e m )
MINISTER FOR PRIMARY INDUSTRIES
u i
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1. INTRODUCTION
by P.Lloyd and J. Bourne
1.1 Waggamba Shire History
Goondiwindi was proclaimed a town in 1860 and the Waggamba
Divisional Board was constituted under the Divisional Boards Act of
11 November 1879. Goondiwindi Town was proclaimed a municipal borough
on 12 October 1888 with an area of 14 km ^  and a population of 510
persons in 138 dwellings at the 1891 Census. Waggamba Division at that
time had 763 persons in 100 dwellings and covered an area of 13 986 km .
In 1976 Goondiwindi Town had an area of 15.5 km'- with 3 741 persons and
Waggamba Shire had an area of 13 831 km with 2 539 persons.
1.2 Agricultural History by P. Lloyd
Both exploration and settlement of Waggamba Shire occurred at
about the same time, during the late 1830s and early 1840s. In the
time that had elapsed between Cunningham's discovery of the Darling
Downs in 1827 and Mitchell's exploration of the Balonne, Culgoa and
Moonie Rivers in 1845 a wave of northward settlement had begun. In
December 1846 Mitchell encountered settlers already established on
the Moonie River.
It is believed that Callandoon, the first locality settled in
Waggamba Shire, was established in 1837, however the first official
records of settlement show that Callandoon was taken up in 1846 by
de Lacy Moffatt who then sold to Dr. Jenkins.
Welltown, which was the largest landholding in Waggamba Shire,
was taken up by Jacob Low~in 1846. Between then and 1882 the Low
Brothers amassed 2 048 km which was fifteen percent of the entire
Waggamba Divisional Board. At its largest, Welltown extended from the
Barwon River to Moonie Range in the north and east to Callandoon. In
the 1860s Welltown ran quite a few cattle as well as sheep with about
1 000 calves being branded annually.
As the wool had to be carted to Ipswich by dray at great expense
a spout washing plant was installed at Welltown in 1872 to save the
cost of carting dirt and excess grease. The sheep were run through a
hot water soak into a sweating shed and then to the washing spouts.
Washing was discontinued in 1887 and the plant was turned into a
scouring works which operated until 1914.
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In 1882 Welltown was sold to Messrs. Loughlin and Co. who stocked
it with 65 000 sheep. The run was heavily timbered at this time and
was unrung. Two hundred miles of fencing was put down by the new
owners however during the 1884-1885 drought years it was found that
the undeveloped run would not carry the 65 000 sheep and numbers were
decreased to 31 000 by 1886, with drought losses acounting for 41 000.
Under the Dutton Land Act of 1884 the Crown resumed all but 704
km of Welltown. The whole of the area left was then ringbarked and
fenced into paddocks. This development increased the carrying capacity
of the land tremendously and sheep numbers quickly increased. In the
1890 flood Welltown lost 52 000 sheep but by the end of 1892 the run
was again fully stocked. In 1892 Welltown ran 151 347 sheep which was
the largest flock in the'Darling Downs Pastoral District at that time.
The open downs country of Welltown was heavily infested with
marsupials which played havoc with feed in dry seasons. Dingoes and
brumbies were also numerous and troublesome. Wild pigs bred up during
the 1890-1893 wet seasons became a menace and caused great losses in
lambs and weak sheep. However a price put on their snouts led to a
decrease in their numbers in subsequent years. They have been a
continual pest with numbers fluctuating with the seasons.
From 1891 to 1899 Welltown1s annual shearing was about 100 000
sheep but the following drought years compelled a drop to 89 000 in
1900 and 69 000 in 1901. With a deepening of the drought in 1902 scrub
pulling was resorted to and the practice of not joining rams saved the
lives of the ewes. By the end of 1901, 40 000 sheep had died and at
the end of 1902, 25 000 sheep were on agistment in N.S.W.
In 1902 the Crown resumed a quarter of the lease (16 000 ha)
which was cut up into eight selections. In 1914 a further 14 000 ha
was resumed for five selections leaving Welltown with just over 40 000
hectares.
In 1905 Wolseley shearing machines were installed at Welltown
and the extension of the railway to Talwood in 1910 made the transport
of greasy wool economic, resulting in the scour being closed down in
1914.
Wyaga was purchased by Mr. D. Gunn from de Lacy Moffatt in 1860
along with about 22 000 sheep. As ringbarking had not then been
introduced to Queensland, only the open box flats were used. These
areas were full of grass seeds which were a cause of death in lambs.
Other original properties in the area of the Waggamba Shire were
Talwood, Umbercollie, Tarewinnabar, Goodar and Billa Billa. Most of
these properties were established in the late 1840s and early 1850s
after earlier settlers were forced out of the district by hostile
aboriginals.
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Early pastoral development in the Shire wais based mainly on cattle
because beef could be walked to market whereas wool had to be transported
by dray over poor roads. In the 1860s wool from Welltown had to be
transported to Ipswich (Limestone) through Billa Billa, Wyaga and
Leyburn. Dingoes were also an early problem with sheep. However,
settlers were not slow to realise the potential of the area for high
quality wool production and the first records of stock numbers for the
Goondiwindi Police District in 1870 show 189 000 sheep and 14 000 cattle.
Development of the area was slow for most of the first 50 years
of settlement as dingoes were a menace to sheep and a lot of the area
was covered by thick brigalow bush which kept stocking rates low. The
number of sheep equivalents (cattle x 8 + sheep) increased only 200 000
from 300 000 in 1870 to 500 000 in 1890 in the Goondiwindi Police
District. This would have been mainly the result of new blocks being
selected and some increased stocking potential through ringbarking. No
pasture improvement was done in this period.
In the 40 years from 1900 to 19 39 the number of sheep equivalents
in the Goondiwindi Petty Sessions District increased from 500 000 to
1 200 000, reflecting the closer settlement of the area along with
increased clearing, and the establishment of water facilities such as
farm dams and artesian bores. In the 35 years since 1940 the Shire's
sheep equivalents have increased another 400 000 to 1 900 000, the
lower increase being due to land being put under the plough.
In the first decade of the new century the area came to the
attention of Victorians who were searching for good agricultural land.
In 1910 Mr. Todd of Fawsley Park put 40 hectares under crop. Although
it was a dry season the crop produced 58 tonnes of grain and 10 tonnes
of hay. In the same season Mr. Marshall of Murragoran produced 26
tonnes of wheat from 19 hectares.
In 1908 the Government resumed 81 000 hectares of country from
Bullamon Station for group settlement within the present parishes of
Weengallon, Wandibingle and Gunardera. The land was surveyed into
areas of 142 and 518 hectares for wheat growing, with larger selections
for stock and wool production, when the railway was being extended to
Thallon in 1911.
A deposit of $10.00 was all that was needed to secure any of the
wheat-farms for selection. The land was mainly red soil covered by
scrub with scattered prickly pear. Rabbits and cattle subsisted on
pear during dry seasons. Margamall Dam was the principal water supply
on the old main road through the Weengallon country until artesian
bores were put down by the Government. Open drains conveyed artesian
water to large numbers of selectors who also had supplementing dams
constructed on their holdings.
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These early efforts to stimulate closer settlement by establishing
relatively small farms before the basic needs of semi-arid agriculture
were understood were futile and contributed to a deep-seated mistrust of
cropping which was a factor in preventing an early return to cultivation
in the area.
Early development was also hampered to some degree by uncertainty
over the form of primary production for which the district was best
suited. In the days of first settlement dingoes were a prevalent pest
and only cattle could be grazed successfully. Dingoes were soon
poisoned out, however, and the area was soon stocked with sheep.
When the prickly pear had covered most of the good cropping areas
in the 1920s settlers were induced to attempt dairying and wheat growing
in an effort to establish a sufficiently intense form of land usage
which would bear the high cost of manual and chemical control of the
pear.
The Warwick Co-operative Dairy Association built a butter factory
at Goondiwindi in 1914. By the early 1930s the factory had 80 suppliers
and was producing 8 tonnes of butter each week. However, with the
biological eradication of prickly pear cream suppliers began to drift
into other pursuits and the butter factory was transferred to Inglewood
in 1938.
Cropping was not significant in Waggamba Shire before the late
1950s. Small areas had been cropped since the turn of the century but
it was not until after World War II that cultivation was adopted on a
large scale. Some factors which assisted the development of large scale
cropping in the Shire were a progressive reduction in the size of
holdings, the relatively cheaper and faster handling of scrub by heavy
tractors, a buoyant financial position arising from a succession of
good seasons and high prices (e.g. the Korean War wool boom), and tax
concessions for farm development.
In 1978-79 Waggamba Shire was the largest producer of wheat in
Queensland, producing sixteen percent of the record Queensland crop of
nearly 2 million tonnes. Table 1.1 shows the development of Waggamba
Police District, Petty Sessions District and Shire in statistics from
1870 to 1979. As maps of the early Police and Petty Sessions Districts
are not available comparisons between statistics for the three areas
listed in the table should be made with caution.
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Year
1870
1875
1880
1885
1890
1895
1900
1905
1910
1915
1920
1925
1930
1935
1939
1944-45
1949-50
1954-55
1959-60
1964-65
1969-70
1974-75
1978-79
Statistics
Area of
A l l Crops
(ha)
2
1
1
3
12
31
145
120
162
14
19
14
25
40
33
139
200
179
626
169
287
97
149
411
638
638
482
330
635
070
797
703
of Rural
Area of
Wheat
(ha)
Table 1.1
Industry Development
Area of Area of
Hay
(ha)
Green
Feed
(ha)
: 1
in Waggamba Shire
Meat
Cattle
(No.)
Goondiwindi Police Dis t r i c t
1
-
_
-
2
3
3
5
3
11
19
8
4
-
-
3
-
-
14
14
23
9
20
31
097
401
370
966
542
629
Goondiwindi Petty Sessions Di s t r i c t
_
54
31
807
825
221
62
11
191
126
218
570
3 205
12 256
103 065
75 330
121 754
122
91
102
215 1
113
38
7
20
24
Waggamba
47
133
446 2
225 8
174 17
1 895 33
78 25
205 2 7
4
9
14
577
31
950
8
102
71
Shire
213
221
328
202
726
438
350
822
18
19
50
27
58
51
38
55
38
53
67
90
78
78
90
158
143
962
284
083
122
010
502
185
060
049
539
781
445
335
434
985
013
986
1
1
1
1
Sheep
(No.)
188
105
134
78
222
266
342
299
442
233
320
415
614
569
864
917
024
109
328
302
956
657
675
902
037
124
317
452
929
128
893
082
305
479
397
869
986
006
589
284
235
402
167
069
219
450
Dairy
Cattle
(No.)
n. a.
n .a .
n. a.
n. a.
n. a.
n. a.
n.a.
n. a.
n. a.
944
1 668
1 753
525
698
1 358
2 035
2 177
1 536
1 346
1 455
931
755
583
Sources of information -
1870 - 1935: Annual Reports of the Queensland Registrar-General.
19 39 - 1970: Statistics of the State of Queensland Part B -
Production and Part Bi - Rural Production.
1974 - 1979: Agricultural Sector - Queensland, Sections 1, 2
and 3.
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1.3 Geology by J. Bourne
The Shire forms part of the south-eastern extremity of the
Queensland portion of the Great Artesian Basin. The Palaeozic
basement rocks of the Artesian Basin outcrop in the adjoining
Inglewood Shire to the east. Unconformably resting on these are
many of the gently westerly dipping Mesozoic formations that
constitute the bulk of the sediments of the Great Artesian Basin.
Younger formations outcrop progressively to the west, but, in many
cases, are obscured by Tertiary lateritic development and Quaternary
deposits. The principal geological formations in the Shire are
described below.
MESOZOIC SEQUENCES
(a) Blythesdale Group
Sandstones dominate the region but shales and sandy mudstones
appear quite commonly, usually in thin bedded units. The terrain of
this Group is characterised by stony lateritised sandstone ridges,
deep sandy cypress forest areas and light coloured solonised soils
carrying bull oak.
On the Western margin of this Group, around the junction of
Booroondoo Creek and the Weir River, it is difficult to establish the
upper limit of the lateritised Blythesdale Group as scattered throughout
this area and extending to the west are numerous lateritic residuals
that could represent lateritised Blythesdale sediments or lateritised
later deposits. Some of these occurrences, especially those about the
head of Wyaga and Yarril Creeks very likely are merely residuals of
the Blythesdale outcrop zone which was once more extensive.
(b) The Rolling Downs Group
One small area of the marine Lower Cretaceous Roma Formation
exists in the Shire in the vicinity of Tarewinnabar and Lundavra.
These marine sediments have a characteristic rolling downs surface.
Surface outcrops are few and invariably consist of yellowish to buff
coloured calcareous sandstones and less commonly, shales.
This is the most easterly outcrop of the Roma Formation although
bore logs indicate that the formation exists at relatively shallow
depths east to the Weir River. The approximate line of the Weir River
marks some unexplained change of geology. South east of this line is
a region of abundant shallow artesian aquifers; to the north west there
are few shallow aquifers, and pressures also differ on either side of
this line.
(1) Now referred to as the Kumbarilla Beds of the Rolling Downs Group
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CAINOZOIC DEVELOPMENT
(a) The Moonie Formation
This high undulating sandy ridge in the north west section of
the Shire forms the division between the Moonie and the Weir Rivers.
It consists of a series of sediments that have been lateritised to
varying degrees and is expressed in a number of widely spaced outcrops.
The sequence consists of white to pale brown sandstones and grits
which are often only weakly cemented. In some areas the sediments have
been strongly lateritised. The crests of some ridges have a red soil
with outcrops of material displaying a strong reticulate red and white
mottling. In other areas, this mottled zone material is merely
represented by dark red ferruginous sandstone with lighter colour
variations.
(b) Laterite
There are numerous laterite residuals in the northern and western
portions of the Shire. They all consist of mottled zone material and
in many cases the lateritic processes have been so pronounced as to
profoundly alter the original nature of the sediments. In many
instances, the mottled zone consists of massive kaolinitic material
with reticulate red mottling with occasionally a nodular structure
developed. In other instances where the lateritic influence has not
been as strong or exposures are nearer the base of the profile, there
is only a broad weakly developed mottle present and it is possible to
obtain some idea of the nature of the original sediments. These may
be banded shales and mudstones - often with shale pellets or, more
typical, fine to medium grained sandstones.
It is impossible on present evidence to assign a definite age to
these lateritised sediments.
(c) Post Laterite and Recent Deposits
Near Yelarbon there is a low ridge composed of conglomerate and
coarse grits. The upper section is usually heavily impregnated with
limonitic material while at shallow depths this is replaced by an
almost white conglomerate which is only weakly cemented. The
conglomerates are composed mainly of quartz and other siliceous
rocks. This occurrence appears to underly the Yelarbon 'desert'.
The very weak indication of lateritisation indicates that these
sediments were deposited subsequent to the main period of lateritisation.
Covering extensive areas of the Shire are sheets of clay soils
that support or have supported before clearing a dense vegetation of
brigalow, belah and other species. Many of these clays have a strongly
developed gilgai microrelief with the depressions ranging up to nearly
2 metres in depth.
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Throughout these areas, low residual outcrops of mottled zone
material of the laterite profile underly most of the clay soils at a
depth of up to 8 metres. There is usually a fairly distinct break
between the clay and the underlying truncated laterite profile so it
is unlikely that these clays have formed in situ from this lower
material. This view is supported by limited clay mineral studies
which have shown that the clay minerals are dominantly montmorillonitic
as contrasted to the kaolinitic mottled zone material of the truncated
laterite profile.
The extremely uniform nature of these clays, not only in the Shire
but elsewhere in Queensland, is very different from the typical alluvial
riverine deposits. This would suggest a particular widespread set of
environmental conditions of deposition and probably, also a particular
uniform parent material. It would seem likely that in many instances
these clay materials resulted from past denudation of the once widespread
laterite profile but the manner in which the material was removed and
deposited is open to conjecture.
In the south of the Shire, particularly between the Macintyre and
Weir Rivers in the area subject to flooding, there is a wide sheet of
clay alluvium that is very different from clay materials discussed
above. This was formed during some fluvial stage of the Pleistocene
when the rivers were carrying greater quantities of water and contained
more sediments than they do today. This alluvia is still receiving fine
sediments from present day high floods.
11.4 Topography by J. Bourne
The Shire is generally flat, rising gradually from the flood plains
of the Macintyre River towards the north and east. Scattered throughout
the central portion of the Shire about 60 kilometres north of the
Macintyre River are low lateritic scarps. These rarely exceed 15 metres
in height but are often bounded by fairly steep margins. They are
known locally as 'jump-ups1.
Although the general gradient of the Shire is dominantly from
east to west, there is also a southerly component that is reflected in
the upper courses of local streams. The upper reaches of the Weir
River, Yarril Creek, Wyaga Creek and Commoron Creek flow in a south
westerly direction towards their ultimate objective, the Macintyre
River. However, the streams subsequently swing west and flow more or
less parallel to the Macintyre before ultimately joining it south west
of Talwood.
The river forming the southern border of the Shire and the border
between Queensland and New South Wales is known as the Dumaresq or
Severn River until it is joined by the Macintyre at a point south of
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the township of Kurumbul. It is then known as the Macintyre River until
a few miles before the junction with the Weir River, when it becomes the
Barwon River. This river system ceases to be the State border at
Mungindi.
Throughout many of the flat clay soil areas of the Shire, there
is virtually no surface drainage. These are usually regions of profuse
gilgai microrelief and the depressions collect rainfall run-off which
often does not find its way to any recognisable stream. These areas
predominate in the east, centre and north of the Shire.
In the western portion of the Shire, the ground surface becomes
more undulating and the run-off finds its way into recognisable
drainage lines which are generally ephemeral and carry run-off only
during periods of substantial rainfall.
The more important streams of the Shire are multi-channelled,
which is typical of western Queensland streams. This is particularly
evident in the lower reaches of the Weir and the Macintyre River west
of Goondiwindi where the gradient approximates 20 centimetres per
kilometre. Often there are two channels, a major and a minor channel,
such as the Callandoon Branch of the Macintyre, but quite often many
anabranches and billabongs develop. Most of the subsidiary channels
are non-functional except during floods.
The areas between the channels are frequently inundated even
during moderate floods. In major floods, the whole area can become
inundated but for localised high spots and sandy ridges. Map 1 shows
areas of flood inundation in Waggamba Shire as compiled with heights
recorded from the 1956 and 1976 floods.
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2. CLIMATE
by P.Lloyd and J.Bourne
2.1 Introduction
The Shire l ies within the 550-650 mm rainfall zone, with about
two thirds of the rainfall occurring in the October-March period. A
feature of the Shire's climate is that appreciable winter rains are
received in most years. Map 3 shows climatic features for southern
inland Queensland, including the climatic environment of Waggamba
Shire. Summer temperatures are hot, with a mean maximum for the three
summer months of 33°C, while winter temperatures are cool, the mean
minimum for the three winter months being 6°C
Heat wave conditions can be experienced from October to March
but are most likely to occur in December and January. Frosts can
occur from April to October with the mid-June to mid-August period
having the greatest chance of frosts.
2.1.1 Climatic Controls
The summer rainfall pattern is controlled by high pressure
systems which move across the Great Australian Bight and the
equatorial (monsoonal) trough and associated low pressure belt which
lie across the tropical north of Australia. Under this pressure
distribution, moist tropical air penetrates well inland and thunder-
storms and rain periods occur.
In winter the equatorial trough moves north of Australia
allowing the centres of intense mid-latitude high pressure to cross
the continent. The accompanying dry, stable air mass usually brings
fine cool to mild days but with nighttime frosts a fairly normal
occurrence in the Shire due partly to the dryness of the air and
clear skies.
At the same time the southern cyclonic circulations (Antarctic
lows) persist over the southern part of Australia and it is not
unusual for a cold front to extend northwards from the centres of
these lows to bring cold air to southern border areas of Queensland.
The resulting instability leads to a winter peak in the annual
rainfall pattern (see Graph 2.1).
2.1.2 Climatic Records
Rainfall is recorded at a number of locations in the Shire while
climatic information, such as temperature and humidity, is recorded
only at the Goondiwindi Post Office. Table 2.1 lists recording
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stations in Waggamba Shire and Goondiwindi Town with their period of
record. Only stations with more than thirty years of record are
shown as this is considered the minimum period of record for useful
rainfall statistics. The location of these stations is shown on Map 1.
CMB
Number
041360
041386
041009
041010
042003
042008
041038
042013
042017
041058
041073
042027
042071
042044
042029
041104
041105
042030
041128
041129
041139
042051
041370
041122
Station Name
Bengalla
Boondandilla
Bybera
Callandoon
Cheriton
Daymar
Goondiwindi
Gradule
Hawthorne
Kindon
Murriverie
Talwood
Tandawanna
Toobeah
Totara
Ulupna
Umber co Hie
Welltown
Wondalli
Woomera
Wyaga
Wyeanna
Yagaburne
Yelarbon
Table 2.1
Rainfall Recording Stations in Waggamba Shire
(Stations with more than 30 years' record)
Elevation Year Year Period of Record
(if available) Opened Closed to 1974 (years)
(m)
239
216
217
207
199
226
238
Source: Bureau of Meteorology
1928
1932
1931
1890
1934
1930
1879
19 34
1914
1924
1937
1913
1880
1942
1913
1936
1909
1880
1910
1915
1899
1914
1920
1923
1961
1927
1951
1956
1958
41
30
41
38
40
42
95
39
28
47
36
58
77
32
56
38
49
94
64
59
72
60
54
' 51
2.2 Rainfall
Rainfall in the Shire is summer dominant, with between 60 and 70
percent of the annual total falling in the six summer months. The
geographical distribution of rainfall is fairly even over the Shire
with most stations averaging between 500 and 600 mm annually. Table 2.2
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shows the average monthly rainfall, for all years of record, for
rainfall stations in the Shire having more than thirty years of
record.
Table 2.2
Average Monthly and Annual Rainfall for Stations in Waggamba Shire,
based on all years of record to 1974
(mm)
(All stations with more than 30 years' record)
Station
Bengalla
Boondandilia
Bungunya
Callandoon
Cheriton
Daymar
Goondiwindi
Gradule
Hawthorne
Kindon
Murriverie
Talwood
Tandawanna
Toobeah
Totara
Ulupna
Umbercollie
Wondalli
Woomera
Wyaga
Wycanna
Yagaburne
Yelarbon
Jan
89
87
73
74
81
69
78
81
61
74
74
75
71
77
73
82
75
75
74
71
63
71
76
Feb
79
87
65
58
58
60
69
66
58
67
71
69
66
73
60
70
64
71
65
68
67
67
73
Mar
49
51
56
60
60
49
58
45
47
48
49
53
58
50
59
58
47
53
38
51
50
53
47
Apr
34
31
31
33
25
23
34
29
24
31
27
29
33
23
28
29
27
30
28
28
26
30
31
May
30
34
33
37
29
30
39
32
33
27
36
35
33
33
32
33
33
33
29
31
30
28
30
Jun
39
39
39
48
27
28
41
28
39
34
35
37
38
33
36
34
46
44
38
37
35
37
35
Jul
35
39
37
38
33
29
41
34
35
34
35
32
36
31.
35
34
38
39
36
38
35
36
33
Aug
37
37
27
30
29
26
34
29
23
32
39
27
26
38
28
31
28
33
32
32
26
27
36
Sep
33
30
30
36
29
29
38
31
30
26
28
28
29
36
28
29
29
32
32
36
35
28
31
Oct
58
61
41
39
48
38
48
44
33
51
48
44
42
43
44
56
44
50
48
48
40
49
57
Nov
59
55
49
55
52
44
61
42
54
59
57
54
51
55
50
59
56
66
63
62
51
51
56
Dec
69
58
56
73
55
45
71
53
62
74
65
62
53
59
60
71
58
72
67
75
60
74
77
Year
611
599
537
585
526
470
612
510
497
557
564
545
535
542
533
586
545
598
550
577
517
559
582
Source: Bureau of Meteorology 'Rainfall statistics, Australia. Metric
Edition 1977.'
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January and February are the wettest months, although they are
not markedly wetter than the other summer months. Early summer rains
are characterised by heavy storms which may be erratic in severity and
extent. The rains of the mid-summer months are usually more widespread
and result from rain depressions or broad troughs fed by moist northerly
air streams. These are the southerly extensions of the monsoonal trough
which lies across northern Australia during the summer months.
Winter rains are usually less intense than summer rains and are
normally produced from the instability associated with the passage of
fronts which are the northern extension of the zone of low pressure
cells which lies across southern Australia in the winter months.
A measure of the reliability of rainfall is the probability of
receiving amounts above a certain level. Graph 2.1 shows the amounts
of rainfall that would be exceeded in 10, 50 and 90 per cent of months
at Goondiwindi based on 95 years of record. For example, the January
rainfall at Goondiwindi could be expected to exceed 18 mm in 9 out of
10 years, 64mm in 5 out of 10 years, and 161 mm in 1 out of 10 years.
An interesting feature of Graph 2.1 is the quite high mid-winter
rains that can be expected in at least one of ten years, and the fairly
acceptable mid-winter rains that can be expected in five out of ten
years. The effectiveness of these mid-winter falls is enhanced by the
low evaporation rates in these months and results in the Shire being a
predominantly winter crop growing area.
2.3 Temperature
Mean monthly maximum and minimum temperatures are given for
Goondiwindi in Table 2.3.
2.3.1 Frosts
Even though the Shire is located in the sub-tropical zone, the
area is susceptible to quite severe frosts due to its inland position
and the number of clear winter nights with dry air which assists the
radiation of heat from the earth's surface.
As measurements of grass temperature are not taken at
Goondiwindi, the minimum daily temperature which is measured in a
standard screen 1.25 metres above the ground is used. A minimum
temperature of 2°C in the screen will generally correspond to a light
frost whereas 0 C in the screen implies a heavy frost.
Appendix 2.1 shows the expected dates of first and last frost,
for a given probability and severity and Appendix 2.2 shows the chance
of receiving a frost of a specified severity and duration within a
given week.
Graph 2.1
GOONDIWINDI (95 years)
(The amount of rain that would be equalled or exceeded in 10, 50 and 90 per cenl of years)
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Table 2.3
Maximum and Minimum Temperatures 9 am and 3 pm Humidity
at Goondiwindi
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Temperature (°C)
Maximum
33.5
33.4
30.9
27.7
22.3
19.6
18.3
20.2
23.9
28.2
31.0
32.6
Minimum
19.8
19.8
17.5
13.8
8.7
6.2
4.6
6.2
9.0
13.4
16.4
18.7
Humidity (%)
9 am
54
55
58
59
65
73
69
63
56
50
48
51
3 pm
35
35
37
36
40
46
42
38
33
31
29
33
Source: Climatic Averages, Queensland. Metric Edition, August 1975.
Bureau of Meteorology.
2.3.2 Heat Waves
The incidence of heat waves varies from year to year, being less
in wetter years because of the modifying effect of cloud and rain-
bearing winds. The farenheit measure of 'heat wave1 is 100°F or more,
which is equivalent to 37.8° Celsius or more.
Appendix 2.3 shows the expected dates of first and last days with
heat wave temperatures for a given probability and severity, and
Appendix 2.4 shows the chance of receiving a heat wave of specified
severity and duration within a given week.
2.4 Humidity
Relative humidity is higher in winter than in summer in the Shire.
This is in direct contrast to most places in coastal and northern
Queensland and is a reflection of the southerly winter rainfall influence
and the relatively cooler temperatures at this time of the year.
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Table 2.3 shows monthly average values of relative humidity at
9 am and 3 pm at Goondiwindi. The relative humidity is the ratio,
expressed as a percentage, of the amount of moisture contained in the
air to the amount that would be contained if the air were saturated
at the same temperature.
2.5 Sunshine and Cloud
Table 2.4 shows average daily cloudiness, expressed in eighths of
sky covered, for 9 aim and 3 pm at Goondiwindi and average daily sunshine
hours recorded at the D.P.I. Inglewood Field Station.
Table 2.4
Cloudiness at Goondiwindi and Sunshine at Inglewood F.S.
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Average Daily Cloudiness
at Goondiwindi
(Eighths of sky covered)
9 am
2.2
2.2
2.1
1.8
2.0
2.7
2.3
1.8
1.6
1.9
2.3
2.3
3 pm
3.4
3.5
3.4
2.8
2.8
3.2
2.7
2.3
2.3
2.7
3.3
3.7
Average Daily Sunshine
at D.P.I. Inglewood
Field Station
(hours)
9.25
9.45
8.30
8.60
7.37
7.05
7.30
8.05
8.75
9.11
9.72
9.10
Source: Weston, E.J. (1975) 'Resources Study in the Condamine-
Maranoa Region of Southern Queensland1. Derived from data
published by Bureau of Meteorology in 'Monthly Climate Data
Surface, Australia1. Record of cloudiness (1957-1973),
record of sunshine hours for 9 years.
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2.6 Evaporation
Evaporation statistics are not collected in the Waggamba Shire
however details of water loss from a Class A Pan Evaporimeter have been
collected by the Department of Primary Industries at the Inglewood Field
Station 15 km west of Inglewood since 1970 and by the Queensland Water
Resources Commission at St. George. The data collected is shown in
Table 2.5.
Table 2.5
Average Evaporation from a Class A Pan Evaporimeter
Inglewood Field Station and St. George
(1970-79)
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
Novemb er
December
Year
Average Monthly Evaporation (mm)
Inglewood
193
169
150
119
80
52
61
80
104
145
182
218
1 553
St. George
266
219
200
142
94
64
63
90
137
194
229
256
1 954
As Waggamba Shire lies between these centres it could be expected
that evaporation rates in the Shire lie between the figures quoted for
the two centres.
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2.7 Wind
Wind is not an important climatic feature in Waggamba although
strong wind gusts can occur from the occasional storm in early spring
and decaying cyclone in late summer. Strong south westerly winds in
July bring cool dry air behind frontal changes. Table 2.6 sets out
the general direction of prevailing winds recorded at Goondiwindi.
Table 2.6
Wind Direction - Goondiwindi
Season Morning Afternoon
Spring N.W. - N.E. S.W. - N.W.
Summer N.E.-E. N.E.-S.E.
Autumn N.E. - S.E. S.E. - S.W.
Winter S.W. - S.E. S.W. - W.
2.8 Drought (See Graph 2.2)
In common with most near western and western areas of Queensland,
drought is a continual climatic hazard in Waggamba Shire. The earliest
records of drought in the Shire were that 'cattle were starving at
Goondiwindi' in April 1865. In January 1866 there was no grass or
water at Goondiwindi where the drought was not broken until mid-July.
In the six months to August 1866 the Dumaresq and Severn Rivers were
lower than previously experienced.
The 1898-1902 drought was one of the most severe droughts ever
experienced. The sheep flock at Welltown Station, which usually
amounted to 150 000 sheep was down to 8 000 by November 1902. Between
1901 and 1902 the number of cattle dropped from 21 298 to 4 608 and
sheep dropped from 301 985 to 31 768 in the Goondiwindi Petty Sessions
District.
In 1915 Goondiwindi recorded its lowest ever rainfall, at 266 mm.
This was a short sharp drought, between two good years, accentuated by
hot weather. Sheep numbers in the Goondiwindi Petty Sessions District
dropped forty-four percent between the beginning and the end of the
year.
The year 1917 had nearly record rainfall but the falls in the
following year were so low that east of Goondiwindi reported drought
that had not been as bad since 1902. The next year, 1919, was also a
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year of extremely low rainfall and conditions around Goondiwindi were
reported as serious.
The period 1935 to 1944 was one of almost continuous dry spells.
In August 1940 the area was reported to be in the grip of drought. The
Macintyre River at Goondiwindi was lower than in 1902 and the water
supply was threatened, and heavy lambing losses had occurred in the
western border districts. However the Goondiwindi district itself was
luckier at this time than some other parts of Queensland which were
experiencing their worst drought for forty years.
More recent droughts in 1951, 1957 and 1965 have been reflected
in the production statistics through livestock deaths and lambing
percentages. The following table shows figures for these years compared
with those normal years for the Waggamba Shire.
1951 1957 1965 formal
Years
Cattle deaths for year 6 502 12 041 15 277 2-4 000
Sheep deaths for year 115 749 138 493 281 416 40-60 000
Lambs marking percent for year 39.8 34.1 35.4 60-70
2.9 Climate and Agriculture
2.9.1 Winter Cropping
One feature of the climate of the border districts of southern
Queensland is the quite high probability of adequate soil moisture
being available for crop growth in winter compared with summer. As
the period of maximum soil moisture storage is during winter in the
Waggamba Shire, winter cropping will be more successful in this area
than summer cropping and December-planted summer crops will have more
favourable moisture conditions than spring-planted crops. However,
the decreasing probability of having moisture available in August and
September causes many winter crops to experience moisture stress during
the grain-filling period and yields may be reduced.
The occurrence of rainfall has an important effect on cropping
systems in the Shire,, The average number of workings following initial
ploughing is three cultivations followed by planting. This, however,
depends on seasonal conditions. For example, wet summer conditions
cause heavy weed growth and this may require a second ploughing. Where
possible this is avoided and secondary cultivation is carried out with
tyne equipment.
In an area where planting opportunities are limited the ability
to plant on small falls of rain is important. Those operations which
retain soil moisture close to the surface will allow planting on smaller
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falls of rain. During the critical wheat planting period of May-June
the chance of receiving 25 mm of rain is nearly 20 per cent less than
the chance of receiving 13 mm of rain.
Planting time is also influenced by the probability of crop loss
through frost at flowering. Early planting exposes the crop to a
greater chance of frost damage. The popular planting time in the
Shire, May-June, avoids frost damage but leaves the crop susceptible
to high temperatures or rain during maturity.
Chance of Receiving Stated Amount or More of Rain for May and
June at Goondiwindi3 based on 73 years of records
(percent)
Month
May
June
Source:
13
%
70
78
Amount of
25
%
55
60
Isbell (1957)
Rain
39
%
37
47
(mm)
51
%
22
37
75
%
11
18
Forage oats is the second most important crop in Waggamba Shire.
Oats growing offers an alternative and climatically less demanding
form of land use where physiological maturity need not be reached to
provide a useful return. The commencement of grazing depends only on
receiving sufficient rain for the development of secondary roots.
Consequently the range of usefulness of oats extends further into the
drier areas than does wheat growing.
Because frost does not harm oats, planting can be carried out in
autumn to take advantage of a longer growing season. The number of
cultivations can thus be reduced by one in many instances. The
preferred planting time for slow-maturing forage oats is March-April
while quicker-maturing cultivars can be sown from April to July.
Forage oats performance in Waggamba Shire has been estimated at 2 470
sheep-days or 247 cattle-days grazing per hectare.
2.9.2 Summer Cropping
The climate of Waggamba Shire is not well suited to present summer
cropping systems and is less suited to grain production than forage
production. Spil moisture decreases until late December and then
increases until the end of March. Summer cropping practices should be
programmed to take advantage of this period of improved moisture.
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Many grain sorghum crops fail or sustain low yield in the Shire,
however failed crops can fill a nutritional gap in beef cattle husbandry
during the autumn and early winter period so that the economics of grain
sorghum production in the Shire does not rely solely on grain production.
2.9.3 Pastures
Whilst the majority of the native pasture species are summer
growing perennials and annuals, winter growing annuals provide excellent
grazing during winter and spring. These winter annuals include the
legumes, burr medic (Mediaago polymoppha) and small woolly burr medic
(M. minima). These plants set seed in the spring and early summer.
Should the spring rains fail, this seed provides excellent grazing for
sheep. This factor has contributed to the reputation which the Shire
enjoys of being one of the premier wool growing districts in the State.
Although large areas of Waggamba Shire were seeded to Rhodes grass
(Chloris gayccna) following brigalow clearing, this species has died out
during major droughts and only a relatively small area of introduced
pasture exists in the Shire. Although the available introduced pasture
grasses can provide a means of increasing dry matter production, their
growth rhythm is similar to native pastures and during the summer months
the quality of the latter is satisfactory. Moreover in good summer
seasons it has been observed that rank growth of introduced species has
decreased sheep performance.
Buffel grass (Cenckrus ciliapis) is a species of moderate quality
but with characteristics which make it the most important introduced
pasture species in the area. It responds quickly in spring, produces
a large volume of dry matter which stands over well for winter use and
is drought tolerant. While it frosts readily, cultivar selection can
be used to overcome this feature.
2.9.4 Sheep Husbandry
Internal parasites affect sheep in both summer and winter. Many
producers drench strategically with a broad spectrum drench going into
and coming out of winter, as well as perhaps giving one or two other
specific drenches during the year, particularly summer. Autumn joining
allows lambs to be weaned during a period of lush pasture growth. The
most important external parasite of sheep is the blow fly. Severe fly
waves are initiated by wet springs and waves of varying severity occur
with wet autumns.
2.9.5 Cattle Husbandry
The relatively high amounts of sunshine experienced in the Shire
combined with the tick-free environment have resulted in an unusual
disease being of particular concern. As Waggamba Shire is tick free,
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the Hereford is one of the most popular breeds, however eye cancer
affects Hereford cattle more commonly than other breeds present in the
area and affects mostly older cattle such as breeders and bulls. The
incidence of eye cancer in breeding herds ranges from 2 to 8 percent.
Exposure to strong sunlight and lack of eye pigment in the Hereford
breed are implicated as predisposing factors.
2.9.6 Drought Husbandry
Droughts in the Waggamba Shire can be divided into seasonal
droughts and long-term droughts. A seasonal feed shortage can occur
in winter and spring because of the limited range of pasture species
able to take advantage of winter soil moisture. In addition, the
occurrence of frost during the non-growing season reduces the
nutritive value of standover material.
In low rainfall years producers feed their cattle supplements on
a fairly regular basis. The most popular are molasses-urea mixes,
commercial lick preparation, grain and hay. Most cattle producers
also have some area sown to oats.
Strategies employed in the area to alleviate the effects of long-
term droughts are -
(a) Reduction of stocking pressure by sale or agistment.
(b) Scrub feeding particularly for sheep.
(c) Supplementary or full hand feeding.
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APPENDIX 2.1
Date of First Frost for Year at Goondiwindi
(i.e. before July 15)
Temperature
Earliest
% Risk
Latest
Probability
10
30
50
70
90
(%)
3
Apr
Apr
May
May
May
June
July
99
5
29
10
18
26
9
5
2
Apr
May
May
May
June
June
July
97
17
6
18
26
3
19
3
1
May
May
May
June
June
July
July
92
8
14
28
8
18
11
14
0
May
May
June
June
July
July
81
8
25
9
20
4
11
-1
May
June
June
July
• •
July
66
9
3
18
1
12
-2
May
June
June
• •
July
48
17
14
28
12
1 Screen temperatures - for explanation see Section 2.3.1.
Date of Last Frost for Year at Goondiwindi
(i.e. after July 15)
Temperature
Earliest
% Risk
Latest
Probability
90
70
50
30
10
(%)
-2
July
• •
• •
July
Aug
Sept
39
17
19
12
7
-1
July
July
Aug
Aug
Sept
61
17
22
7
22
7
0
July
• •
July
Aug
Aug
Sept
Sept
84
17
30
10
20
3
27
1
July
July
Aug
Aug
Sept
Sept
Oct
99
17
28
12
22
1
16
16
2
July
Aug
Aug
Sept
Sept
Sept
Oct
100
29
10
23
2
11
25
16
3
Aug
Aug
Sept
Sept
Sept
Oct
Oct
100
14
23
4
12
20
2
16
1 Screen temperatures - for explanation see Section 2.3.1.
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APPENDIX 2.2
Goandiwindi - Frost Occurrence and Duration Probabilities (per cent)
Temp. C
Week
Beg inning
Apr 16
Apr 2 3
Apr 30
May 7
May 14
May 21
May 28
June 4
June 11
June 18
June 25
July 2
July 9
July 16
July 23
July 30
Aug 6
Aug 13
Aug 20
Aug 27
Sept 3
Sept 10
Sept 17
Sept 24
Oct 1
Oct 8
Oct 15
2
At
Least
1 Day
0
3
1
9
18
25
37
39
49
48
61
68
66
76
68
68
65
56
34
30
13
9
4
8
1
1
1
2
Consec
Days
0
0
1
3
1
11
10
18
19
32
33
51
42
51
44
43
32
28
17
6
3
1
0
3
1
0
0
i
3
Consec
Days
0
0
0
1
0
4
3
11
11
16
16
29
27
28
23
20
11
15
8
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
At
Least
1 Day
0
0
0
1
4
8
11
20
20
30
38
52
38
49
37
43
39
32
14
8
4
3
3
1
0
0
0
2
Consec
Days
0
0
0
1
0
0
4
5
9
9
18
23
18
22
19
11
11
5
3
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
Consec
Days
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
3
4
4
4
U
14
ll
A
4
4
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
At
Least
1 Day
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
1
4
9
9
13
11
9
11
4
3
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
-2
2
Consec
Days
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
3
4
3
4
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
Consec
Days
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
i
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APPENDIX 2.3
Date of First Heatwave Temperature for Year at Goondiwindi
Temperature
Earliest
% Risk
Latest
Probability
°C
10
30
50
70
90
(%)
35
Sept
Oct
Oct
Oct
Nov
Nov
Dec
10C
15
3
18
28
6
21
20
I
36
Sept
Oct
Oct
Nov
Nov
Dec
Jan
99
15
8
25
6
19
7
3
37
Oct
Oct
Nov
Nov
Nov
Dec
Jan
4
12
1
15
30
21
6
99
38
Oct
Oct
Nov
Nov
Dec
Jan
92
8
17
8
24
11
9
39
Oct
Oct
Nov
Dec
Dec
• •
Jan
86
10
24
17
5
25
15
40
Oct
Nov
Dec
Dec
• •
Jan
73
18
10
4
22
15
Bate of Last Heatwave Temperature for Year at Goomdiwindi,
Temperature
Earliest
% Risk
Latest
Probability
°C
90
70
50
30
10
(%)
40
Jan
• •
• a
Feb
Feb
Mar
51
16
2
21
19
39
Jan
• a
a •
Feb
Feb
Mar
Mar
72
16
3
15
2
19
38
Jan
Jan
Feb
Feb
Mar
Apr
78
17
31
13
22
6
1
37
Jan
it a
Feb
Feb
Mar
Mar
Apr
90
17
13
21
2
12
1
36
Jan
Feb
Feb
Mar
Mar
Apr
Apr
97
19
9
22
2
12
2
19
35
Jan
Feb
Mar
Mar
Mar
Apr
Apr
99
30
18
3
12
20
2
21
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APPENDIX 2 . 4
Goondiwindi - Heatwave Occurrence and Duration Probabilities (per cent)
Temp. °C
Week
Beginnin;
Oct 1
Oct 8
Oct 15
Oct 22
Oct 29
Nov 5
Nov 12
Nov 19
Nov 26
Dec 3
Dec 10
Dec 17
Dec 24
Jan 1
Jan 8
Jan 15
Jan 22
Jan 29
Feb 5
Feb 12
Feb 19
Feb 26
Mar 5
Mar 12
Mar 19
Mar 26
Apr 2
At
Least
1 Day
0
0
3
5
4
6
10
9
9
12
21
21
24
27
24
27
26
17
12
12
7
4
1
4
1
0
0
40
2
Consec
Days
0
0
0
0
1
1
3
3
3
7
9
7
10
10
19
15
14
4
4
6
3
1
0
3
0
0
0
3
Consec
Days
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
3
3
3
0
4
5
14
7
7
1
1
4
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
38
At
Leas
1 Day
1
5
6
11
15
17
24
24
25
30
33
38
42
46
45
43
41
32
33
27
28
16
6
5
1
1
0
2
Conse
Days
0
0
1
0
3
6
11
7
10
17
20
19
22
24
26
27
22
16
14
9
11
5
3
3
0
0
0
3
Consec
Days
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
1
5
5
10
5
12
14
20
12
15
6
7
6
4
0
0
1
0
0
0
36
At
Leas
1 Day
4
14
12
20
32
36
47
44
53
56
65
70
72
74
70
68
63
58
63
54
51
41
27
22
12
6
6
2
Consec
Days
0
1
5
11
15
19
30
26
33
37
43
43
47
60
48
48
48
38
38
32
36
25
7
7
3
3
0
3
Consec
Days
0
0
3
5
5
10
16
14
20
22
25
22
31
33
32
40
36
24
36
20
19
7
4
4
0
0
0
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3. WATER RESOURCES
by. J. Bourne
3.1 Introduction
The water resources available to landholders in Waggamba Shire
have had some effect on agricultural development. Underground water
resources are sufficient for stock use and the tapping of this resource
early this century had a big impact on livestock carrying capacity in
the Shire. The underground water in the Shire is however not suitable
for irrigation which is accordingly restricted to riparian landholdings,
mostly along the Macintyre River.
The supply of water in the Macintyre River has increased in recent
years through discharge from the Glenlyon Dam on Pike Creek west of
Stanthorpe, which was completed in 1976, and this has resulted in
increased irrigation potential in the Shire. Goondiwindi Weir on the
Macintyre River was completed in 1942 to supply the Town of Goondiwindi.
3.2 Surface Water
The major drainage lines are the Macintyre and Weir Rivers, which
join in the south-western corner of the Shire. All other streams are
tributary to these two rivers. The Macintyre River is referred to as
the Barwon downstream from Talwood.
Many of the creeks flow only after significant rainfalls and are
usually dry for long periods. The Weir River and the larger creeks
such as Yarrill, Wyaga and Commoron Creeks disintegrate into a chain
of discrete water holes after periods of dry weather. The Macintyre
River is the only permanent stream in the Shire.
3.2.1 Run-Off
Stream flow gauging stations are located on the Macintyre River
at Goondiwindi and at Mungindi (Barwon River) and the Weir River at
Talwood. Records are available for 27 years at Goondiwindi and for
13 years at Talwood. Due to the very high variability in stream
discharge, the short-term records at Talwood are not useful for
averages.
At Goondiwindi, river discharge statistics have been recorded
since 1949. The maximum annual discharge recorded in this period was
4 490 420 ML in the 1955-56 climatic year (Oct-Sept), including
1 790 168 ML in February 1956 which was the highest monthly discharge
Graph 3.1
DISCHARGE OF MACINTYRE R. AT GOONDIWINDI
(30 years record — Average 1 266 000 ML.)
Note: Future flows will be affected by Glenlyou Dam releases.
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recorded in the period. The minimum annual discharge recorded was
132 942 ML in the 1960-61 climatic year. Zero flow was recorded for
January 1958, April 1959 and from March to June 1965. Graph 3.1
shows average monthly discharge for the Macintyre River at Goondiwindi.
It is important to remember that discharge in the Macintyre
River at Goondiwindi does not reflect the seasonal rainfall pattern
at Goondiwindi but rather the rainfall pattern experienced in the
border rivers catchment.
The Border Rivers Catchment
The Border Rivers System, comprising the Macintyre Brook,
Dumaresq, Macintyre, Weir, Mole and Severn Rivers,2together with their
tributary streams drain an area of about 37 500 km above Mungindi
extending from Millmerran in Queensland south to Inverell and east to
Tenterfield in New South Wales. The catchment is bounded in the east
by the Herries Range in Queensland and the Great Dividing Range in
New South Wales. Map 2 shows details of the Border Rivers catchment.
The elevation in the catchment falls from 1 600 m to below 200 m
in a distance of 480 km with about half the catchment below 400 m.
Headwater streams rising in the high country of the Great Divide flow
through deeply dissected valleys and are normally perennial and swift
flowing. In their journey downstream they become sluggish and enter a
broad meander belt after Goondiwindi where the Macintyre inundates
extensive areas of land during major floods.
The Border Rivers Commission
The Dumaresq-Barwon Border Rivers Commission was established under
the New South Wales-Queensland Border Rivers Agreement of 1946. As
amended by the New South Wales-Queensland Border Rivers Act Amendment
Act of 1968 the Commission is responsible for the investigation,
construction, operation and maintenance of water conservation works
along the Border Rivers which are defined as those parts of the
Severn, Dumaresq, Macintyre and Barwon Rivers constituting part of
the boundary between the States of New South Wales and Queensland.
The 1968 amendment provided for the construction of storages
initially on Pike Creek in Queensland and later, if required, on the
Mole River in N.S.W. as alternatives to the Dumaresq Storage site at
Mingoola provided for in the original agreement of 1946.
Construction of the Glenlyon Dam on Pike Creek was commenced in
1972 with the estimated cost of the dam of $17 million being shared
equally between Queensland and N.S.W. The dam was officially opened
on 19 November 19 76. Unfortunately it was not completed before the
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February 1976 floods and experienced two dry summers in 1976-^77 and
1977-78. It was not until January 1979 that the dam stored a
significant quantity of water (229 000 ML or 88 per cent of capacity).
3.2.2 Floods
As flooding in the Macintyre River occurs frequently, and can
occur in any month of the year, it is an ever present hazard to low-
lying land close to the river. With the gentle gradient of the land
adjacent to the Macintyre and Weir Rivers, these streams become multi-
channelled in times of flood and inundation of the land between the
channels may occur in the bigger floods. Map 1 shows the extent of
flooding recorded during the 1956 and 1976 floods.
Table 3.1 shows the number of floods recorded in the Macintyre
River at Goondiwindi classified according to the heights at which
significant disruption occurs.
The earliest report of flooding in the Macintyre River was in
1864 when it was reported that heavy rainfall caused serious flooding
along the Macintyre River and the inundation of Goondiwindi itself.
Further heavy and continuous rain in March that year produced severe
floods in all rivers.
In June 1950, the eastward movement of an inland trough in
conjunction with the passage south of a cyclone caused near record
falls of rain in the headwaters of the Macintyre River which reached a
height of 10.01 metres at Goondiwindi. At the end of July further
extensive flooding occurred, and the Macintyre River at Goondiwindi
rose to within 10 cm of the 1890 record.
In February 1953, record monthly rain totals of 100 to 300 mm
with outstanding falls of 374 mm at Goondiwindi and 456 mm at Talwood
caused widespread floodings to low-lying areas. Heavy stock losses
were reported, and efforts to minimise these involved aircraft
dropping fodder for sheep.
The most widespread flood to affect the Shire occurred in
January-February 1956. Rainfall of unprecedented intensity was
recorded over the headwaters of the Macintyre River in January,
devastating crops, settlements and communications in the Shire.
The flood was many kilometres wide and formed an inland sea (see
Map 1). During the following four weeks a succession of flood rains
completely waterlogged the country with practically all rain forming
run-off.
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Table 3.1
Floods in Macintyre River, Goondiwindi
(16.10.1886 to 1.3.1978)
Number of Occasions on which Flood Height is Equalled or Exceeded
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
TOTAL
Peak Flood Height
4.57
22
25
12
7
2
12
15
10
10
25
16
15
171
4.88
22
25
11
7
2
12
15
10
10
24
16
14
168
Equalled or Exceeded (metres)
8.53
5
10
1
2
1
6
3
1
3
10
8
7
57
10.67 12. 19
Notes: 1. Excludes 29 recorded peaks of less than 4.57 metres.
2. Floods do not add across as a higher peak will also
exceed a lower peak.
3. Flood classification at Goondiwindi:
4.57 m: First inconvenience: floods crops and grazing
areas. Moderate flooding downstream.
4.88 m: Stock bridge level (3.2 km upstream)
8.53 m: Serious flooding downstream
10.67 m: First breaks banks at gauge: large areas
of flooding, including Goondiwindi town.
12.19 m: Motor bridge height.
Source: From flood height recordings taken by the Bureau of
Meteorology and supplied by the Queensland Water Resources
Commission. Compiled by P. Lloyd, 1979.
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This flood was produced by a penetration of equatorial air
southward across the continent assisted by a cyclone which formed over
the Gulf of Carpentaria and a surface trough extending southwards from
the Gulf cyclone. Rainfall causing the first flood peak was mainly
concentrated in the headwaters of Macintyre Brook just north-east of
Inglewood. This area, which forms the Herries Range, recorded falls
of up to 450 mm during the period 20-23 January 1956. In the head-
waters of the Dumaresq River falls of up to 203 mm were recorded in
the same period.
The highest peak ever recorded in the Macintyre at Goondiwindi
was a height of 10.48 metres on 13 February 1976. This flood was
caused by a rain depression, formerly cyclone 'Alan', which moved
from the southern part of the Northern Territory eastwards to link
up with another low pressure cell off the northern New South Wales
coast.
An interesting feature of this flood is that rainfalls recorded
in the catchment were not exceptional. The high flood was caused
rather by high run-off, as the rain fell on an already saturated
catchment. The Macintyre-Dumaresq River systems had been under minor
to moderate flooding in the latter half of January 1976 from cyclone
'David' which crossed the Queensland coast at Yeppoon and then moved
inland as a rain depression. The following table shows rainfalls
recorded in the border rivers catchment on 11 February 1976.
Rainfall Recorded in the Border Rivers Catchment
on 11 February 1976
(ram)
Goondiwindi 181
Inglewood 141
Texas 209
Yelarbon 174
Source: Bureau of Meteorology, Queensland. Unpublished data.
Table 3.2 shows the dates and peak heights of floods over 10
metres recorded at Goondiwindi. Before levee banks were built in
195 7, Goondiwindi town was subject to partial inundation from floods
of more than about 9.75 metres. Table 3.3 shows the dates and heights
of floods which caused flooding of the town prior to 1953. In addition,
5 separate 10-metre floods in 1956 entered the town and caused
considerable disruption.
Tenterfield
Glen Innes
Inverell
(mm)
191
145
145
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Table 3.2
Floods at Goondiwindi Exceeding 10 metres
Peak Height
(metres)
10.21
10.06
10.11
10.16
10.01
10.08
10.11
10.08
10.03
10.03
10.06
Source:
Date
27 March, 1890
12 June, 1921
2 July, 1921
25 July, 1921
26 June, 1950
24 July, 1950
30 July, 1950
23 February, 1953
20 October, 1954
21 October 1954
27 February 1955
(1886-1978)
Peak Height
(metres)
10.24
10.06
10. 10
10.29
10.24
10.13
10.34
10.08
10.10
10.48
Date
22 January, 1956
7 February, 1956
11 February, 1956
20 February, 1956
27 June, 1956
11 November, 1966
11 December, 1970
8 February, 19 71
1 April, 19 75
13 February, 19 76
From flood height recordings taken by the Bureau of
Meteorology and supplied by the Queensland Water Resources
Commission.
Table 3.3
Dates of Floods Entering Goondiwindi Town
(1890-1953)
Date
June 26-27, 1950
July 24, 1950
July 30, 1950
October 12, 1950
January 28, 1951
February 24, 1953
was a flash flood and did not affect the town.
Source: New South Wales Water Conservation and Irrigation Commission
(1953) .
Peak Height
(metres)
10.21
9.60
10.06
10.11
10.16
9.75
Note: A t>e
Date
March 27, 1890
November 17, 1917
June 12, 1921
July 2, 1921
July 25, 1921
Pecember 29, 1921
:ak of 9.75 m was experi
Peak Heig
(metres)
10.01
10.08
10.11
9.83
9.98
10.08
.enced on 4 Oc
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3.3 Underground Water
Underground artesian water exists under the whole Shire which is
on the eastern extremity of the Great Artesian Basin. Generally, the
depth at which artesian water is found increases the further west one
travels in the Shire. In the area east of the Leichhardt Development
Road (Goondiwindi north to Moonie), artesian water supplies are found
at depths ranging from 120 metres to 375 metres while in the western
areas of the Shire, existing artesian bores are 900 to 1 200 metres in
depth. The quality of these artesian waters is such that they are only
suitable for stock although some are used for limited domestic purposes.
Water flows from artesian bores are extremely variable. In the
western half of the Shire, flows are large enough to be distributed by
bore drains and they can be up to 500 000 litres per day. In the
eastern half of the Shire, the flows range from 18 000 to 140 000
litres per day.
There also are a number of shallow artesian aquifers within the
Shire, mainly in the eastern half. The depth of these bores ranges
from 30 to 300 metres, and flows range from 1 200 to 27 000 litres per
day. A number of these sub-artesian bores put down in the Shire have
been abandoned either because of failure of the supply or the intrusion
of salty water.
3.4 Irrigation
Irrigation development in the Shire has been minimal to date and
is confined to properties with frontages along the Macintyre and Weir
Rivers.
Existing irrigation schemes have been developed in an attempt by
graziers to drought proof their properties. Lucerne and other fodder
have been the main crops irrigated, usually by a spray line system. A
number of these schemes has been affected by the unreliability of water
supplies during dry periods and by the lack of skilled labour.
Since irrigation is so labour consuming, other property activities
are often neglected. The skills required to operate the irrigation
systems is sometimes unavailable on grazing properties and consequently
the plant and equipment is not used to its full potential and may
remain idle. In the vicinity of Goondiwindi lucerne and some grain
crops are grown under irrigation.
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3.5 Future Irrigation Development
From July 1977, water has become available to riparian land-
holders along the border rivers system downstream from the Glenlyon
Dam to Mungindi.
The dam provides a storage capacity of 260 000 megalitres
impounded by an earth and rockfill wall 45 metres high. After
allowances for distribution losses downstream and additional supply
from existing weir storages, the effective annual supply available
to Queensland property owners from the dam site to Mungindi will be
48 500 megalitres.
Original soil surveys along the border rivers system indicated
that 30 000 ha of land suitable for irrigation would be available in
Queensland within 3 kilometres of the Dumaresq and Macintyre Rivers
from the Pike Creek confluence to Goondiwindi. This estimate was
based on the distribution of recent alluvial soil associations mapped
by Isbell in 1956.
Some considerations should, however, be given to the chemical
and physical properties of soils regarded as having potential for
irrigation development, as well as to the economic and engineering
considerations of proximity to the water supply and topography suited
to irrigation.
3.5.1 Suitability of soils in Waggamba Shire for irrigation and
current crop husbandry practices. (Soil keys refer to the
coloured Soil Associations Map)
Soils east of Goondiwindi
East of Goondiwindi the main soil association currently irrigated
is the LM1 association. There is some variation in the major soil
types represented in this association and their separation into
younger terraces and levees and older terraces and levees is very
useful for appraisal of the area.
Kerr (1971) described, on the Macintyre Brook at Inglewood, the
younger terraces and levees as sandy clay loams and the older terraces
and levees as silty clay loams. He noted that the sandy clay loam was
most suitable for irrigation, having higher initial fertility, lower
crusting potential and a higher water infiltration rate than the silty
clay loam. However, the area of these soils irrigated was low because
of their irregular shape, undulating topography and limited area. A
similar situation occurs along the Dumaresq and Macintyre Rivers between
Yelarbon and Goondiwindi.
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Crops grown on the sandy clay loams are currently spray irrigated
as the undulating topography prevents the use of flood systems. The
main crops grown are lucerne and winter forage and cereal crops. High
crop yields can be obtained on this soil type.
The silty clay loams, although the most widely used for
irrigation, have severe physical limitations which require special
management techniques. Flood irrigation is the major system used on
these soils. Crops grown are lucerne, cereal crops and tobacco, while
more recently navy beans, soybeans and green beans have been grown,
mostly in Inglewood Shire.
Special management techniques are employed in growing crops due
to the physical limitations of the silty clay loams. Furrows have to
be reformed after each irrigation to prevent the formation of a surface
crust which impedes water infiltration during subsequent irrigations and
restricts crop yield potential. However, this practice is self-defeating
in the long term as increased cultivation intensity further breaks down
physical structure of the soil surface and enhances crusting. Also the
cultivation of furrows, especially in taller crops such as sunflowers
can be impractical later in the growth of the crop when irrigation may
be critical. The problem is not resolved by changing to portable spray
irrigation as it is impractical to shift spray lines through these
crops. Experience has shown that water impact from travelling irrigators
also produces crusting.
Yields of up to 3 t/ha of soybeans, can be obtained on these soils
by better irrigators. Such yields require a high standard of irrigation
expertise and the effects of the special management techniques on long
term yield remain questionable.
Other soil associations between Goondiwindi and Yelarbon which are
potentially irrigable are the Ro 4 and CC 20 associations. These
associations could be reached by diverting water through open earth
channels leading away from the Border Rivers. Flood irrigation would
probably be preferred on both soils.
The boundaries of each of these associations are not readily
identifiable on the ground as there are similar areas of duplex and
clay soils in each association. On the Ro 4, the duplex soils are
more dominant while on the CC 20 the grey clays are more dominant.
The dominant soil of the Ro 4 association is known as the belah
soil from the dominant tree species Casuarina ovtstata. These are the
best dryland grain growing soils in the Shire, producing average wheat
yields of 2 t/ha on the better managed farms. The soils have few
physical problems and no special management techniques are required.
There is some scope for irrigation development on these soils at
Kurrumbul, some 30 Ion east of Goondiwindi where they occur within a
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few kilometres of the Macintyre River and the cost of diversion would
be minimal.
The dominant soil of the CC 20 association is a uniform cracking
clay which supports brigalow (Acacia harpophylla.) and brigalow-belah
as the dominant vegetation. The association is moderately gilgaied but
some of these soils have been cultivated for many years and the gilgais
have been reduced through normal cultivation and, in some cases, land
levelling. This feature of the CC 20 association does, however, limit
its potential for irrigation since in time the gilgais tend to reform.
Soils west of Goondiwindi
West of Goondiwindi the main soil association along the Macintyre
River is the CC 17, with uniform profile deep cracking clays making up
some 70 per cent of the association.
The physical structure of the soil is suitable for cultivation
and experience on this association at Boggabilla has indicated that
tilth improves over a period of 4-5 years. The major limitation is
adequate drainage away from low lying areas. This problem is now
being overcome by land levelling. Low lying areas are often associated
with an extensive network of minor creeks and drainage lines throughout
the CC 17 association.
The major limitation to irrigation development in this area is
the frequent flooding of land adjacent to the river. Flooding affects
the timing of farm operations and renders access roads unusable. Little
irrigation is currently carried out on this soil association.
Other soils which could be commanded if irrigation water was
diverted from the Border Rivers are the HG 1 and HG 2 associations,
0c21, My 3 and further areas of CC 17 . Diversion onto these soils
could be achieved by redirecting water along Callandoon Branch and
Brigalow Creek and its associated water courses leading into the Weir
River.
The HG soils are hard setting duplex soils and generally unsuitable
for irrigation. There are some variations in the description of the
0c21 association but district experience suggests that these soils may
behave similarly to the Ro4 group although they are lighter textured
at the surface and have a lower water holding capacity than the Ro 4
association. The My 3 soils are hardsetting and unsuitable for
irrigation development.
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4. SOILS
by B.Powell and J.Bourne
4.1 Introduction
Soils of the Waggamba Shire have been described by Isbell (1957)
for the area east of Talwood and by Galloway et at. (1974) for the area
west of Toobeah. The entire Shire is also mapped in Sheets 3 and 4 of
the Atlas of Australian Soils (Northcote, 1966; and Isbell et al., 1967)
as associations of soils within soil-landscape units.
Soil associations used in the Atlas of Australian Soils are shown
in the accompanying coloured map. This map also shows soil associations
for the Shires of Balonne, Warroo and Tara as well as Waggamba Shire.
The map and accompanying information is only a broad guideline to the
soils in the Shire and may not be accurate at the property level of
detail.
Table 4.1 gives the area and general description of each Atlas
map unit in the Shire with the equivalent Isbell map unit. Broad
guidelines of the agricultural suitability of these soils are summarised
in Table 4.2.
Detailed descriptions of individual soil types, and analytical
data, have been taken from Isbell.
4.2 Soil Associations
LOAMY SOILS OF MINIMAL DEVELOPMENT (Fz, 1,2,3)
The landscape of this unit comprises the mesa-like ranges and
drainage divides where sandstones outcrop and where mottled zone
lateritic residuals occur. This landscape is locally known as the
'rocky forest country1.
The chief soils are shallow loams (lithosols) (Urn 1.43) that have
been formed from the hardened remnants of deeply weathered lateritic
profiles. These profiles originally were red soils with ironstone over
a red and white mottled zone over a white 'pallid' zone of soil material.
Soil profile is invariably thin with much partly decomposed rock
present. Where the parent material is a more normal sandstone, the soils
are light coloured and coarse textured and where the solum exceeds 30 cm
in depth, there is a tendency for a clay subsoil to develop. Usually,
these soils are less than 30 cm thick with bare sandstone outcrops
frequent. Where parent rocks have been affected by lateritic influences,
and this is common, the soil invariably has a reddish colour.
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Th e shallow soils, developed on the mottled zone of the laterite
profile, frequently have a thin surface veneer of small ironstone nodules
and a loam or clay loam texture. Colour varies from brownish red to red
depending on the concentration of ferruginous material in the mottled
zone parent material.
These soils provide only very sparse grazing on native pasture
for sheep and cattle and are unsuitable for cropping.
LOAMY SOILS HAVING AN A HORIZON (LM1)
This association is found bordering the Dumaresq and Macintyre
Rivers east, and just west, of Goondiwindi and along parts of the Weir
River. The soils are developed on recent alluvial material and
frequently the degree of profile development is not marked. Generally
two terraces have developed; the lower, or younger one being narrow
and subject to seasonal flooding and the higher, or older terrace which
is covered by extreme floods.
Isbell (1957) made a distinction between the soils of the two
terraces. Kerr (1971) described the younger and older terraces and
leaves as sandy clay loams and silty clay loams respectively. He
noted that the sandy clay loam was more suitable for irrigation, having
higher initial fertility, lower crusting potential and higher water
infiltration rate than the silty clay loam. However, the area of
younger sandy clay loam terraces able to be irrigated is low because
of their irregular shape, undulating topography and limited area.
Kerr considered that the silty clay loams, although the most
widely used for irrigation in the neighbouring Inglewood Shire, have
severe physical limitations which require special management techniques.
Flood irrigation is the major system used on the silty clay loams and
crops grown include tobacco, cereals, lucerne, navy beans, soybeans and
green beans. Surface sealing following continued cultivation is the
major soil management problem on the silty clay loams.
Soils of the Younger Terraces and Levees
These soils are generally deep with a little-differentiated
profile. Along the Macintyre River in the vicinity of Goondiwindi and
along parts of the Weir River the levee soils are frequently of finer
texture but again profile differentiation is only weak. Along the Weir
River, in the vicinity of Tarewinnabar, coarser textured soils with weak
profile development occur, the coarser texture probably being a
consequence of; extensive sandy areas fringing the stream in the upper
reaches.
-51-
Generally the soils of the younger terraces and levees are
slightly acid to neutral for the first metre, below which they become
weakly alkaline. In the upper levels of the profile, calcium is the
dominant exchangeable cation but with depth magnesium may become co-
dominant and, in some cases, there may be significant amounts of
exchangeable sodium. The available phosphorus status of the soils is
high while total nitrogen is usually on the low side and soluble salt
and chloride content are low.
Soils of the Older Terraces and Levees
The older terrace is much more extensive and slopes very gently
away from the levee often for distances of 2 to 3 kilometres. The soils
have a more marked profile development than the younger terrace soils
and are described as sub-mature red brown earths by Isbell (1957). The
surface soils (A horizons) range from loams to clay loams with a heavier
compacted subsoil (B horizon) at depths slightly less than 60 cm. The
colour of the A horizon is brown or greyish brown but the compacted B
horizon is usually reddish brown. Isolated carbonate nodules often occur
in the deeper subsoil.
This soil is particularly susceptible to wind erosion in areas
where excessive stocking has depleted the grass cover. Bare areas with
the surface soil removed quite frequently occur on stock routes.
The A horizon of these soils is slightly acid to neutral but pH
values rise to 8 and above in the B horizon and deeper subsoil. Calcium
is the dominant exchangeable cation in the A horizon but magnesium may be
co-dominant in the B horizon and lower. Exchangeable sodium usually shows
a marked increase with depth as does total soluble salt and chloride
content. The available phosphorus status of the surface horizon is
fairly good.
Associated Soils
Chief soils are dark brown silty loams (Um 4.31), and yellow-brown
earths (Gn 2.43) with the younger terraces and levees being composed
mainly of uniform profile soils while the older terraces and levees
comprise gradational profile soils, red podzolic soils (Dr 2.42) and red
duplex soils (Dr 2.6 3).
GREY CRACKING CLAYS (CC17 and CC20)
These soils have uniform texture profiles that crack significantly
when dry. Clay contents may be as low as 35 per cent at the surface but
commonly range from 45 to 70 per cent in the subsoil.
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Gilgai or 'melonholes' are a common microrelief feature of these
soils. They range from very shallow forms on the flooded country (CC17)
to the strong gilgai microrelief (0.3 to 0.6 m deep) of the brigalow and
gidgee forest lands (CC20). Extreme melonholes can range up to 2 metres
deep and up to 20 metres in diameter rendering the land unfit for
cultivation. One form of melonhole consists of circular mounds or
'puffs' raised above the general surface level while another consists
of shallow 'depressions' set in the generally level surface.
The soils have a hard consistence and strong coherence when dry,
are strongly plastic when moist and become very sticky when wet. Heavy
rain penetrates deeply down cracks in the dry soil but once the surface
wets and swells, further infiltration is very slow. After heavy rain-
fall, water may lie for some time in the deeper gilgai depressions.
The fertility of these grey clays varies greatly but most are
fertile in the natural state. They mineralize nitrogen readily in
cultivated bare fallows and initially produce high yields. However the
total nitrogen content falls markedly over a couple of decades of
cropping.
Isbell (1957) subdivided the grey cracking clays into grey soils
of heavy texture (heavy grey clays), which correspond to soil
association CC17, and the grey clays, which correspond to the unit CC20.
Heavy Grey Clays (CC17)
This association is found in the flat low-lying area subject to
fairly frequent flooding between the Macintyre and Weir Rivers west of
Goondiwindi and is locally referred to as the 'flooded country'. The
colour of the soils is grey, dark grey or grey brown at least to one
metre and there is no apparent eluviation of clay, the texture being
uniformly heavy to medium clay (about 65 percent) throughout the profile.
The surface soil has a fairly coarse, granular self-mulching structure,
becoming coarse, blocky to massive at depth. Carbonate is usually
present, often in the form of nodules, below a depth of 15 cm.
These soils show some variation in reaction but are normally
slightly alkaline to neutral throughout the profile, ranging from pH 7.0
to 7.8. The clays of the surface 15 cm are almost fully base saturated
with calcium dominant and magnesium prominent. Exchangeable sodium
reaches significant levels in some profiles. The chloride content is
high below 30 cm and total soluble salts are correspondingly high below
that depth. Available phosphorus ranges from 15 to 30 ppm (low to fair)
in the upper 30 cm.
These soils have a very high wilting point which means that heavy
falls of rain (> 50 mm) are required for significant crop or pasture
response following dry periods. Water from lighter falls is too strongly
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held by the soil for plants to use. On the other hand, the soils are
able to store available moisture for long periods.
The Grey Clays (CC20)
These soils have a wide distribution within the Shire. They are
normally situated on an almost flat topography disturbed by only minor
undulations in the form of very gently sloping ridges and valleys. This
association is locally called the brigalow or 'melonhole' country as the
most striking feature of the soil is the very strong degree of gilgai
development. The vertical interval between the puff and the depression
may be as great as 2 metres although more commonly is 0.5 to 1.5 metres.
Puffs and depressions in this gilgai network are equally well developed.
The soils have to be considered in terms of puff and depression
profiles as there are appreciable differences in the upper parts of the
two profiles, although horizon differentiation is only very weakly
expressed.
In the puff profiles, crystalline gypsum is commonly found at
depths ranging from 25-100 cm. In most cases it occurs below the level
of free carbonate but frequently partly overlaps it. Gypsum often occurs
in subsoils which are strongly acid.
The surface soil of the depressions is normally a darker grey or
grey-brown clay with a coarser granular structure and commonly contains
a certain amount of organic matter washed down from the surrounding puffs.
Mechanical analyses show that both puff and depression profiles
consist of light to medium clays (40-50 per cent clay) increasing
slightly with depth. There is a slight tendency to a decrease of clay
content in depression profiles. In these the silt content is fairly
low and the sand moderately high (30-40 per cent).
The reaction values range from alkaline throughout (rare) through
alkaline surface with acid subsoils (most common) to acid throughout
(fairly common). Profiles with alkaline surfaces and acid subsoils can
have pH of the order of 7.2 at the surface, 5.5 at 15 cm and 4.5 at 50
cm. Profiles which are acid throughout show a similar rapid change of
pH over a very short depth range.
Where soils are alkaline and contain free carbonate, calcium is
the dominant exchangeable cation but exchangeable magnesium is also
fairly high. With acid conditions, magnesium becomes dominant but
calcium is still sub-dominant even in horizons with pH 4.5. Sodium is
also prominent and ranges up to 30 per cent of the total exchangeable
cations. There is usually a tendency for sodium to increase with depth.
The chloride and total soluble salt contents of these soils are
high except in the surface 30 cm. Available phosphorus figures are low
to very low except in certain depression profiles containing higher
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organic matter.
BROWN CRACKING CLAYS (MM1)
Extensive areas of this association, known locally as red belah
country, are found in the north western portion of the Waggamba Shire
where the deep brown clays (Ug 5.3) occur in association with the
lateritic red earths (Gn 2.12) and the red brown earths (Dr 2.33, Db 1.33)
In fact, the soils commonly have a reddish tint, probably due to
contamination from adjoining red soil areas. The brown clays are the
brown counterparts of the grey clays but gilgai development is usually
less and frequently absent.
Where gilgai development is present, there is little difference
in puff and depression profiles. The surface of these brown clays may
be covered by a thin discontinuous veneer of small ironstone nodules,
most of which appear to have been washed down from the neighbouring
lateritic red earth areas.
The clay content of these soils is approximately 40 per cent in
the upper levels rising to 58 per cent at depth. The upper levels are
usually neutral to moderately alkaline but become extremely acid at
depth. Calcium is the dominant exchangeable cation in the upper sections
of the profile but the sodium content is significant (up to 10 per cent
of total cations). Exchangeable magnesium rises with depth and is
dominant in the deeper subsoils.
Total soluble salts and chloride are high below 30 cm. The
available phosphorus is low in the upper levels of the profile (10-20
p.p.m.P.) and very low at depth.
RED EARTHS (My3)
The chief soils of this association, locally known as the 'red
country1, are the lateritic red earths (Gn 2.12). These have brown or
red-brown sandy to loamy surface soils (A horizons) with subsoils (B
horizons) being typically red, massive and porous sandy clay loam to
clay. They are highly permeable soils and have a low to very low
nutrient status. Associated soils are yellow earths (Gn 2.2) on the
flat areas, lithosols (Um 1.43) on the ridges and 'jump-ups', and red-
brown earths (Dr 2.33) on the lower-lying areas.
The lateritic red earths are commonly found wherever outcrops of
the old Tertiary laterite profile occur. In most instances, these
outcrops are of mottled zone material and, on these, lateritic red
earths of variable profile depth have developed. The soils are
characterised by a thin scattered surface veneer of small ironstone
nodules which may be concentrated locally by surface drainage conditions.
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In some areas the lateritic red earths are quite shallow and the
truncated laterite profile is quite close to the surface.
The lateritic red earth soils are acid throughout the profile, the
pH of the A horizon ranging from 4.5 to 5.5 and is normally lower than
elsewhere in the profile. The pH values tend to rise in the 60-90 cm
zone to 5.6 and 6.6. The total exchangeable cations are quite low with
calcium predominant but magnesium may show a rise with depth. Exchange-
able sodium is low throughout. Total soluble salts and chlorides are
low, as also is nitrogen. Available phosphorus is very low in all
horizons. Physical studies have shown a very narrow range of available
moisture between wilting point and field capacity.
The main vegetation on this association is poplar box, silver-
leaved and narrow-leaved ironbark and sandalwood with other small shrub
species, including cassias. The ridges mainly support narrow-leaved
ironbark.
This area is basically grazing country and improved perennial
grasses, such as buffel grass, have significantly boosted grazing
potential. However, crusting of the soil surface is a problem in
pasture establishment on these soils.
HARD SETTING LOAMY SOILS WITH RED CLAYEY SUBSOILS (0c21)
The chief soils of this association, known locally as red belah
country, are the red-brown earths (Dr2.33) which have a distinct texture
contrast between a hard-setting A horizon (surface soil) and a
moderately to strongly structured clayey B horizon (sub soil) in which
the uppermost layer is red. The soils have 15 to 25 cm thick A horizons
ranging from dark reddish-brown loam to clay loam. Free lime is
usually present at depth in the subsoil and scattered throughout many
profiles are small ironstone nodules. Associated soils are red earths
(Gn2.1) on the more elevated areas and grey and brown cracking clays
(Ug5.2 and Ug5.3) and weakly solodized brown clay loams (Dbl.33) in the
lower-lying sites.
In many cases, the red-brown earths are underlain by the old
truncated lateritic profile and it is likely that they have been
developed from material that has been deposited as a cover on the old
eroded lateritic surface rather than developing vn situ.
The A horizon of the red-brown earths is usually neutral but there
is commonly a rise in pH to 8 or slightly higher in the B horizons.
Some profiles may become strongly a cLd in the deep subsoils. Calcium is
the dominant exchangeable cation in the A horizon and magnesium may rise
to dominance in the B horizon. Exchangeable sodium increases with depth,
usually to significant amounts in the B horizon. Available phosphorus
is variable, ranging from 20 to 110 p.p.m. (low to high).
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Due to their hard-setting and sodic properties the red-brown
earths become difficult to cultivate. Gypsum has been found to be a
useful ameliorant for the hard-setting surface soils and for improving
the permeability of the clay subsoils.
HARD SETTING LOAMY SOILS WITH BROWN CLAYEY SUBSOILS (Ro4)
The chief soils of this association are the weakly solodized
brown clay loams (Dbl.33). These soils have a distinct texture contrast
between hard setting A horizons and a moderately to strongly structured
brown clayey B horizon. The A horizon consists of 5-10 cm of brown to
grey-brown clay loam ranging from slightly acid to neutral reaction.
The B horizons are neutral to moderately alkaline but in the deeper
subsoils below 130 cm pH values commonly drop to give strongly acid
conditions. Calcium is normally the dominant exchangeable cation in
both A and B horizons. Magnesium and particularly sodium, show an
increase in the B horizon. The chloride and total soluble salt contents
are low in the A horizon but increase with depth. The C:N ratio is
about 10. Available phosphorus ranges from low to moderate in the A
horizon (13-40 p.p.m.).
The soils of this association which Isbell (195 7) referred to as
weakly solonized brown clay loam association, are associated with the
grey and brown clays and there is considerable gradation between them.
The intermixing of these soils is so great that the boundaries between
the Ro4 and the CC20 associations, as shown in the accompanying map are
arbitrary. There are approximately equal areas of duplex (Ro4) and
clay (CC20) soils in each association.
The brown clay loams are referred to locally as 'belah soils' from
the dominant tree species Casuarina cristate*. These soils are regarded
as the best dryland grain-growing soils in the Shire, producing average
wheat yields of 2 tonnes per hectare on the better managed farms. The
soils have a loamy surface which forms a fine seedbed compared to the
cloddiness of the heavier clays. The finer textured surface will also
respond well to light falls of rain while the heavier textured clay
subsoil traps moisture from heavy falls, which it then makes available
to plants for long periods. In addition, the Ro4 soils do not crack
like the grey clays and do not form melonholes. There is some scope for
irrigation development of these soils at Kurumbul, 30 km east of
Goondiwindi where they extend to within a few kilometres of the Macintyre
River.
HARD SETTING LOAMY SOILS WITH YELLOW CLAYEY SUBSOILS (Si2 and S12)
These associations occur in separate parts of the Shire. The Si2
association occurs as plains or low levee-type rises associated with
present and past drainage lines along the middle section of the Weir
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River north of Toobeah. Chief soils are sandy solodized solonetz and
solodics (Dy2.33) with minor occurrences of red-brown earths (Dr2.33),
brown clay loams (Dbl.33) and cracking clays (Ug5.2).
The area of S12 surrounding Yelarbon is locally known as the
'Yelarbon desert1. This is an area of alkaline soils which supports an
unusual impoverished and stunted vegetation. Much of the area has a
claypan appearance due to removal by erosion of the surface soil
horizons. Chief soils are solonetz soils (Dy2.43) with some areas of
solodized solonetz Dy3.43 along the margins of the 'desert'.
Although the surface reaction of the 'desert' soils is moderately
alkaline, the remainder of the profile is strongly alkaline at pH 10
and higher. Magnesium is the dominant exchangeable cation in the
surface (A1 horizon). In the subsurface (A horizon) sodium shows a
sharp rise while calcium and magnesium remain constant. In the subsoil
(B horizon) both calcium and sodium show a marked rise with sodium
occupying 46 per cent of the total exchangeable metal cations. Chloride
and total soluble salt contents show an increase to a maximum in the B
horizon, but are not unduly high. Available phosphorus is low in the A
horizon but increases in the B and lower horizons.
HARD SETTING LOAMY SOILS WITH MOTTLED YELLOW CLAYEY SUBSOILS (Va24, 28)
Considerable areas of the Va24 association soils occur in the
north east of the Shire. A constant feature of this association is the
presence of bull oak forest. The landscape is one of gently undulating
plains.
Chief soils are solodized solonetz which are hard alkaline or
neutral mottled yellow texture contrast soils (Dy3.43 and Dy3.42) and
(Dy2.43 and Dy2.42) with some acid variants (soloths). Associated are
yellow podzolic soils (Dy5.41 and Dy5.42) near drainage lines, lithosols
on high stony ridges, scarps and mesa-like remnants and small areas of
cracking clays (Ug5.2).
A small area of Va28 association occurs along the Moonie Highway
where it enters the Shire at 'Parkhurst' and 'Tullumun1. The landscape
consists of undulating ridges and some gently sloping plains. Chief
soils are solodics which have a deep sandy but hardsetting surface
overlying mottled clay (Dy3.43, Dy3.33, Dy3.42) and (Dy3.82).
Associated are areas with a loose sandy surface (Dy5.41 and Dy5.42),
small areas of sandy red earths (Gn2.12, Gn2.11), loamy yellow-grey
duplex soils (Dy3.43) and red duplex soils (Dr2.21, Dr2.22). These
soils support small communities of lancewood with associated narrow-
leaved ironbark, red ash and occasionally bull oak.
The dominant soils of both the Va24 and Va28 association are
commonly referred to as solodized solonetz soils. The sandy solodics
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association (Va28) have developed on the sandstones of the Moonie
Formation. These solodic soils have fairly strongly acid A horizons
and an A? which may be acid or neutral, and moderately alkaline B
horizons. The B horizon clays show a marked degree of saturation
(80 percent). The exchangeable cations are dominated by magnesium with
sodium also prominent. Chlorides and total soluble salts are fairly
low but show a slight accumulation in the B and lower horizons. Avail-
able phosphorus is low in the sandy solodics.
The solodized solonetz association (Va24) were apparently formed
on sandstone sediments, however the soils differ from the sandy solodics
in that they have shallower A horizons of sandy loam to clay loam
texture.
The surface horizon of the solodized solonetz association ranges
from 10-15 cm thick and is generally greyish brown to brown sandy loam
to clay loam. Subsurface soils are well developed and strongly bleached
clay loams 5-10 cm thick. The subsoil is sharply demarcated and
consists of columnar and prismatic dense clay grading to a coarse blocky
structure in the lower horizons.
SANDY SOILS WITH MOTTLED YELLOW CLAYEY SUBSOILS (Wal3)
The chief soils of this association are termed the sandy soloths,
(Dy5.41, 5.42, 5.81, 5.82) as they normally have a deep sandy A horizon
with a distinct texture contrast to the dense sandy clay loam or sandy
clay mottled yellow B horizon. Associated are solodics and solodized
solonetz soils (Dy2.42, 2.43, 3.42, 3.43).
Soil reaction of these sandy soils is acid throughout, often
strongly so, but occasionally it may become alkaline in the deep sub-
soil. The B horizon clays are unsaturated. Magnesium is by far the
dominant exchangeable cation and, with sodium (fairly high), forms 90
per cent of the total exchangeable cations. Chlorides and total soluble
salts are usually negligible though they may show a slight accumulation
in the deep subsoils. Total nitrogen and available phosphorus are low.
Soils of this association support communities of cypress pine,
parts of which are designated as State Forests. Areas that have been
occupied are used for cattle grazing on native pastures.
HARD SETTING LOAMY SOILS WITH DARK CLAYEY SUBSOILS (HG1, 2)
The chief soils of this association are weakly solodized solonetz
soils (Ddl.33 and Ddl.43) which occur on plains of sandalwood, poplar
box and wilga associated with both present and past drainage lines.
They are moderately deep (about 120 cm) with thin (less than 15 cm)
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clayloam A horizons over grey brown or brown coarsely structured sodic
clay subsoils. These lighter textured soils are intermixed with the
heavy grey clays in areas subject to flooding west of Goondiwindi. It
appears that they have developed on parent material that was slightly
coarser than that of the heavy grey clays, and thus permitted some
leaching and clay eluviation.
These soils might then be regarded as levee-type deposits as
contrasted with the finer textured heavy grey clays further away from
the drainage lines. Throughout the grey cracking clay areas of the
Shire, present and past drainage lines almost invariably have a narrow
fringe of these weakly solodized-solonetz soils.
Soils of the HG group usually have a moderately acid A horizon
becoming moderately alkaline at depth. Calcium is the dominant
exchangeable cation in the A horizon and magnesium in the B. Exchange-
able sodium shows an appreciable rise in the B horizon (up to 20 per cent
of the total exchangeable metal cations). The chloride and total
soluble salt contents are very low in the A horizons but show some
accumulation in the B and deeper horizons. The C:N ratio ranges from
10 to 14. Available phosphorus is normally low.
4.3 Soil Conservation by G.W. Titmarsh
The total area under cultivation in Waggamba Shire is 161 000
hectares. In 1980 it was estimated that 12 000, or 7.5 per cent, of
this area required intensive soil conservation treatment while 76 000
hectares, or 47 per cent, required simple conservation measures. At
30 June 1980 a total of 635 hectares of the area requiring intensive
treatment had been protected by contour banks and 14 681 hectares of the
less erosion prone areas had been treated by simple methods.
Intensive soil conservation treatments include stubble mulching,
pasture-crop rotations, and contour cultivation supported by grass
strips and for graded contour banks and diversion banks. Simple measures
include stubble mulching, contour cultivation, crop-pasture rotations
and grass strips.
Soils of the flooded country are highly erodible but the chance of
erosion is low because of the very flat topography and the small
paddock sizes in the area. The major cropping soils, the grey clays,
brown clays and brown clay loams, are also highly erodible soils and the
large individual paddock sizes on these soils increases the chance of
erosion problems despite the very gentle topography.
The weakly solodized-solonetz soils of the Ro4, HGl, HG2 and 0c21
associations and the gradational soils of the red forest country (My3)
are all subject to erosion, the latter two being prone to both wind and
water erosion.
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Table 4.3
Minimum Soil Conservation Measures Becommended
A. Cultivation areas -
- do not plough drainage lines but clear excess trees and shrubs
where they limit grass growth
- for land with slopes of:-
0 - 1% - Contour cultivation with stubble mulching.
1 - 2% - Double spaced banks with stubble mulching.
2 - 4% - Double spaced banks with stubble mulching if
winter cropping only.
- Single spaced banks with stubble mulching if
summer cropping.
4 - 8% - Single spaced banks with stubble mulching.
> 8% - Minimal cultivation with single spaced banks and
then only to establish pastures.
B. Improved Pasture Areas -
- do not plough drainage lines but clear excess trees and shrubs
where these limit grass growth
- diversion banks where necessary, to exclude run-on water
- all preparation and renovation to be on the contour, with a
system of permanent contour marks (e.g. strategic pondage and/
or contour banks as necessary once suckers are controlled).
- manage pastures to maintain adequate ground cover e.g. pasture
furrowing, correct stocking rates.
- careful positioning of facilities such as access routes, yards,
watering points, firebreaks, shade areas etc. mainly to avoid
animal tracks collecting water and concentrating it.
C. Native Pasture Areas -
- Maintenance of adequate ground cover.
- Careful positioning of facilities such as access routes, yards,
watering points, firebreaks, shade areas etc.
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Table 4.4
Mini-mum Soil Conservation Measures Required
on the Various Soil Units
Soil
Unit
CC20
Ro4
MM1
0c21
HG1
HG2
Brief Description
Melonhole Brigalow - Gently
undulating to flat plains
of deep self-mulching
cracking clays supporting
mainly brigalow, belah and
wilga scrub.
Belah Soils - Gently
undulating plains of hard-
setting texture - contrast
soils (loam over clay)
supporting a woodland of
mainly belah with poplar
box and sandalwood.
Red Belah Country -
Undulating landscapes of
brown self-mulching cracking
clays.
Red Belah Country - Gently
undulating plains or
terraced fringing drainage
lines of texture-contrast
soil (loam over clay)
supporting mainly poplar
box and sandalwood.
Fringing Box Country -
Plains associated with
drainage lines. Texture-
contrast soils (loam over
clay) supporting mainly
poplar box and sandalwood.
Red Country - Undulating
areas and ridges of red
earths with rock outcrops.
The main tree vegetation is
a mixture of poplar box,
sandalwood, silver-leaf
ironbark, and wattles.
Minimum Soil Conservation
Measures Recommended
Recommendations A.B.C. of Table 4.3
Recommendations A.B.C. of Table 4.3
Recommendations A.B.C. of Table 4.3
Recommendations A.B.C. of Table 4.3.
In addition, these soils are prone
to wind erosion so stubble mulching
should be practised on all
cultivation and adequate ground
cover maintained in pasture.
Recommendations A.B.C. of Table 4.3.
In addition, these soils are prone
to wind erosion so stubble mulching
should be practised on all
cultivation and adequate ground
cover maintained in pasture.
Recommendations A.B.C. of Table 4.3.
In addition, these soils are prone
to wind erosion so adequate ground
cover should be maintained.
(continued over page)
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Table
Soil
Unit
Va24,
Va28
Val3
?z2
Fz3
.Ml
:ci7
4.4 (Cont'd)
Brief Description
Bull-oak, Cypress Pine
Forests and Solodics -
Gently undulating plains
of hard setting texture
contrast soils (sandy-
loam over clay). Often
high stoney ridges are
included. Tree vege-
tation is a mixture of
poplar box, sandalwood,
ironbark, cypress, and
bull oak.
Rocky Forest Country -
Stoney hills and ridges
of shallow soils supp-
orting mainly ironbark,
bull oak and cypress.
River Flats - Sandy clay
loams on younger terraces,
silty clay loams on older
terraces.
Flooded Country - Grey soils
of heavy texture supporting
coolibah, myall and boonaree.
Minimum Soil Conservation
Measures Recommended
Recommendations A.B.C. of Table 4.3
with restrictions
- Cultivation should be restricted
to the areas of deeper sands with
stubble mulching to be practised.
- Any mechanical structures to be
carefully constructed so as not
to expose the sub-soil and these
to be limited to those absolutely
essential only.
- Minimum disturbances of soil in
other situations.
Recommendations B.C. of Table 4.3.
Cultivation is not recommended.
Recommendations A.B.C. of Table 4.3
Younger terraces seasonally
flooded while older terraces
covered by extreme floods. Silty
clay loams subject to wind erosion
where ground cover depleted.
Recommendations A.B.C. of Table 4.3.
Parts seasonally flooded while all
area is covered by extreme floods.
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The solodics (Va24, 28, Wal3) and the rocky forest country (Fz 2,
3) associations are highly erodible with the Va24 and Va28 soils being
difficult to rehabilitate once eroded. Although these associations are
not used for cropping, erosion can occur from several other causes
including overstocking, roadworks, dam construction and timber clearing.
Also stock pads can lead to gullying near watering points, camping and
shade areas, fencing, lanes and yards. As sown pastures cannot be
successfully established on these soils the wide-scale clearing and
ploughing of these areas is not recommended.
The following tables summarise measures recommendations for soil
conservation practices in Waggamba Shire.
General soil conservation measures recommended are given in Table
4.3 and recommendations of measures necessary on the various soil units
are shown in Table 4.4.
4.4 Areas Available for Agricultural Development by J. Bourne
There has been a tremendous expansion of the area cultivated in
the Waggamba Shire in the last twenty years, from an area of 9 000
hectares in 1959 to an increase of 161 000 hectares in 1979.
This expansion has been caused by a number of factors, among
which are low wool prices and returns during the late 1960s and early
1970s, attractive prices for wheat during the 1960s and the later 1970s,
property subdivision by both the Lands Department and private
individuals, the availability of machinery to clear large tracts of
country economically, the need to control subsequent timber regrowth
by cultivating, and the trend to enterprise diversification. Until the
1960s, the Shire was predominantly a wool producer. Properties now
produce wool, wheat and beef and are more able to cope with market
fluctuations of these commodities. Other reasons are the availability
of suitable soils for cultivation, the capital gains to be achieved by
the development of part or all of the property as an arable farm and the
1965 drought which highlighted the need for fodder conservation and
caused severe financial burdens on property owners. At the end of the
1965 drought, many property owners started to grow wheat and other
winter cereals as cash crops.
The expansion into cropping occurred mainly on the CC20, MM2 and
Ro4 associations which cover a total area of 582 400 hectares in the
Shire. There have been considerable areas of HG1, HG2, 0c21 and My3
associations cleared for cultivation. These associations cover 384 000
hectares in the Shire.
The belah soils (Ro4) are possibly the best agricultural soils in
the Shire and most areas are already under cultivation. However, where
the vegetation has been pulled and burnt but not cultivated, limebush
(Eremocitrus glauoa) growth is profuse and these areas have to be
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Table 4.5
Land Ut-il-Lsat-ion - Waggamba Shire
Year
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
Area Under
Crop
ha
9 040
12 330
16 054
18 779
22 456
26 866
31 623
36 084
57 334
77 903
113 082
145 013
124 471
134 522
137 200
119 000
120 000
136 400
131 200
150 827
162 703
Area Under
Sown Pasture
ha
3 222
1 290
2 974
4 006
5 675
7 216
7 421
9 269
5 515
6 992
12 904
21 190
28 264
34 025
33 989
33 437
37 148
35 300
33 400
34 902
32 904
Total
ha
12 262
13 620
19 028
22 785
28 131
34 082
39 044
45 353
62 849
84 895
125 986
166 203
152 735
168 547
171 200
152 400
157 100
171 700
164 600
185 729
195 607
Percent of
Shire Area (1)
%
0.9
1.0
1.4
1.6
2 . 0
2 . 5
2 . 8
3 . 3
4 . 5
6 . 1
9 . 1
12.0
11.0
12.2
12.4
11.0
11.3
12.4
11.9
13.4
14.1
Notes: (1) Area of Waggantoa Shire is 1 385 000 ha
Source: Australian Bureau of S t a t i s t i c s .
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continually cultivated to maintain control of this woody weed.
Limehush will regenerate in paddocks which have been cultivated
and allowed to return to pasture. While no precise information is
available at present, it is thought that limebush will regenerate to
pest proportions even after 10 to 12 years of continuous cultivation.
Extensive areas of the associations CC17, CC20 and MM1 have been
recently cleared and cultivated but large areas are only partially
developed or not developed at all. Further development is likely to
take place on these soils.
The areas of brigalow soils under cultivation at present are
mainly those areas of slight gilgai development. Further expansion of
cultivation into areas of moderate gilgai development is likely to
continue while strongly gilgaied areas are expected to remain under
pastoral enterprises.
Dense regrowth is a problem in the brigalow areas that have been
cleared. Regrowth is normally controlled by cropping where this is
possible. In areas of severe gilgai unsuitable for farm machinery
regrowth can be controlled by spraying, while areas more suited to
machinery can be cultivated for fodder cropping.
Areas of the red brown earths (0c21) and even the lateritic red
earths (My3) in the western end of the Shire have been cultivated. The
red-brown earths are suited to cereal production and further development
on these soils can be expected.
The extensive areas of the lateritic red earths (My3) in the west
of the Shire pose a major development problem. The soils support dense
communities of poplar box, ironbark and sandalwood. The most effective
method of controlling the regrowth of these species is by cultivation
but the nature of the soil is such that cultivation may lead to serious
erosion problems. The alternative of short term cropping and then
changing to sown pastures may not cover the initial cost of development.
Chemical control of poplar box and sandalwood can be achieved
using tree injections of picloram, and a basal bark spray of 2,4,5-T
respectively. However, labour costs can be prohibitive in areas of
dense communities. It is anticipated that future development of the My3
association will entail a brief (1-2 years) period under cultivation
prior to sowing to improved pasture species such as buffel grass, the
annual medics and lucerne.
There are areas of the weakly solodized-solonetz HG1 and HG2
associations that have been developed for cultivation. These soils,
which are associated with the heavy textured grey clays of the 'flooded
country1 offer some scope for development of a limited cropping phase.
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Development of the recent alluvials (LM1) may accelerate with the
availability of water from the Glenlyon Dam. There could be some
subdivision of this country by existing landowners for irrigation
development. There is also some scope for irrigation development on the
Ro4 association close to the Macintyre River east of Goondiwindi and the
HG2 and CC17 associations west of Goondiwindi.
The heavy textured grey clays of the flooded country adjacent to
the Macintyre River west of Goondiwindi have been confined to pastoral
development because of the physical problems of making a fine seedbed.
These areas are regularly flooded. Areas of CC17 which are not
regularly flooded have a potential for development for cropping.
Development of the bull oak soils (Va24) will be low on the list
of priorities of property owners. Development costs are high, the soil
is deficient in a number of plant nutrients and is not suitable for
cropping. Large areas of the sandy solodics (Wal3) are held as forestry
reserves of cypress pine. The small areas of lithosols (Fz2, 3) and the
Yelarbon 'desert' (S12) will be used for grazing on native pastures only
and have no prospects for development.
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5. VEGETATION
by T J . Me Donald
5.1 Vegetation Communities
The vegetation of Waggamba Shire is mostly open forest, scrub and
woodland. There are, however, appreciable areas of naturally occurring
grassland and open woodland on the floodplains of the major streams in
the Shire. Large areas of timbered country have been cleared or partly
cleared so that numerous artificial communities now exist.
In this Shire, as in many western Shires, there is a strong
correlation between soil type and the composition of the plant
communities.
The major vegetation communities are grouped as follows. These
are discussed separately below. The alphabetical and numerical code
after each community refers generally to the relevant communities as
shown in the accompanying 'Composite of Vegetation' map of the Condamine-
Maranoa Region.
Eucalyptus and Cypress Pine Open Forests
Brigalow and Belah Open Forests (Scrubs)
Eucalyptus Woodlands
Mitchell Grass Tussock Grassland and Open Woodlands
(Parkland or Savannah)
EUCALYPTUS AND CYPRESS PINE OPEN FORESTS
These communities are variable in structure. Usually the canopy
is open although in some places it is quite dense. The development of
a shrub layer is variable, and it is commonly best developed when the
canopy is quite open.
These communities have their greatest development in the north
eastern part of the Shire. Many distinctive types are present and
their distribution is closely related to the nature of their supporting
soils.
Poplar-Box and Narrow-Leaved Ironbark Open Forest (H, N)
This community occurs on some areas of less strongly solonised
soils throughput the Blythesdale Sandstone region in the north-east
of the Shire. The most common associated species is bull oak
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(Casuarina luehnannii) which is usually present as an understorey except
where the soils are stony and shallow. A dense shrub layer is often
developed and commonly includes Melaleuca nodosa and Acacia tvipteva.
On associated sandy areas cypress pine (Callitris columellaris), red ash
(Alphitonia excelsa) and thready bark oak (Casuarina inophloia) occur as
understorey species. There is a sparse ground cover of wiregrasses and
lovegrasses.
Cypress Pine and Bull Oak Low Open Forest (I, K, 11, 18)
This community occurs on soils of sandstone origin. Its greatest
development is in the north east of the Shire. Small areas also occur
along the Moonie Highway and in the vicinity of Goodar.
The nature of the soil determines whether cypress pine or bull oak
is predominant in the canopy. Cypress pine predominates (often in
almost pure stands) where the soils are solods, solodic or solodized-
solonetz, with a sandy A horizon usually exceeding 30 cm in depth. Bull
oak is more conspicuous on soils with a shallower A horizon and a heavier
texture (typical solodized-solonetz soils), and may be present in pure
stands.
Other tree species are often associated with this community usually
as emergents. They include poplar box (Eucalyptus populnea) narrow-leaved
ironbark (E. cvebra), tumbledown gum (E. dealbata) and smooth barked apple
or 'rusty gum (Angophora costata).
The associated shrub layer is not usually well developed although
Acacia conferta is prominent on some of the sandy areas.
Ground cover is sparse, particularly where the canopy is dense.
Important components include many headed wiregrass (Aristida caput-
medusae), purple wiregrass (A. ramosa), paddock lovegrass (Evagrostis
leptostachya), clustered lovegrass (E. etongata), purple lovegrass
(E. lacunavia), and golden beardgrass (Chrysopogon fallax).
In the Moonie Highway and Goodar areas kurraj ong (Brachychiton
populneum) and quinine bush (Petalostigma pubescens) are common canopy
components. Bloodwood (Eucalyptus tvachyphloia) and red ash occur in
places.
BRIGALOW AND BELAH OPEN FORESTS (SCRUBS)
The brigalow-belah communities, and particularly those in which
brigalow predominates, are known popularly throughout the Shire as
scrubs. Structurally they are open forests which means that the
projective foliage cover of the tallest stratum is less than 70 per
cent but greater than 30 per cent.
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These communities are widespread throughout the Shire with the
exceptions of the sandy forest areas in the north east, the woodland
areas in the west and the tussock grassland-open woodland areas in the
south. In the brigalow-belah scrubs both the brigalow (Acacia harpophylla)
and belah (Casuarina cristata) frequently exceed 20 m in height. Almost
without exception, they are developed on deep clay or clay loam surfaced
soils which vary from shades of grey and brown to an occasional red-
brown. Usually when brigalow is the prominent member of the community
there is strong gilgai microrelief.
The brigalow-belah communities can be divided into three distinct
types and these are discussed separately below.
Brigalow Open Forest (Scrub) (Small areas not shown separately on map)
This community is comparatively rare in the Shire. The canopy is
predominantly brigalow but there are usually isolated trees of belah
and occasionally yapunyah (Eucalyptus thozetiana) or, as it is sometimes
known, lapunyah or napunyah. Isolated trees of wilga (Geijera parviflora)
occur as an understorey. Clumps of poplar box occur through the community
usually on patches of weakly solodized-solonetz soil.
Brigalow-Belah Open Forest (Scrub) (19, 20, 21, 26)
Mixed brigalow-belah communities are extensive in the Shire and
either species may predominate. Invariably an associated understorey
of wilga and sandalwood (Eremoph-ila m-ttchelt'ii-) is present. Common
components of the shrub layer are limebush (Eremocitrus gtauca), fuchsia
bush (Eremophila maculata), plumwood or true sandalwood (Santalum
lanceolatwn) and in damp areas black teatree (Melaleuca lanceolata).
Occasionally associated species in the canopy layer include
poplar box and narrow-leaved, ribbon or mallee box (Eucalyptus
pill-igaensis).
Belah. 0p_en Forest (E, 21, 26)
This community is quite common in the central and, to a lesser
extent, the western portions of the Shire. Belah is the predominant
tree species and in some stands, particularly those in the western part
of the Shire, brigalow is rare. On slightly elevated sites poplar box
is a common component of the canopy and there is usually an understorey
of sandalwood present in these areas. In the western part of the Shire
in comparatively low lying and damp sites, coolibah (Eucalyptus microtheca)
is sometimes a component of the canopy. Emu apple (Owenia acidula) occurs
as scattered individuals in the canopy layer in most parts of the Shire.
In many places limebush is prominent as a shrub, often in thickets,
or as small trees. Bumbil or wild orange (Cappavis mitchetlii) occurs
sparingly as either a large shrub or small tree.
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In general the shrub and ground cover layers in the brigalow,
brigalow-belah and belah communities are quite sparse particularly
where the canopy layer is dense as it is in undisturbed communities.
In areas where the canopy cover is not dense, small shrubs are
quite common. The more conspicuous are currant bush (Carissa ovata),
nipan (Capparis lasiantha), broombush (Apophyllum anomalum), berry
saltbush (Rhagodia pavabolioa) and cotton bush (Maireana tomentosa var.
tenuifolia).
The sparse ground cover commonly consists of brigalow grass
(Paspalidivm caespitosvm), slender panic or belah grass (P. gvaoile),
curly windmill grass or spider grass (Entevopogon acioularis), windmill
grass (Chloris truncata) and slender chloris (C. divaricata). Fairy
grass (Spovobolus eavoli), paddock lovegrass, weeping lovegrass
(Eragrostis parviflora), soft roly poly (Salsola kali), black roly poly
(Solerolaena muricata), brigalow burr (S. tetraouspis), creeping
saltbush (Atriplex semibaocata) and fishweed (Chenopodiwn trigonon)
are also prominent.
In damper situations such as in and around gilgais the sedges
Carex rhytidooarpa and downs nutgrass (Cyperus bifax) are common,
together with a beetle grass (Diplachne parviflora), nardoo (Marsilea
drummondii) and cane grass (Leptoahloa digitata).
In years when there is suitable rainfall there is a winter and
spring growth of woolly burr medic (Medicago minima), burr medic
(M. polymorpha) and the yellow flowered annual Seneoio platylepis.
Until the 1930's when cactoblastis was introduced these forests
were densely infested with common prickly pear (Opicntia inermis).
Although the infestation is now completely under control, isolated
patches of prickly pear remain which serve to maintain the
cactoblastis insect.
EUCALYPTUS WOODLANDS
There are extensive plant communities within the Shire which are
characterised by fairly well-spaced tree species and often by a
prominence of low trees and shrubs.
Poplar Box, Sandalwood and Wilga Woodland (F, 30)
This community is almost invariably present on the weakly
solodized-solonetz soil associations and on the red brown earths.
Poplar box predominates in the canopy layer. There is usually an
understorey of sandalwood and wilga which is often closely spaced.
Frequently, much of the sandalwood is dead.
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Common associated species in the canopy and understorey layers
include whitewood (Atalaya hemiglauoa), ironwood (Acacia excelsa), belah,
limebush and bumbil. Leopardwood (Flindersia maculosa) occurs less
frequently. The small shrub Cassia oivcinnata occurs in the sparse
shrub layer.
Ground cover is normally fairly continuous. The predominant
species are slender chloris, windmill grass or spider grass and curly
windmill grass. Fairy grass and Queensland bluegrass CDichanthium
sericeum) occur less frequently. On sandy areas wiregrasses and
lovegrasses are common. The annual winter medics are prominent in
the years when suitable late autumn and winter rain falls. In some
areas and in some seasons galvanised burr (Sclerolaena birchii) is
abundant.
Poplar Box and Silver-Leaved Ironbark Woodland (A, J, 28)
This comparatively tall woodland community is developed along the
alluvials of the Macintyre River downstream to Goondiwindi and along
parts of the Weir River. Poplar box and silver-leaved ironbark
(Eucalyptus melanophloia) predominate in the canopy. Minor components
of the canopy include rough-barked apple (Angophora floribunda), narrow-
leaved ironbark, coolibah and river red gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis).
A shrub layer is not usually well developed, however isolated plants of
cotton bush occur in some areas.
There is usually quite a dense ground cover. The prominent species
are pitted bluegrass (Bothriochloa decipiens), slender bamboo grass
(Stipa verticillata) and wiregrasses. Other species occurring include
golden beardgrass, forest bluegrass (Bothriochloa bladhii, formerly
B. intermedia), Queensland bluegrass and windmill grasses. In some
areas and in some seasons galvanised burr is common. In years of
suitable rainfall there is usually a dense sward of the annual winter
medics.
Poplar Box, Forest Gum and Silver-Leaved Ironbark Woodland (16)
This community is found on the lateritic red earths which occur
extensively in the west of the Shire. The canopy is comparatively open
but commonly there are dense understorey and shrub layers. Poplar box
is the predominant species in the canopy layer and there is usually an
understorey of sandalwood. Forest gum (an undescribed species of
Eucalyptus} is a common component of the canopy layer and in places
forms localised pure stands. On the slight rises silver-leaved
ironbark is a common component of the canopy and in places forms pure
stands. A feature of the stands of silver-leaved ironbark is the
almost complete absence of any understorey and shrub layer. Bowyakka
(an undescribed species of Acacia) occurs on some rises, usually in
dense stands.
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Emu apple is a minor component of the canopy of this community in
some places. Wilga and kurrajong are quite prominent components of the
understorey layer in many areas. On sandy sites cypress pine is
prominent in the understorey. A dense understorey of wattles occurs in
some areas and includes currawong (Acacia burrowii), yarran (A.
omalophylla), ironwood (A. exoelsa) and nelia (A. oswaldii).
In many places a dense shrub layer dominated by silver cassia
(Cassia artemisioides) occurs. Other shrubby species commonly present
are sticky hopbush (Dodonaea viscosa), broombush, a native olive
(Notelaea microcarpa), currant bush, green wattle (Acacia decvcrvens)
and another wattle (A. doratoxylon var. angustifolia).
The ground cover varies from sparse, where there are dense
understorey and shrub layers present, to dense where these layers
are poorly developed or absent. Wire grasses are the predominant
grasses but pitted blue grass is often present. Kangaroo grass
(Themeda australis), a mulga grass (Newachne alopecuroi.des) and a
lovegrass (Eragrostis molybdea) occur less frequently. Burrs
(Sclerotaena spp.J are also common components of the ground cover.
MITCHELL GRASS TUSSOCK GRASSLAND AND LOW OPEN WOODLAND (B, 31)
These communities are found on the heavy grey clays which occur
between the Macintyre and Weir Rivers. In some areas there are
communities which approach true grasslands. However in many areas
scattered trees or clumps of trees are present, and in these places
the community is classified as a low open woodland (also sometimes
known as savannah or parkland).
The constant feature of these communities is the presence of a
more or less continuous ground cover of curly Mitchell grass (Astrebla
lappacea), and to a lesser extent hoop Mitchell grass (A. elymoides).
Other species present in the ground cover layer include Queensland
bluegrass, small Flinders grass (Iseilema membranaceum) , coolibah grass
(Thellungia adoena) , native millet (Fanicwn decomposition) , shotgrass
(Paspalidium globoideum), button grass (Dactyloctenium radulans), early
spring grass (Eriochloa pseudoacrotricha), brown top (Eulalia fulva),
windmill grasses and forest bluegrass. Other ground cover species
which are often found include the Darling peas (Swainsona galegifolia,
S. luteola and S. grey ana) and sesbania pea (Sesbania cannabina).
Downs nutgrass is common on areas subject to flooding.
A shrub layer is sometimes present in these communities. Where
it is present, fuchsia bush, broombush and less commonly gooramurra
(Eremophila bignoniiflora) occur. Belalie or river wattle (Acacia
stenophylla) and clumps of lignum (Muehlenbeckia. citnninghamii) occur
in damp situations.
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In some areas an open tree layer occurs and this is classified as
open woodland. Myall (Acacia penduta) and boonaree (Hetevodendvwn
olei-foli-um) are usually the predominant species. Other canopy layer
species are coolibah, belah and less frequently beefwood (Gvevillea
stviata).
MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNITIES
Spinifex and Tea-Tree Tall Open Shrubland (M)
This community occurs on the so-called 'desert' around Yelarbon.
In this area much of the topsoil has been eroded away to leave bare
areas where the clay subsoil is exposed. 'Islands' of topsoil still
remain and these support the characteristic vegetation of the area.
Teatree (Metaleuoa adnata) occurs singly or in clumps on some of
the topsoil 'islands'. Low sandalwood is quite common but much of it
is dead. Isolated specimens of bull oak, poplar box and narrow-leaved,
ribbon or mallee box also occur.
The ground cover on the topsoil 'islands' consists of large clumps
of spinifex or porcupine grass (Triodia ivvitans var. Zaxispicata).
There is also a sparse growth of slender chloris and windmill grass.
Some overgrazed areas support a dense growth of Sclerolaena tricuspis
and soft roly poly.
Pigface, Sandalwood, Wilga and Teatree Tall Shrubland (M)
This community adjoins the Yelarbon 'desert' some three miles
east-north-east of Yelarbon. It consists of a tall shrubland of
sandalwood, wilga, Melaleuca adnata and another shrub Anthobolus
Zeptomevi,o'ldes. Much of the sandalwood is dead. An unusual feature
of this community is that the ground cover over an area of several
acres is a fleshy pigface-like plant Disphyma australe.
Sandridge Open Forest and Low Open Forest (Scattered small areas not
shown separately on map)
Scattered throughout the south west of the Shire are small sand-
ridges. They are slightly elevated and have a deep undifferentiated
profile. These sandridges support a distinctive open forest in which
tumble down gum, Moreton Bay ash and poplar box are the predominant
canopy species. Important understorey species include cypress pine,
ironwood and occasionally bitterbark (Alstonia oonstriota). The shrub
layer is usually poorly developed. Ground cover is sparse and consists
predominantly of wiregrasses and lovegrasses.
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Currawong Low Open Forest (Included in J)
Small localised communities of a currawong (Acacia sparsiflora)
with associated narrow-leaved ironbark, red ash and an occasional bull
oak occur on shallow sandstone and lateritic soils along the Moonie
Highway near Parkhurst and Tullumun. Acacia spectabilis is a common
shrub in this community.
The ground cover is sparse and consists mainly of a wanderrie or
turpentine grass (Eriachne mucronata), purple love grass and many
headed wiregrass.
Mallee Low Open Forest (12)
This community occurs on the stony soil near the edge of the scarp
on the lateritic jump-ups north of Talwood. Eucalyptus vividis and
F. bdkevi are the predominant species in the canopy and both have a
multistemmed (mallee) habit of growth. Wattles including currawong
(Acacia burvowii) form quite a dense understorey. The sticky hopbush
(Dodonaea viscosa) is also prominent. Ground cover is very sparse.
Fringing Forests (33)
Along most of the major watercourses in the Shire a narrow fringe
of open forest or woodland occurs. Along the lower reaches of the
Macintyre and Weir Rivers it is composed mainly of coolibah with
isolated river red gum. Belalie or river wattle sometimes occurs as
an understorey or by itself. In the upper reaches of these streams
river red gum predominates although coolibah is still prominent.
Moreton Bay ash or carbeen also occurs as a component of these
fringing open forests and woodlands in places.
5.2 Poisonous Plants by D.P.I.Officers, Goondiwindi
Outbreaks of plant poisoning in stock are rare in the Shire
because of the great variety of pasture species available in most years.
SITUATIONS WHERE POISONING MAY OCCUR
The first situation is that of hungry stock travelling over stock
routes or reserves, where poisonous plants are growing. In many cases
the poisonous plants are green and more attractive than natural herbage.
Hungry animals may rapidly consume large quantities and die. However
stock reared in areas where particular poisonous species periodically
occur appear to avoid these species in other areas.
The second problem situation is related to climatic conditions,
where particular species are only toxic at certain times of the year
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or during certain growth stages. Examples of this are prussic acid
poisoning when grazing young fresh shoots of grain or grazing sorghums,
or oat tetany from grazing lush green feed.
TYPES OF POISONING - VARIOUS WEED SPECIES
Flaxweed
Poisoning of cattle by Timelea spp. in the area west of Talwood
has now been positively identified as the cause of the symptoms known
as flaxweed or pimelea poisoning (previously known as St. George disease)
The type of poisoning involved has yet to be accurately described,
however, a number of management features are well recognised which
enable the effects of this disease to be minimized.
Cattle usually avoid grazing in thick stands of green pimelea,
mainly because it is irritating to their nose and eyes. However, when
the plant has dried off and begun to disintegrate, cattle will readily
graze the area. It is at this stage that it is easily inhaled and
mistakenly eaten.
Symptoms of the poisoning appear to include both dehydration,
diarrhoea (from ingestion), and/or an excess of fluid in the chest
cavity followed by heart failure (from inhalation of plant material).
Management techniques to combat the problem aim at keeping cattle
off areas where pimelea is growing thickly, or to avoid over-stocking
these areas (and so not to force stock to graze the plant). In addition
pimelea establishment is thought to be reduced where there is good
ground cover. Hence establishment of improved pasture species to
provide competition may be of use in the long term.
Photosensitization
Certain plants in the grazing areas of Australia contain a
sensitizing agent which can produce trouble in animals having
unpigmented skins, especially sheep.
The common burr medic (Medicago polymorpha var. vulgaris) is
responsible for most outbreaks of photosensitization in sheep, and a
limited amount of this species is found in the Shire.
A more common related species, the small woolly burr medic
(Medicago minima), often known locally as trefoil, is suspected of
causing similar trouble in sheep.
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Poisoning of the Nervous System
Stock grazing Darling pea species (Swainsona spp.J may show the
symptoms commonly referred to as being 'pea-struck'. Stock develop a
craving for these plants and refuse other food. Pea eaters eventually
lose condition, develop defective eyesight and fall when excited.
Unless removed at an early stage from contact with these plants, the
animals invariably die.
Nitrate Poisoning
Several common weed species are capable of causing this type of
poisoning in the Shire, including mintweed (Salvia veflexa), variegated
thistle (Silybum mavianum) , pigweed (Tvianthema portulacastrum) and
crown beard or wild sunflower (Verbesina enaelioides). Grazing of
young, lush cereal crops may also result in nitrate poisoning.
Alkaloid Poisoning
The plant most likely to cause this type of poisoning in the
district is common thornapple (Datura stramonium). A related species,
the longspine thornapple (Datura fevox) is a suspected poison plant.
Toxic Weed Seeds
The two most important examples in the Shire are Mexican poppy
(Avgemone mexicana) and common thornapple. Feed grain containing these
seeds should be cleaned. The seeds of the longspine thornapple are
also toxic.
Other Toxic and Suspected Poison Plants
Noogoora burr (Xanthiwn pungens) is known to be poisonous to
stock at the two-leafed cotyledon stage. Toxicity appears to decrease
as the true leaves develop and stock seldom eat old plants because of
their bitter taste.
Some common crop weeds are suspected poisonous species, e.g.
field bindweed (Convolvulus arvensi-s) , climbing buckwheat seeds
(Polygonum convolvulus), wild radish (Raphanus vaphanistrum) and
dock (Rumex spp.J.
A number of minor weed species in the Shire have also been
suspected of causing plant poisoning over the years. For example,
mother-of-millions (Kalanahoe tubiflova), a garden escape has been
suspected of causing deaths in cattle. Nardoo (Marsilea drurmondii.)
commonly found in flooded river country is another species suspected
of causing poisoning.
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In central Queensland several cases of 'big-head' have been
recorded in horses grazing pure stands of buffel grass (Cenchrus spp.J
and other improved pasture species. The disorder appears to be related
to a mineral imbalance. To date this has not been recorded as a problem
in the Shire, however, stock in small house paddocks sown to buffel are
potentially at risk.
TYPES OF POISONING - SEASONAL TOXICITY
Prussic Acid
Poisoning from young sorghum shoots is caused by HCN (Hydrocyanic
or prussic acid). Young fresh growth under 45 cm should not be grazed.
This also applies to rapidly growing shoots coming from the crown when
rain occurs after a dry spell. Classic symptoms include sudden
breathlessness, with increased rate and depth of respiration. Animals
may tremble and stagger with frothing at the mouth. Death is usually
rapid.
A common antidote used is photographic hypo. The dose rate is
50 g to 500 ml water and given as a drench; repeat at h hourly intervals
if necessary. Sheep should be given \ of this dose rate. If the animal
is in an advanced stage it is advisable to inject sulphuric ether. This
should be given subcutaneously, 10 ml for cattle and 5 ml for sheep,
followed by hypo. Both antidotes can be obtained from a chemist.
Oat Tetany (Hypomagnesia)
Grazing of lush green oats may result in this disorder, especially
in cows within the first few months of lactation. Symptoms are
convulsions, while death can occur within a few hours. Less acute cases
show muscle tremors, staggering, starey eyes and a possible tendency to
charge. Animals may also froth at the mouth. Control is by injection
of magnesium as the disorder is a deficiency of this element. This is
best carried out by a qualified veterinarian. Grazing access to a
grass paddock in association with oats is recommended.
Bloat
The incidence of bloat in stock is low throughout the Shire as
leguminous pasture species, such as lucerne, normally associated with
bloat, are not widely grown. Dryland lucerne stands are usually sown
into large cultivation paddocks as part of a cropping - pasture rotation.
These pastures last from 3-5 years and are grazed continually for a
period of several months at a time. Grazing is often carried out in
conjunction with an adjacent grass paddock and so the potential losses
from bloat are minimised.
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Control of bloat by such methods as adding chemicals to stock
water are impractical under the extensive grazing systems carried out
in the Shire. Although chemicals may be added to individual troughs,
surface water in the paddock can not be treated in the same way.
Native clovers and volunteer or cultivated medic species are also
a potential source of bloat. However, as these species are grazed in
combination with grass paddocks or are a component of improved/native
pastures, the threat from bloat is low. A common precaution used by
graziers is to avoid putting hungry stock onto lush, well grown, legume
based pasture.
Sources of Information for Section 5
Isbell, R.F. (1957) The Soils of the Inglewood-Talwood-Tara-Glenmorgan
Region, Queensland. (Bureau of Investigations Technical Bulletin
No. 5, 1957).
New South Wales. Dept. of Agriculture (1968) 'Weeds'. Farmers
Handbook Series, 2nd Ed. V.C.N. Blight, Government Printer.
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6. FARMING SYSTEMS
by J. Bourne
6.1 Major Industries
Land use in Waggamba Shire has become more intensive during the
last twenty years and the pattern of land use has changed dramatically
in that period. Before 1960, wool growing was the main enterprise but
over recent years the tendency has been to diversify operations. The
area under crop has increased ten-fold and cattle numbers have doubled
since 1960. Sheep numbers, on the other hand, have been halved in that
time. The major agricultural industries in the Shire are now grain-
growing, beef cattle and wool production.
There are small numbers of both small (less than 100 hectares)
and large (more than 10 000 hectares) holdings in Waggamba Shire. This
reflects the absence of intensive horticultural and extensive pastoral
industries. The Shires agricultural industries are almost entirely
made up of semi-intensive dryland, crop-livestock enterprises. At
31 March 19 79, 80 per cent of holdings had an area of between 1 000
and 10 000 hectares (see Table 6.1).
In 197 9, 94 per cent of the Shires 373 holdings ran livestock,
either beef (29%) or sheep (5%) or both (60%) while 78 per cent of
holdings grew crops, 62 per cent growing wheat (see Tables 6.2 and 6.8).
The extent of the change of farming systems in the late 1960s can
be seen in Table 6.3 which shows holdings depending on sheep grazing
for more than 50 per cent of estimated gross receipts declining from
66 per cent of total holdings in 1965-66 to only 25 per cent in 1968-69.
The holdings going out of predominantly sheep moved into beef cattle, which
increased from 5 per cent to 29 per cent, and cereal grains, which
increased from 3 per cent to 17 per cent.
6.2 Farming Systems
As most agricultural establishments in the Shire combine the
major industries beef, sheep and grain in varying proportions, this
discussion is restricted to systems which reflect only the main types
of industry combinations and ignore the relative proportions of each
industry within individual systems.
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T a b l e 6 . 1
Waggconba Shire
Rural Holdi,ngs Classified by Size of Holding
Area of Hold ing at
31 March
1-99
100-499
500-999
1 000-1 999
2 000-2 999
3 000-3 999
4 000-4 999
5 000-9 999
10 000-19 999
20 000+
TOTAL
Note: The small changes in the numbers of rural holdings in size
categories between 1974 and 1979 may be partly due to action
by the Bureau of Statistics, since 1975, to amalgamate parcels
of land into more meaningful statistical units based on a
single management unit within a Shire.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (unpublished data).
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15
26
32
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8
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Table 6.3
Waggamba Shi-re
Rural Holdings Classified to Principal Activity
1
i Activity(1)
i
i
i
Beef Cattle
Sheep
Sheep/cereal grain
Cereal grain
Dairying
Pigs
Tobacco
Vegetables
Other (2)
Multi-purpose (3)
Total classified
Unclassified (4)
TOTAL HOLDINGS
Year
1965-66
No.
19
254
59
12
1
1
-
1
1
9
357
26
383
1968-69
No.
22
128
150
56
1
-
-
-
2
10
369
22
391
1970-71
No.
55
118
86
74
1
3
1
-
2
38
378
31
409
1973-74
No.
116
98
39
69
-
1
2
-
3
43
371
29
400
Notes: (1) Holdings are typed to that activity which contributes 50
per cent or more of the farm's estimated gross proceeds.
(2) Other one main purpose, e.g. cotton, peanuts, etc.
(3) No single activity contributes 50 per cent or more of
estimated gross proceeds (e.g. sheep-meat cat t le , meat
cattle-cereal grain).
(4) Holdings with estimated gross proceeds less than a certain
figure ($1 200 in 1959-60, $1 600 in 1965-66, $2 000 in
1968-69, 1970-71 and 1973-74), and unused holdings.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statist ics.
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Table 6.4
Waggamba Shire
Agricultural Establishments(D Classified According
To Predominant Activity
(2)
Activity
Cereal Grain
Sheep and Cereal Grain
Meat Cattle and Cereal Grain
Sheep and Meat Cattle
Sheep
Meat Cattle
Pigs
Tobacco
Multi-purpose and Other
Number
1975-76
92
71
34
42
47
47
1
2
4
(3)
of Establishments
1976-77 1977-78
92
79
25
38
50
44
4
2
3
68
87
42
44
47
48
1
2
3
Total Establishments 340 338 342
Notes: (1) The statistical unit 'agricultural establishment' is
slightly different to the 'rural holding' used in Table 6.3,
and cannot be strictly compared, however broad comparisons
can be made between the two for historical purposes.
(2) Establishments are typed to that activity or combination of
activities which contributes 50 per cent or more to total
estimated proceeds.
(3) Excludes establishments operated in conjunction with
establishments outside the Shire as these cannot be
classified on a Shire basis.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.
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Grain Growing : Sheep : Cattle Grazing
This is by far the most common system in the Shire and is
basically developed out of diversification of the original sheep
properties in response to developmental work done on the property
and changes in economic conditions. Cropping was introduced to
solve suckering problems after brigalow scrub was cleared and in
response to higher grain prices, while the expansion into cattle
followed the wool slump and higher cattle prices of the early 1970s.
Having diversified into cropping, most producers who
originally ran sheep struck a labour problem. The peak labour
period for sheep occurs during the blowfly wave from November to
March. This period is also the busiest time for wheat, with
harvesting in October-November and land preparation from January
to March. As the area of crop increased so the problem intensified.
The solution which many producers adopted was to reduce sheep
numbers (or go out of sheep altogether) and increase cattle numbers.
Cattle require a lower labour input and the labour requirement is
flexible and need not clash with wheat growing.
In recent years as more land is cleared, the concept of crop
rotation is slowly being accepted. The idea of spelling a paddock
under a temporary improved legume pasture was initially used to
control the build-up of crop weeds and the aim was to provide a
semi-permanent pasture over a period of 2-3 years. However, the
extra carrying capacity on such pastures (particularly lucerne),
over a native pasture heavily infested with weeds was found to be
an additional advantage.
One such rotation, which has been developed for the brigalow-
belah associations by a local grazier over a number of years, is as
follows:-
Year 1 Pull scrub, rake and light stick-pick.
Year 2 Oats
Year 3-7 Wheat
Year 7-11 Lucerne
Year 12 Oats
Year 13-16 Wheat
Year 17-20 Lucerne
Alternatively, after several years of crop following the initial
clearing, the area may be sown down to a permanent perennial pasture
such as green panic or buffel grass. In this situation, pasture
legumes such as lucerne or annual medics may be introduced under the
last crop, so that a balanced grass-legume pasture is obtained.
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The need for the increased use of improved pastures follows from
the dependence of livestock enterprises in the Shire on native
pastures, forage crops or failed grain crops over the summer period,
and winter forage crops for fattening. This means that stock can be
subject to feed quality and quantity troughs in autumn and spring.
Late autumn and early winter are recognised as important 'feed
troughs' by producers which occur after summer feed has been grazed
down and before winter crops have had time to develop to the stage
that they can be used.
To minimize the effect of these 'troughs', areas of improved
pasture, particularly perennial grasses such as buff el and green
panic, are recommended. Improved pasture species provide higher
quality feed for longer into the early winter, and can make use of
early spring rains to provide a quicker green pick.
Several advances in management and production systems and
technology are presently being introduced in the Shire to improve
production from grain growing enterprises. To obtain acceptable
yields for winter cereals in the Shire, several management practices
are important:
(a) early initial land preparation to trap summer storms
(b) sowing early on adequate soil moisture
(c) use of low seeding rates
(d) control of broad-leaf weeds
(e) use of superphosphate, especially on lighter soils
In addition, advances in machinery technology also have the
potential to increase returns to grain producers in the Shire.
Recent trends include
(a) use of tyned implements for primary tillage (the use of
chisel ploughs or heavy duty scarifiers is important
in obtaining depth of working early in the season),
(b) use of sowing implements with 'moisture-seeking' ability
to ensure placement of the seed into a moist seedbed, and
(c) use of 'trash-farming' equipment to reduce soil erosion
during the summer storm period or, alternatively, the use
of parallel contour grass strips through cultivation
paddocks.
A trend to on-farm grain storage is also likely for cropping
systems in the Shire. On-farm storage capacity increases the
flexibility of the grain enterprise through
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(a) artificial drying, if required, to introduce flexibility
into harvest times,
(b) treatment of insect pests,
(c) short-term storage for flexibility in silo delivery
times, and
(d) short-term storage of high return and fluctuating price
opportunity crops such as canary seed.
Grain Growing : Beef Cattle Breeding and Fattening
The majority of owners who drew their properties in land ballots
in the 1960s are using this system. In 19 78-79 there were 42
agricultural establishments in the Shire depending on grain growing
and beef cattle for more than fifty per cent of their estimated gross
receipts while many of the sheep - meat cattle, sheep - cereal grain
and cereal grain establishments run meat cattle as a sideline.
Originally grain growing was begun as a side-line within an
overall scrub clearing programme. Sowing down of newly cleared areas
for several years helped to offset the large capital inputs needed for
clearing and was used as a form of brigalow sucker control.
Wheat was the first main crop grown and over the past 5 years
high grain prices have encouraged local graziers to continue with this
enterprise. More land has been cleared for sowing each year, until
now Waggamba Shire has the largest area of wheat of any Shire in
Queensland. An average of 100 000 hectares are sown to wheat each
year. The main sowing time is May-June, while harvest starts about
mid-October and continues through until December.
Grain is delivered to State Wheat Board Depots at Talwood,
Bungunya, Toobeah, Goondiwindi and Yelarbon, within the Shire, and to
Thallon, Millmerran and The Gums in adjoining Shires. The total
capacity of State Wheat Board storages within the Shire is 129 519
tonnes (see Table 11.2, Section 11)
Some properties with cereal grains and livestock still retain part
of their total sowings under dual purpose varieties which provide
excellent grazing if the crop fails. By grazing a dual purpose wheat
up until late July, good grain yields can still be obtained, especially
with late season rains. However, correct timing of grazing has been
found to be difficult in practice and the dual purpose wheats are
susceptible to stem rust.
Barley is the second most important winter grain crop on crop-
livestock properties, with 2 000 to 5 000 hectares sown annually in
the Shire. If late planting rains are received, barley is a popular
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Table 6.5
Waggamba Shi-re
Holdings Classified According to Area of Wheat For Grain
Area of Wheat
for Grain
(ha)
1-49
50-99
100-199
200-299
300-399
400-499
500-999
1 000-1 499
1 500+
TOTAL
1973-74
23
18
46
33
23
19
25
8
4
199
1974-75
11
18
37
34
18
16
30
13
5
182
Number of
1975-76
13
19
37
42
28
19
37
10
9
214
Holdings
1976-77
12
20
27
41
28
25
47
11
8
219
1977-
9
15
32
42
29
23
41
19
11
221
1978-79
12
16
34
33
27
24
51
22
12
231
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (Unpublished data).
Table 6.6
Waggamba Shire
Rural Holdings Classified by Size of Meat Cattle Herd
Herd Size at Number of Rural Holdings
31 March
1-49
50-99
100-199
200-299
300-399
400-499
500-999
1 000-1 499
1 500-1 999
2 000+
TOTAL
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (Unpublished data).
1971
77
58
69
32
65
36
10
6
353
1974
44
44
50
48
40
31
84
16
2
9
369
1975
44
44
56
54
37
36
77
14
1
11
364
1976
28
39
53
60
38
36
75
13
7
7
356
1977
29
34
42
49
41
39
87
17
7
9
354
1978
22
31
61
48
36
29
87
18
5
10
347
1979
34
27
61
46
40
34
69
10
3
9
332
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alternative to wheat. Barley is marketed through the Barley Marketing
Board in Toowoomha.
Oats is the main winter grazing crop for crop-livestock
enterprises. Between 10 000 and 20 000 hectares are sown annually
in the Shire with only 2 000 hectares on average being used for grain
production.
Summer cropping in the Shire increased significantly on grain
growing properties in the period 1969-71, following the partial failure
of wheat in these years but it has declined in recent years with about
5 000 hectares sown annually, mostly to grain sorghum. As climatic
conditions are less suited to summer cropping, most sorghum is grown in
the eastern half of the Shire under a slightly higher rainfall.
Two main sowing times are September-October and early January.
Long-term rainfall records favour January sowings. The longer maturing
varieties are most popular as they yield better and provide greater
amounts of stubble should the crop fail. Many growers plant grain
sorghum purely for feed purposes, and harvest the grain if the season
is favourable and other feed plentiful. In 1978-79, 2 600 hectares of
grain and forage sorghum were grown for green feed.
Once land has been cleared and cropped, it can be used for further
grain growing, fodder cropping or a pasture phase. A grain enterprise
fits well with cattle breeding/fattening in the Shire as it enables
winter fodder crops to be sown for fattening and summer forage crops
to boost summer growing native pastures. Failed grain crops can also
provide bonus feed in poor seasons.
Grain Growing : Sheep and Wool Production
On most farms combining wheat growing and wool production the
grain growing enterprise has priority when management operations
clash. For the grain enterprise, the major operations and times are
ploughing in December-January, planting in May-June and harvesting
from mid-October to mid-November. Speed is essential for all these
operations in order to take advantage of planting rains, control
weeds and take the crop off quickly.
On the sheep management side, the major operations are breeding
(joining and lambing), shearing, crutching and parasite control. The
possible joining and lambing times are:
Join Lamb
March - April August - September
April - May September - October
May - June October - November
September - October February - March
October - November March - April
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A March-April joining requires the provision of supplementary
feeding because of toxaemia risks but lamb marking can be completed
before harvesting, while an April-May joining limits the risk of
pregnancy toxaemia but problems may be encountered with the timing of
lamb marking. For a May-June joining the number of ewes coming into
season could be decreasing and lamb marking from this join would
present real problems at harvest time which would also be during hot
weather when dust and flies could be a problem. A spring join could
result in lambs being dropped at a time of heavy rains in late summer.
Joining times of March-April or September-October-November would
appear to fit in best with grain growing.
Shearing and crutching are often tied into the breeding
management. Shearing is often conducted in autumn or early spring
since labour is in short supply because of the competition from
farming operations at other times.
Parasite control is normally divided into two sections, external
parasites and internal parasites. Lice and blowfly are the most
important external parasites. Lice are controlled by dipping and it
is better to dip 'off shears' than be too busy at a later time because
of farming operations. Several techniques are used for blowfly control
but the radical mulesing gives most protection and can save a lot of
time as most fly waves occur after rain when farming operations are
more important and labour cannot be spared for the sheep enterprise.
Strategic jetting for blowfly before ploughing and scarifying will
also save time during the farming operation.
The main internal parasite is the barber's pole worm. There are
two broad approaches to worm control: the tactical and the strategic.
As with external parasite control it may be better for the grain grower
to use strategic drenching so that time is not lost from farming
operations because sheep have become worm infested and urgently need
drenching.
Sheep Breeding - Wool Production : Cattle Breeding - Fattening
With the recent swing to cattle, this combination of enterprises
is common in the Shire. The sheep enterprise is usually a breeding
flock with wool the main source of income. Beef cattle are run as
either a breeding herd, or stores are bought and fattened.
Approximately 80 per cent of producers carry out at least some
degree of controlled mating. Ideally this extends from November to
March giving a calving period from August to January. Some herds (in
better conditions) are joined earlier and for a shorter season. Most
calves are dropped in October and November.
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To supplement native summer-growing pastures some winter cereal
crops, particularly oats, are sown for grazing. Calves remain on the
mother during the summer and are weaned onto winter crops. Yearlings
are then usually sold off crop in the spring as fats, at an average of
200 kg dressed weight. However, grass fattening still accounts for the
bulk of cattle turned off. These are usually carried through and sold
off grass in summer and autumn, at 18 months, as fats at approximately
225 kg dressed weight.
Purely fattening enterprises rely on either winter crops or native
grass pastures over the summer. Summer forage crops may also be sown
although these are generally used simply to hold stock in condition,
before fattening on grass or winter crop.
An interesting feature of the Shire is the extent to which sheep
and cattle grazing are combined on livestock holdings. Table 6.8 shows
holdings in Waggamba Shire classified according to size of sheep flock
and size of meat cattle herd at 31 March 1979.
In 1979 there were 225 holdings on which both sheep and cattle
were run and only 23 holdings on which neither sheep nor cattle were
run. On 107 holdings cattle were run without sheep and on only 18
holdings sheep were run without cattle. The cattle-sheep combination
is therefore the major livestock system in the Shire.
Sheep Breeding and Wool Production
As the portion of Waggamba Shire west of Talwood does not, under
current technology and economic conditions, appear to have suitable
soils or adequate rainfall for long term cropping, sheep and wool
production have remained the dominant enterprise in this area.
Some specialist sheep graziers are found in the cropping areas
of the Shire but their numbers have decreased in recent years as more
properties move into cropping.
A trend has emerged over the last 5 years for those producers
who derive most of their income from sheep to increase flock size.
Flocks over 2 000 have increased from 47 per cent to 62 per cent of
total flocks between 1975 and 1979 (see Table 6.7).
Most flocks consist of breeding sheep for wool production with
only isolated instances of pure wether flocks.
Rams are purchased from local studs or outside the Shire. Those
brought in from different environments, especially the southern States,
may need twelve months or so to acclimatise. The average number of rams
used at mating is 3 per 100 breeding ewes.
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Table 6.7
Waggamba Shire
Rural Holdings Classified by Size of Sheep Flock
Humber of Sheep
at 31 March
1-499
500-999
1 000-1 999
2 000-2 999
3 000-3 999
4 000-4 999
5 000-9 999
10 000+
TOTAL
1971
58
25
55
67
63
40
7
315
1974
74
26
58
48
32
24
18
5
285
Number of
1975
60
34
52
35
38
26
26
3
274
Rural
1976
58
22
52
45
38
23
27
3
268
Holdings
1977 1978
51
20
52
42
37
28
29
2
260
58
19
47
53
38
24
28
3
260
1979
53
16
24
58
35
22
32
3
243
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (Unpublished data).
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A small fluctuating demand exists for British bred rams for fat-
lamb enterprises. Seasonal conditions which favour fat-lamb raising in
the Shire are a mild winter-spring with above average native pasture
growth during this period. These conditions may be expected 3-4 years
in every 10.
Joining normally occurs in late summer and autumn, and lambs
dropped in the spring. Lamb marking varies from 60 - 100 per cent,
with a ten year average of 66 per cent. Shearing and crutching are
carried out throughout the year, but mainly in autumn and spring.
One annual dipping is normally carried out for ecto-parasite
control, shortly after shearing. One or two jettings are needed for
blowfly control, while mulesing is a growing practice. The average
breeding ewe is culled for age at about 5 - 6 years. Cull ewes are
sold at the same time as the weaner portion of the wethers.
The labour intensive sheep industry has been severely disad-
vantaged by the cost-price squeeze. To overcome the high costs of
labour the industry and individual producers are examining and
adopting appropriate labour saving devices and techniques.
At the industry level, particularly in marketing, labour saving
methods such as jumbo bales, objective clip preparation, sale by
sample, and computer selling are being investigated and, where
appropriate, introduced.
On the property, many labour and cost saving devices and
practices are being implemented. Some of these are
(a) mulesing, particularly at lamb marking
(b) dipping off the board
(c) chemical ringing of wethers
(d) work aggregation (drench, crutch and cull at one muster)
(e) crutching cradles
(f) bugle sheep yards
(g) raised shearing boards
(h) hydraulic wool presses
(i) station shearing
(j) laneways
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Sources of Information fov Section 6
Armstrong, R.T.F. (1971) Managing sheep on grain farms. Queensland
Agricultural Journal 97(9): 495-497.
Australian Bureau of Statistics. Published and unpublished data.
Bourne, J.F. (1975) Farming systems in the Waggamba Shire. Queensland
Agricultural Journal 101(6): 663.
Mill, S.J. (1978) Economics and investment in the Waggamba Shire.
Queensland Department of Primary Industries (Mimeo.), Goondiwindi.
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7. CROR PASTURE AND ANIMAL PERFORMANCE
by J. Bourne
7.1 Agricultural Crops
The most important crops grown in Waggamba Shire are wheat,
barley and grain sorghum for grain and oats and sorghum for grazing.
Summer and winter fodder crops are grown to supplement grazing of
native and sown pasture. Tables 7.1 and 7.2 show production of grain
and fodder crops in Waggamba Shire over the past ten years.
Some recent interest has been shown in bean crops under
irrigation on land adjacent to the Macintyre River. The availability
of more water in the river from the Glenlyon Dam has increased interest
in irrigated cropping and this trend is expected to continue (see
Section 3).
The major grain-growing soils of the Shire are the weakly
solonized brown clay loams which have a dominant vegetation of belah,
and the grey clay associations with moderate gilgai development which
have a dominant vegetation of brigalow. Rapid expansion has occurred
in recent years into grain growing on the brown clays and red-brown
earths in the north west of the Shire.
7.1.1 Major Crops - Wheat, Barley and Grain Sorghum
A number of factors influence both summer and winter crop
production in the Shire
SOIL MOISTURE
The soil moisture holding capacity of the weakly solonized brown
clay loams and the grey clays is potentially greater than the other
soil types in the Shire. The moisture holding capacity of the light
box ridge soils and the lateritic red earths is quite low.
Land preparation is carried out prior to Christmas to trap summer
storm rains. Ideally, further workings should aim only at weed control
during the later summer and autumn, to produce a seed-bed with up to
1 metre of moist soil. Following a planting rain, growers aim to cover
their total area within 5 to 10 days. This is necessary due to the
poor reliability of planting rains in late autumn-early winter. With
further rains during the growing season, particularly at flowering,
average yields of 1.5 tonnes/ha can be reached for winter growing
crops.
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Table 7.1
Waggamba Shire Crop Production
Winter Crop Production
Year
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
Ten year
Wheat
Area Production Yield
(ha)
103 025
74 910
92 861
87 837
67 614
75 330
96 789
102 433
114 357
121 754
average yield
(t)
95 683
36 716
85 283
64 412
70 094
68 972
126 109
138 735
96 649
313 483
= 1.170
(t/ha)
0.929
0.490
0.918
0.733
1.037
0.916
1.303
1.354
0.845
2.575
t/ha
Area ]
(ha)
2 400
1 615
2 724
950
3 198
1 534
5 134
1 901
1 678
2 743
Ten yeai
Barley
3roduction
(t)
2 273
801
2 542
409
1 864
1 436
4 118
2 196
1 320
5 623
• av. yield
Yield
(t/ha)
0.947
0.496
0.933
0.430
0.583
0.936
0.802
1.155
0.787
2.050
= 0.945 t/ha
Summer Crop Production
Year
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
Ten year
Area
(ha)
3 033
8 232
12 748
11 769
14 620
14 770
11 404
7 509
5 947
4 782
av. yield
Grain Sorghum
Production
(t)
3 379
15 435
10 811
4 942
11 740
6 293
14 903
7 418
3 468
4 875
= 0.878 t/ha
Yield
(t/ha)
1.114
1.875
0.848
0.420
0.803
0.426
1.307
0.988
0.583
1.019
Area
(ha)
_
626
4 216
2 060
2 357
1 706
842
138
230
112
Sunflower
Production
(t)
_
258
988
499
854
618
221
60
120
-
Nine year av. yield
Yield
(t/ha)
_
0.412
0.234
0.242
0.362
0.362
0.262
0.435
0.522
F
= 0.294 t/ha
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.
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Th e light box soils have a lower yield potential than the clay
loams or grey clays, although early preparation prior to Christmas is
still found to be beneficial in practice. These lighter soils can be
sown on less rain at planting, and crops respond quickly to light falls
throughout the growing season.
Soil structure plays an important role in determining the
effectiveness of soil moisture. The heavily gilgaied grey clays,
although able to retain moisture from summer storms, present many
practical problems in the growing of a crop. The physical unevenness
of the gilgais results in rapid drying out of the puffs, while water
is often ponded in the depressions. This makes timing of a tillage
operation difficult from the point of view of correct soil moisture
for working. In addition the differential drying results in patchy
germination and patchy growth during the season.
Maintaining an even depth during cultivation or sowing is also
difficult in heavily gilgaied areas. Levelling has been attempted by
some producers with mixed success. Removing soil from the puffs and
filling the depressions leaves clay patches on the surface in the
position of the original puffs. A patchy crop is usually obtained for
4 to 5 years following this operation. A more common approach is to
include one pass with a light leveller in each year's normal crop
preparation. This, together with the levelling affect of normal
cultivations, produces an acceptable surface structure in about the
same time period. However, deep or sharp gilgais in excess of 1 metre
will require many years of such development, and are not generally
attempted.
Structural problems also occur in light soils. Excessive
cultivation, particularly with a disc plough, pulverizes soil
particles, producing a fine powdery dust. Following rain, these fine
particles run together to form a 'crust' on the surface which
subsequent rain is unable to infiltrate. In old cultivation areas on
light soils, an occasional deep working with a chisel plough is
recommended. This is best done as the primary working after harvest.
Heavy grey clay soils in the 'flooded country' adjacent to the
Macintyre River are generally unsuitable for cropping. These soils
work up into large clods and result in poor seed-soil contact at
planting. Germination is difficult but is alleviated by rain
immediately following planting. Rolling of the surface after
planting breaks down large clods and may improve crop establishment
but further rain after rolling could also produce a hard surface pan.
Firm placement of seed into moist soil is important in obtaining
a good even germination. Traditional combines work well in a moist
seed-bed with a full water profile of up to 1 metre.
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Planting conditions are often marginal in the Shire due to one of
two situations. Firstly, the top of the soil moisture profile may be
just below combine depth at the ideal sowing time. Secondly, recent
rains may not have been enough to join up with the existing soil
moisture profile.
Planting machinery with stronger tyne penetration enables a
grower to follow the moisture several weeks after a substantial
planting rain. By planting to approximately 10 cm, the planting
operation becomes more flexible and may be better planned to fit in
with competing farm work. Alternatively, a larger area may be sown
after the same planting rain. In lighter soils, press-wheels used at
planting seem to be an advantage in marginal conditions, particularly
where previous workings have left the surface in a rough condition.
After normal land preparation, a grower has two alternatives at
planting if the total soil moisture profile is below the ideal (e.g
30 cm or less). He may choose to plant on the low soil moisture
reserve and gamble on good follow-up rains or he may decide not to
plant until soil moisture reserves are adequate.
Planting on low soil moisture reserve has occurred frequently
in the Shire with the result that the grower may harvest only 0.5 -
0.75 t/ha. If such crops are contract harvested and freight paid,
growing costs may not be recouped.
Failed grain crops can be grazed but the bearded wheat varieties
are not attractive to livestock once the awned head has developed.
WEED INFESTATIONS
Until recently, weed control in annual crops has been achieved
by cultivation and the use of increased sowing rates. While this has
been effective with a low weed burden, the massive build-up of weed
seed over the last 4 to 5 years now renders this approach rather
impractical.
Current sowing rates recommended for winter grain crops are 20-
25 kg/ha, and 2-3 kg/ha for grain and grazing sorghum. Rates for oats
as a winter forage crop are often slightly higher where a quick bulk
of feed is required.
Chemical weed control in grain crops is now a regular part of the
grain enterprise in many areas. Application by aircraft has proved
successful and is the only method available when the ground is too wet
to carry ground-rigs. However ground application has the advantage of
a higher volume of spray applied, which is important under marginal
spraying conditions.
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At present the phenoxy type herbicides are most widely used.
Application rates and conditions can be modified, depending upon the
stage of the crop and weeds. However, as more selective herbicides
are used, e.g. for control of wild oats, greater precision will be
required.
NUTRIENT DEFICIENCIES
At present, fertilizer application is not considered by local
farmers to be of major importance in boosting crop yields in the
Shire. Over many years, local 'farm trials' have shown little
benefit, although the final yields have usually been assessed only
by eye. However, a more accurate assessment has been carried out by
the Queensland Wheat Research Institute (Q.W.R.I.) at Toowoomba.
Table 7.A outlines the results of a nutrient screening programme
of cereal soils in the Shire, carried out by Q.W.R.I, in a glasshouse.
The table indicates a general deficiency of phosphorus and some
other minor elements. In this programme, nitrogen was not tested as
it was assumed to be deficient.
Table 7.A
Nutrient Screening Programme of Queensland Cereal Soils
in Waggamba Shire
1 f^ f^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^^V^
.Location
Toobeah
Toobeah
Talwood
Goondiwindi
Talwood
Bungunya
Goondiwindi
Goondiwindi
Yelarbon
Yelarbon
Colour and Texture
of A, Horizon
red-brown loam
grey clay
red-brown loam
grey clay
red clay
brown loam
grey clay
grey clay
grey clay
grey clay
Other Features of
Site
solodized solonetz
-
belah soil
belah soil
-
-
puff
depression
puff
depression
Deficient
Elements
S* P Mo
S* P
P* S* Mo*
P* Cu Zn?
P* Ca
P*
P* Zn*
P* Zn*
P Co S Zn
P Zn
* Indicates major deficiency
? Indicates slight deficiency on inconsistent result
P = Phosphorus, S = Sulphur, Ca = Calcium, Cu = Copper, Zn = Zinc,
Mo = Molybdenum, Co = Cobalt.
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Following this initial screening, field trials were laid down, in
the areas sampled, in 1974 and 1975. The trials were carried over two
years to determine any residual effect from the one heavy application of
fertilizer. Significant responses were found, mainly to phosphorus,
and Table 7.B summarizes these results.
Table 7.B
Q.W.E.I. Field Trials - Waggamba Shire 1974-1975
Soil Type
'Strathmore'
Light, sandy
loam
Heavy grey
clay
'Lalaguli'
Brown clay,
red brown
earth
'Bollaranga'
Grey-brown
clay loam
'Wilga Park1
Grey-brown
clay loam
Vegetation
poplar box,
sandalwood
and cypress
pine.
Coolibah
poplar box,
belah and
sandalwood.
Brigalow
Brigalow
i
Initial Soil
Test
ppm
phosphorus
0-10 cm
49
. (high)
28
(fair)
28
(fair)
20
(low)
22
(low)
% Increase in Yield
Above Nil Fertilizer
1974
(0.5 t/ha
Super King)
4.6
6.7
40.8
38.4
1975
(Nil - to
determine
residual
effect)
1.4
9.3
6.6
(37% increase in 1975,
after 0.5 t/ha Super
King applied)
Note: Increases of 3 - 5% and below were considered insignificant.
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The significant conclusions from this study were:
The best responses were noted on the grey and brown clay
loams, and the brown clay soils.
The poor response on the light, sandy poplar box ridge was
due mainly to a hard surface crust preventing adequate
moisture penetration.
No residual effect was found 12 months after application of
fertilizer.
Both years were good winter seasons.
Superphosphate use appears to be on the increase in the Shire,
after declining for several years. However, statistics indicate that
only nine per cent of wheat farmers in the Shire fertilized only twelve
per cent of the area of wheat in 1978. Phosphorus deficiencies are
expected to occur in the long-term. Table 7.3 shows fertilizer usage in
Waggamba Shire in the last nine years.
Very little nitrogen fertilizer has been used in the Shire. The
future of nitrogen use on dry land grain crops however appears to be
limited due to the low expectation of sufficient follow-up rains during
the growing season to make the application worthwhile. However,
significant nitrogen-phosphorus interactions could occur, in which
case nitrogen application would be of most benefit only if the
phosphorus status of the soil was adequate.
Little experience exists within the Shire on application of
fertilizer to summer crops.
INSECTS AND DISEASES
WHEAT AND BARLEY
Insects
Insect pests are not a major problem during the winter growing
season. Heliothis and cutworm infestations have occurred in isolated
crops but control measures are rarely required. Brown wheat mite has
also appeared in dry seasons.
Pests of stored grain are, however, an important problem. Few
growers in the Shire carry out an effective year round control programme.
A small number of growers treat grain with malathion going into
temporary storage, and/or clean out storage and grain handling facilities
(including headers) prior to harvest.
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Table 7.3
Waggamba Shire
Fertilizer Usage on Rural Holdings
Area of Crops and Pasture Fertilized
Year
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
Wheat
ha
6 139
7 515
6 459
6 555
6 215
6 375
9 059
14 640
Sorghum
ha
3 385
2 723
2 632
1 049
342
121
391
908
Other
Cereals
ha
390
548
905
581
301
191
847
1 524
Other
Crops
ha
268
99
248
114
131
124
131
124
Pasture
ha
140
49
88
6
20
7
-
-
Total
ha
10 322
10 935
10 332
8 305
7 009
6 818
10 428
17 196
Year
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
Quantity of Fertil%zer
Superphosphate
t
606
565
394
272
259
171
372
689
Nitrogenous
t
40
5
21
3
18
21
18
26
Used
Other
t
47
25
93
12
-
70
55
162
Holdings Using
Fertilizer
No.
36
38
31
24
25
22
28
31
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.
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Many smaller growers deliver grain direct to bulk handling
facilities. They obtain new seed each year from the same source so
their grain is not stored on the property.
Diseases
Diseases are generally not a problem in winter crops. Leaf rust
occurs in most varieties each year. However, it has been of little
economic importance. Few cases of losses from stem rust have been
recorded. Due to the relatively dry winter conditions, local growers
place little emphasis on the problem of stem rust. Susceptible
varieties which have yielded well in the Shire continue to be grown
on small areas e.g., Mendos. The potential for stem rust infestation
still exists, however, and so a mixture of resistant varieties is
recommended. This reduces the likelihood of a complete crop loss in
one season due to an infestation. (See Tables 7.C and 7.D).
Loose smut is present in crops each year (particularly Gatcher).
Economic losses are slight and no control measures are carried out.
Virtually all oat varieties grown are susceptible to rust. Bad
investations occur in most years, and it is for this reason that few
good crops are stripped. Growers normally aim only to harvest seed
for their own needs. Powdery mildew is often present in barley,
although most crops appear to 'grow out' of this disease. Root rot
diseases such as crown rot and common root rot occur throughout the
Shire. The actual extent and economic importance is not known, but
the disease is expected to increase in old cultivations.
GRAIN SORGHUM
Insects
A major insect problem in late-season sorghum is the sorghum
midge. Populations have built up rapidly over recent summer seasons,
and control measures are now required for most crops. Infestations
occur from late February to April.
Control is recommended when 2 to 3 adult female midge are noted
on most heads at flowering. Experience has shown that damage may still
be significant when populations are low and no control is carried out.
The normally extended period of sorghum plantings in the Shire increases
the chance of re-infestation from adjacent areas, and hence it is
possible that crops will require repeat sprays during the flowering
period. Management techniques which reduce the flowering period, such
as row-cropping, aid midge control. Row-cropping produces a more even
plant stand, which flowers over a shorter period.
Heliothis and rutherglen bugs have been recorded in sunflower
crops in the Shire, and control methods used with mixed success.
- 1 1 3 -
Table 7.C
Wheat Varieties Planted : South-Western Downs
(per cent of t o t a l plantings)
Variety 1960-61 1965-66 1969-70 1975-76 1979-80
Banks *
Cook 26.9
Festiguay 1.0 6.9 *
Fest ival 24.6 4.5
Gabo 26.7 2.8 *
Gala 8.2 1.5
Gamenya 16.3 *
Gamut * 8.6 9.8 *
Gatcher 47.5 21.7
Hopps *
Kenora 1.2
Kite * 4.3
Koda 6.3 2.6 *
Lawrence 1.5
Mendos 22.6 44.3 14.5 2.6
Mengavi 15.4 *
Oxley 4.7 16.3
Sabre 6.2
Shortim
Songlen
Spica 36.2 12.9 6.9
Tarsa
Timgalen 26.0
Timson
Windebri 2.8 1.2
Notes: * = less than one percent.
South-Western Downs includes Waggamba, Inglewood and Balonne
Shires.
Source: State Wheat Board, Toowoomba. Unpublished data.
8 .
1.
12.
3
4
1
3 . 3
17.4
2 . 0
4 . 1
*
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T a b l e 7.D
Yields of Major Wheat Varieties ; South-Western Downs
(tonnes per hectare)
Variety
Cook
Gamut
Gatcher
Kite
Mendos
Oxley
Shortim
Songlen
Spica
Tarsa
Timgalen
Average ( a l l
variet ies)
1975-76
1.243
1.191
0.954
1.321
0.797
1.058
1.260
1.134
1976-77
0.939
1.097
0.911
1.057
1.348
0.969
1.269
1.144
1977-78
0.917
0.788
0.767
0.713
0.810
0.968
0.756
0.723
0.790
1978-79
2.994
2.325
2.333
2.632
1.962
2.474
2.504
1.658
1.997
2.355
1979-80
0.887
0.753
0.610
1.169
0.868
1.123
0.765
1.021
0.630
0.831
Notes: Yield for plantings of less than 1 000 ha are not shown.
South-Western Downs includes Waggamba, Inglewood and Balonne
Shires.
Source: State Wheat Board, Toowoomba. Unpublished data.
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Table 7.E
Classification of Wheat Delivered to Goondiwindi
- Reclassed Weights, Excluding Seed,
(tonnes)
Year
1974-75
19 75-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80 (3)
Prime
Hard
15 636
6 150
7 797
21 737
16 952
16 000
No.
3
23
35
13
86
24
1 Hard
199
738
140
670
971
360
No.
5
5
2
11
2 Hard
001
643
533
440
814
430
A.S.
3
2
1
15
8
W. (1)
29
884
292
258
252
448
G.P
5
6
3
1
11
5
• (2)
290
050
331
935
132
057
Notes
(1) A.S.W. = Australian Standard White
(2) G.P. = General Purpose
(3) Depot weights, subject to reclassification
Source: State Wheat Board, Toowoomba
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Locust plagues have caused significant damage to summer and some
winter crops in the Shire. Three species have been recorded, the
Australian plague locust (Chovtoicetes terminifera), the spur-throated
locust (Austraovts guttulosa) and the migratory locust (Locusta
migvatovia). A Shire Locust Destruction Committee exists to
coordinate local control measures.
Diseases
Diseases in grain sorghum are of two main types. Seedling diseases
in early sown September-October crops often result in poor germination.
Chemical control measures are unavailable, so planting should be delayed
until the soil temperature has climbed above 18°C. This encourages more
rapid germination with less likelihood of seedling disease attack.
Some growers soak seed in insecticide at planting for a quick
germination and also protection from seed-harvesting ants. This
practice may only be of value in marginal sowing conditions, provided
good followup rains occur. Sowing directly into a moist seedbed with
moisture - seeking boots should produce a better final result in
marginal conditions.
Stalk rots at harvest are the other main group of diseases.
Charcoal rot is thought to be responsible for some lodging in local
crops. Other diseases are of little economic importance and include
leaf rust, bacterial leaf stripe, leaf streak, and head smut.
VERMIN
FERAL PIGS
Feral pigs cause thousands of dollars damage each year to winter
and summer crops. Damage is mainly through trampling in mature crops.
Most property owners carry out continual control measures by trapping
and shooting. Baiting of feral pigs is also practised and good results
have been obtained with '1080' in grain and meat. Care must be exercised
with farm dogs when using this poison as they are particularly
susceptible. Distribution of 1080 bait is controlled by a Shire Feral
Pig Destruction Committee. As pigs are able to travel long distances -
15 to 20 km overnight, control campaigns are best carried out by a group
of property owners in one area.
Electric fencing around susceptible crops is being considered by
some property owners as an alternative control method. Also, bearded
wheat varieties have been found to be less susceptible to pig damage.
Examples are documented in which pigs have flattened an area of non-
bearded wheat surrounded by an extensive perimeter of a bearded variety
while little damage was noted in the bearded variety.
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MICE
Small numbers are found in crops every year and heavy to plague
populations have been recorded at various times. Control measures
appear to have met with mixed success as it is difficult to determine
the actual economic damage caused. Damage is usually caused in small
circular patches within the crop (head cutting), and often appears more
spectacular than is actually the case.
BIRDS
Bird damage causes losses in summer crops in the Shire. Losses
are greatest in isolated crops surrounded by large areas of timber.
Control methods such as shooting or scare-guns appear to be of little
use in this situation.
RABBITS
Officers of the Rabbit Control Authority in Goondiwindi effectively
keep local populations to a low level.
WEATHEB DAMAGE
WHEAT AND BARLEY
Frost damage may be a problem in some seasons and severe frosts in
September 1969 resulted in widespread damage. Damage is more commonly
only slight and crops generally recover.
Planting in June was originally recommended to avoid flowering in
the August - September period, when frost conditions are likely to be a
problem. More recently planting in May has been favoured, as local
experience shows yields from early planted crops are higher. Local
opinion now favours taking a slight risk on frost damage and planting
early. See Section 2 for details of frost probabilities.
Hail storms close to harvest are experienced in most years,
however only isolated areas are usually affected and claims for a
total area of no more than 500 ha would be common.
Weather damage in wheat from rain at harvest can result in down -
grading and loss of premiums for grain delivered to the State Wheat
Board. The extent of this down-grading each year and the economic loss
to growers in some years may be considerable. Yield losses can also
occur from lodging after heavy storms.
Grain drying facilities on-farm in conjunction with adequate
storage can offset these losses. On lighter soil types the capacity to
artificially dry grain could allow harvesting 1 - 2 weeks earlier at
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high moisture. In this way early harvest storms may be avoided. Drying
facilities also allow harvesting to continue immediately after light
falls, so reducing the overall harvest period.
Barley crops generally lodge badly prior to harvest, however appear
to suffer less weather damage.
GRAIN SORGHUM
Damage to summer crops can occur following hot dry periods at
flowering over the December - January period. Early sown grain sorghum
crops have suffered severe 'head blasting' at this time in some years.
For this reason only early-mid-season varieties are recommended for early
sowings. Mid-season varieties are preferred for January sowings.
Sowing in late December - early January has the advantage of
flowering in cooler weather, while early frosts can reduce a suckering
problem and hasten crop maturity. Midge control, however, is a major
problem of planting at that time.
Lodging is a major problem in grain sorghum at harvest, and is the
main consideration when choosing varieties to plant. Early maturity
varieties have lost popularity due to their susceptibility to lodging.
Grain sorghum should be harvested as soon as the moisture content of
the ripe grain is low enough for safe storage, as all hybrids exhibit
some susceptibility to lodging. They are also prone to attack from
feral pigs and birds.
Crops sown after late January are most likely to suffer these
problems at harvest, as grain moisture takes longer to drop to a
harvestable level in the cooler late-autumn months. Grain drying is an
important technique which can offset these losses. Harvesting at up to
25 per cent grain moisture, and drying, can mean harvesting 2 to 3 weeks
earlier.
7.1.2 Minor Grain Crops
CANARY SEED
Canary seed is not grown very widely in the Shire but when planted
the grain is harvested for the birdseed trade. The area sown varies
markedly and reached a peak in 1969 with an estimated 1 200 hectares
planted. Yields vary from 0.5 to 2.0 t/ha, and the seed is subject to
wide price fluctuations.
The crop has a growing period slightly longer than wheat. It is
normally sown in May-June, and harvested in late November-December. No
abnormal harvesting difficulties are experienced other than the personal
discomfort of the operator due to the 'itchiness' of the dust. The crop
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can become infected with powdery mildew and crown rot, but neither
disease is normally prevalent.
SAFFLOWER
There have been a number of attempts to grow safflower in the
Shire and all have been comparative failures. Yields have varied from
nil to 0.75 t/ha. Only small acreages are now grown (250 ha per year).
A wide range of planting times has been tried (May to August), and
consequently the harvest period has covered an equally wide period.
Heavy frosts can cause serious yield reductions in the early planted
crops, and when planted late, rain during flowering can interfere with
seed set. Subsequent rain is responsible for deterioration of seed
quality.
It is anticipated that this crop will not be widely grown in the
Shire in the foreseeable future.
SUNFLOWERS
Sunflower crops in the Waggamba Shire have met with mixed success.
Over the past few summers, there have been a number of crops that have
failed due to temperature stress during flowering. Recommended planting
times are as for grain sorghum, to avoid heatwave conditions during
December-January.
One disadvantage of sunflower production is that failed crops
provide little grazing. The crop is purely a grain crop, with grain
being used for birdseed or crushed for its oil.
Sunflower is a short season crop which matures in 14 to 16 weeks.
The seed is able to germinate under relatively cool soil temperatures
and the crop is quite drought tolerant. Yields vary greatly in the
Shire and are governed by the climatic conditions experienced during
the growth of the crop. They range from nil to 1.2 t/ha.
MILLETS
Both grain and grazing millets are grown in the Shire. White
French, panicum and panorama millets are the main grain millets grown.
Shirohie millet is a dual purpose grain/grazing type which has also
been grown.
Millets can be sown from August - February. The grazing varieties,
being slower maturing, are best sown during the early part of this range,
while later crops are generally for grain. Early sown, fast maturing
grain varieties, which mature by Christmas enable a winter cereal crop
to be planted in the following May and June. Panicum and panorama are
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both suited for this situation and so are useful 'changeover' crops.
Alternatively, they may be planted in late summer (February) after the
recommended time for grain sorghum.
Mid-season crops planted in the November - December period are
not recommended, as they are prone to heat blast at flowering. Overall,
later plantings have greater prospects of success, as the chances of
receiving rain during the growing season are greater than those for the
September - October plantings.
White French Millet
The crop should be sown at 5 to 7 kg/ha in 35 to 70 cm rows.
Uneven germination will lead to profuse suckering which will cause
harvest difficulties. This sucker problem is not as severe in mid summer
plantings as the immature heads are killed by frost. Crops in the Shire
have to be sown at low planting rates to give the crop a chance to set
grain. However, these low planting rates will enable the crop to sucker
profusely under good conditions. Spring and early summer crops are
subject to head blast and wind damage in summer heat wave conditions.
The stems and leaves are hairy and fibrous and the crop is
virtually useless as a grazing or hay crop. The crop is susceptible to
head smut.
White French millet usually matures in 90 to 100 days and yields
of the order of 500 - 1 100 kg/ha can be expected in the Shire. However,
the seed shatters quickly under windy conditions and yields can be
drastically reduced. Under ideal conditions yields of up to 3 300 kg/ha
can be anticipated.
Panicum (Dwarf Setaria) and Panorama Panicum
These crops should be sown at about 3.5 kg/ha and again in 35-70
cm rows. Uneven germination can cause profuse suckering which is a
problem at harvest. This leads to loss in yield through shattering or
grain falling out of the faster maturing heads. Late plantings are
again preferable as these crops are very susceptible to head blast
during summer heat waves. Similar yields to White French millet can
be expected.
COWPEAS
Cowpeas are used as a grain crop, a grazing crop or as a green
manure crop in the Shire. The main varieties grown are caloona and
poona with caloona being preferred because of its resistance to stem
rot diseases. Mid summer plantings are preferred although spring
planted crops are not uncommon. The seed should be inoculated with
the appropriate inoculum.
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Grain crops mature in 3 to 4 months. When mature the pods do not
shatter while dry conditions prevail, however, mature pods will shatter
if the crop experiences alternatively wet and dry conditions. Care
should be taken at harvest to ensure that the grain is not cracked
during harvesting. This requires slow drum speed, an open concave and
slow ground speed. Cowpeas can be harvested directly or cut, raked and
windrowed and then threshed. Grain crops yield 0.75 -1.5 t/ha. Green
manure crops of cowpeas should be ploughed in by January so that the
plant material can decompose before planting of winter cereals commences
in May.
7.1.3 Winter Forage Crops
Oats is the main winter forage crop grown in the Waggamba Shire
although some barley crops and some wheat crops are grazed. Safflower
and rape have been tried unsuccessfully.
OATS
The table below shows the varieties most commonly used in the
Shire.
Quick Maturing
Benton
Bentland
Minhafer
Under the normal conditions, the quick maturing varieties can be
grazed in six to eight weeks, the medium maturing in eight to ten weeks
and the slow maturing varieties in ten to twelve weeks.
The different rates of maturity can be utilized to lengthen the
grazing period. Planting an area to only one variety is not recommended.
The following table suggests two examples of manipulation of different
rates of maturity to prolong the oats grazing season.
Medium Maturing
Belah
Saia
Fulghum
Fulmark
Slow Maturing
Camellia
Algerian
Avon
Cooba
Date
I.
II.
of Planting
Feb. - Apr.
Feb. - Apr.
and
June
25%
75%
25%
50%
25%
of
of
of
of
of
area
area
area
area
area
Varieties
: Benton, Bentland 25
or Minhafer.
: Camellia or Algerian.
: Benton, Bentland 25
or Minhafer.
: Camellia or Algerian.
: Benton, Bentland or
Minhafer.
Rate
- 30
- 30
kg/ha
kg/ha
Note: Oats sown after June require a heavier planting rate. July
plantings should be between 35 - 40 kg/ha.
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Crop Utilization and Management
Crops must not be grazed until secondary roots have developed,
otherwise animals may pull out the plants. These secondary roots
develop when rain falls after the crop has established. The quick
maturing varieties may flower before these secondary roots develop.
If this occurs, the feed quality will be greatly reduced.
Each variety should be sown in a separate paddock. A mixture
of varieties in the one paddock will not allow the forage to be managed
efficiently. Slow maturing varieties may not be ready for grazing when
other varieties have reached this stage. Furthermore, the more palatable
varieties will be grazed first and the less palatable varieties will
usually mature past the stage where they can be most profitably utilized.
Sub-divisions of large crop areas is essential for best utilization. It
also enables varieties of differing maturities to be grown to lengthen
the grazing season.
Oats varieties have to be managed according to their growth habit.
The fast growing, quick maturing varieties have to be stocked heavily
early in the grazing period. As the grazing period lengthens, the
stocking has to be lightened as the regenerative ability of these
varieties is not as good as that of the slow maturing varieties. These
quick maturing varieties provide a large quantity of feed for early
grazing, and failure to utilize this early feed results in animals
being forced to graze stemmy coarse less productive forage.
The medium to slow maturing varieties produce feed more evenly
through the winter months. A set stocking rate can be a proposition
with these varieties but it is not recommended. These varieties cannot
be grazed as soon after planting as the quick maturing varieties, but
their regenerative ability is better. They are also less likely to
become coarse and stalky.
Stocking the Crop
A guide of normal fattening periods for different classes of
stock is given in the following table.
Lxass or otocK
Weaners
(off mothers, 6-9 mths)
Young steers
(18-20 months)
Older steers
(30-36 months)
Cull cows
(to saleable condition)
Initial
weight
200 kg
300 kg
380 kg
340 kg
Daily
gain
0.7 kg
0.8 kg
1.0 kg
1.1 kg
No. of
months
5
4
3
2
Final
weight
310 kg
400 kg
470 kg
440 kg
Dressed
weight
170 kg
220 kg
250 kg
200 kg
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Stocking rate can affect the daily live weight gain per beast.
The stocking rate of a particular crop is determined by the bulk of
forage and the amount of soil moisture available when grazing starts.
The likelihood of further rain, growth habit of the crops available
and the combination of crops available should also be considered. Other
factors influencing the stocking rate include the age, weight and
condition of animals going onto the oats, and the provision if any, for
finishing unfinished cattle at the end of the oats grazing season.
At least 0.6 hectares per beast should be allowed when planning
crop fattening programmes. This is a safe stocking rate for all but
severe droughts. In good seasons there will be excess forage which can
be conserved as hay or silage.
BARLEY
Barley provides excellent winter forage. The varieties used for
grazing are Cape, Skinless, Black and Corvette. The grain barley
Clipper, can also be grazed but grain yield reductions must be
expected.
The performance of Cape, Skinless and Black barley are comparable
under Shire conditions. They are quick maturing and provide a large
bulk of early feed, but subsequent regenerative ability is not
outstanding. Skinless barley differs from the other two varieties in
that it is an awnless variety. It is more readily grazed by stock if
the crop goes to head, than the awned varieties. The performance of
the grazing barleys as forage crops in the Shire is almost identical
to that of the quick maturing oat varieties.
WHEAT
The varieties Festiguay, Windebri and Tarsa have been used as
dual purpose wheats. Their growth habits are such that, if sown in
late summer-early autumn, they can be grazed and then allowed to set
grain. Festiguay has more erect early growth and normally can be
grazed two to three weeks earlier than Windebri.
These varieties, if sown purely as a forage crop, are almost
identical in performance with the slow#maturing oats varieties. Late
February and March is the ideal planting time for both forage and dual
purpose crops. The comments made regarding slow maturing oats varieties
apply to these wheat varieties when grown as a forage crop.
Dual purpose crops of wheat varieties require special management.
In most seasons, they must be grazed before the end of June if reasonable
grain yields are to be achieved. Crops from which the stock are removed
after the end of June will require very favourable conditions to produce
a grain crop of any magnitude.
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District experience has shown that up to three to four weeks
grazing of these dual purpose wheats is possible only in the most
favourable seasons. The crops are usually grazed for a week to ten
days and then closed up. Alternatively, the crops are grazed into
July and a reduced grain yield accepted. Other wheat varieties
normally sown for grain such as Oxley, Timgalen, Gatcher, can also be
grazed in the vegetative stage. However, if maximum grain yield is
the prime objective, these varieties must not be grazed.
If grazing of wheat is inevitable due to drought or other feed
shortages, the awnless varieties are much more acceptable to stock
once the crop comes to head.
7.1.4 Summer Forage Crops
An extraordinarily wide range of summer forage crops is available
and most have been grown in the Shire. The fodder sorghums are the
main summer forage crops although some areas of millets are also
grazed. In addition, large areas of grain sorghum, both stubble and
failed crops, are grazed each year. Areas of cowpeas and lablab bean
are also utilized by Shire graziers.
Details of the area sown to summer forage crops for the last nine
years is given in Table 7.1.
FORAGE SORGHUMS
Varieties
Prior to 1964, the forage sorghums available were the sudan grasses
and sweet sorghums such as sugardrip and saccaline. In this year, hybrid
forage sorghums were introduced and these have almost replaced sudan
grasses and to a lesser extent the sweet sorghums.
Some of the hybrid forage sorghums available and their parentage are:-
Grain Sorghum Sudan Grasses
Zulu Sordan
Bantu Sordan MS
Sudax SXLLa Dalford
Sudax SX6 Bonanza
Sudax ST6 Pacific Zulu
Forager Calala
Sudan Grass Hybrid - Trudan 2
Sweet Sorghum Hybrids - DeKalb FS26, DeKalb FSla
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The sweet sorghum sugardrip is still popular in the Shire. Its
main use is as a standover crop from a mid or late summer planting. It
is a much coarser plant than most forage hybrids but many graziers
believe sugardrip over-winters better than the hybrids. These graziers
believe that sugardrip is much more palatable when frosted, than the
other forage hybrid sorghums.
The forage sorghums are drought resistant but they are susceptible
to frost during the growing period. Crops in the Shire are severely cut
by frosts and regrowth the following summer is sparse. All forage crops
in the Shire should be treated as annuals.
Planting Rate and Planting Time
A general recommendation for planting on all soils of the Shire is
2.25 kg per hectare, in 175 mm or preferably 350 mm rows.
Sowing of any forage sorghums should not commence until the soil
temperature at planting depth is above 16°C and preferably 18°C, for three
consecutive mornings. Forage sorghums also should not be sown until after
the last expected frosts (see Section 2.3.1).
Plantings for normal grazing are usually made from September until
January, provided planting moisture is available. Forage sorghums planted
as stand-over crops must be sown by the end of February. Sowings should
always be made into moisture. Dry sowing invariably causes faulty
germination and poor strikes.
Crop Utilization and Management
Crops should not be taller than 75 cm before grazing commences.
However, they should be taller than 45 cm as, in the early stages of
growth, the crops are more liable to contain toxic amounts of prussic
acid.
The main management errors in grazing forage sorghums in the Shire
are that the crops are grazed too late and too lightly. Once crops
become stemmy, the food value and attractiveness to stock is greatly
decreased. Stocking rates as heavy as 8 beasts per hectare or even
higher may be necessary to keep crops in the vegetative stage in mid
summer months. Under normal conditions, forage sorghums can be kept in
the vegetative stage by manipulating the number of stock grazing the
crop. Crops in the vegetative stage have a protein content of around
12 per cent, and weight gains on such crops of between 0.4 kg and 1 kg
per head per day are achievable. Crops which have been allowed to go
to head or have become stemmy will give gains of well below 0.4 kg per
head per day.
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Both Siberian and Japanese millet should be sown at 3.5 - 4.5 kg/ha
in 175 mm or preferably 350 mm rows. Pearl millet should be sown slightly
heavier at about 6-8 kg/ha.
Guide for normal fattening periods for different classes
of stock on millets
Stock
Yearlings
Young steers
(16-18 months)
Older steers
(2-2% years)
Cull cows
Initial
weight
250 kg
300 kg
400 kg
350 kg
Daily
gain
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.1
kg
kg
kg
kg
No. of
months
5
4
3
2
Final
weight
355
396
481
416
kg
kg
kg
Dressed
weight
192
214
260
216
kg
kg
kg
kg
SUMMER GROWING LEGUMES
Two summer growing leguminous crops grazed in the Shire are
lablab bean and cowpeas. Both can be sown in conjunction with other
forages or can be sown as a pure sward crop.
The legumes can be sown at any time between September and
February when soil moisture is available. In pure swards they should
be sown at 9-11 kg/ha in 350 mm rows. When sown with other forages,
the planting rate should be reduced to 4.5 to 5.5 kg/ha.
Both crops are normally stocked at about one-third the rate of
forage sorghums under similar conditions, and have good recuperative
ability. Up to four grazings can be obtained under ideal conditions,
although crops are usually set stocked in the Shire.
Forage crops incorporating either of these legumes in conjunction
with a forage sorghum can be successful, but normally the growth of
each is restricted through competition. Management of these crop
mixtures can also be difficult as the two crops have different growth
patterns. The hybrid forage sorghums grow more quickly than either
lablab bean or cowpeas, both in the initial stages and after grazing.
Palatability of these crops is poor. Although this is a problem
in a pure sward, it can be advantageous in forage crop mixtures. This
is because grazing of the legumes is delayed until autumn when the
protein content of the forage crop is decreasing.
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Guide for live weight performance for different classes
of stock grazing grain sorghum stubbles
Stock
Yearlings
Young steers
(16-18 months)
Older steers
(2-2*2 years)
Cull cows
Initial
weight
250 kg
300 kg
400 kg
350 kg
Daily
gain
0.3 kg
0.4 kg
0.5 kg
0.5 kg
No. of
months
4
4
4
4
Final
weight
286 kg
348 kg
460 kg
410 kg
Dressed
weight
155 kg +
180 kg +
240 kg
229 kg
+ Not expected to fatten. Older steers could fatten depending on
the conditions and their condition on entry.
Under the variable climatic conditions of the Shire, consideration
could be given to sowing grain sorghums as forage crops. These crops do
not become rank in favourable seasons, and the grain on these crops
greatly increases weight gains when they are grazed. Moreover, if
seasonal conditions become favourable and the crop is not required for
grazing, the grain can be harvested.
Naturally grain sorghums do not produce the dry matter yields of
the forage sorghums and increased areas may need to be sown to ensure
adequate feed in a dry season.
MILLETS
Three types of millets are used for grazing. These are Siberian
millet, which is also known as white panicum, Japanese millet, also
known as barnyard millet, and pearl millet, which is also known as
bulrush millet. A hybrid pearl millet has also been released recently.
The most important characteristics of the different grazing millets are
summarised in the following table:
Type
Japanese millet
Siberian millet
Pearl millet
Characteristics
Provides the earliest grazing, (in 4-6 weeks) but
does not ratoon well.
Initially slower than Japanese millet, but is a
vigorous grower and if grazed heavily, a number
of regrowths will occur.
Similar to forage sorghums in growth habit.
Should not be allowed to grow beyond 1 metre
before grazing, to fully utilize the potential
of the plant.
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Guide for normal fattening periods for different classes
of stock grazing forage sorglmms
Stock
Yearlings
Young steers
(16-18 months)
Older steers
(2-2*s years)
Cull cows
Initial
weight
250 kg
300 kg
400 kg
350 kg
Daily
gain
0.6 kg
0.7 kg
0.8 kg
0.9 kg
No. of
months
6.0
4.5
3.5
2.5
Final
weight
358 kg
395 kg
484 kg
418 kg
Dressed
weight
195 kg
213 kg
261 kg
222 kg
During periods of excessive rain, it is almost impossible to keep
crops in the vegetative stage. Many graziers claim that cattle grazing
forage sorghums lose weight during such periods.
Few graziers in the Waggamba Shire who sow forage sorghums succeed
in fattening stock on these crops. The crops are more successfully used
as a standby feed if the season turns dry. They can stand heavy grazing
during dry spells, thereby removing pressure on native or improved
pastures. Under these conditions, stock usually maintain body weight,
whereas weight losses would be encountered if native pastures were
being grazed.
The use of forage sorghums as standover feed in autumn and early
winter can also be quite economic. Such crops can be used for grazing
from the time native pastures start to 'hay' off until oats are ready
for grazing. Stock under these conditions will at least maintain body
weight and most likely will continue to gain weight.
These standover crops can also be used to graze in conjunction
with oats. Such crops are useful when the oats is lush as they provide
bulk feed, thereby checking scours and allowing greater numbers to be
carried.
GRAIN SORGHUM
The stubbles of grain sorghum crops and failed grain sorghum crops
are widely utilized as forage in the Shire. Crop stubbles are grazed in
the autumn and winter. Stock grazing these stubbles are usually
supplemented with a non-protein nitrogen lick such as urea-molasses.
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Guide for weight gain performance for different classes
of stock on lablab bean or cowpeas
Stock
Yearlings
Young steers
(16-18 months)
Older steers
(2-2% years)
Cull cows
Initial
weight
250
300
400
350
kg
kg
kg
kg
Daily
gain
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.8
kg
kg
kg
kg
No. of
months
3
3
3
3
Final
weight
304
363
472
422
kg
kg
kg
kg
Dressed
weight
158
189
245
215
kg
kg
kg
kg
7.2 Horticultural Crops
Horticultural crops have not been grown on a commercial scale in
the Shire to date. There is some potential for crops on well drained
soils adjacent to the Macintyre River, east of Goondiwindi. With the
opening of the Glenlyon dam and the availability of irrigation water,
horticultural crops may expand.
7.3 Native Pastures
Summer growing perennials are the main native pastures sown in the
Shire. In most winters, annual herbage growth, particularly burr medic
(M. polymorpha) and woolly burr medic (M. minima), make a significant
contribution to native pasture production. In some winters, herbage
growth is so prolific that hay has been made from these species. Yields
of 1.25 t/ha have been achieved.
The summer growing perennials found in the Shire include Queensland
blue grass (Dichanthium sericewn) , forest blue grass (Bothriochloa
bladhii), pitted blue grass (B. decipiens), the wire grasses (Aristida
sppj, love grasses (Eragrostis spp.J and Mitchell grasses (Astrebla spp.),
The dominant Mitchell grass is curly Mitchell (Astrebla lappacea).
Generally, soil type determines the species found in any particular
locality e.g., Mitchell grass is dominant on the grey soils of heavy
texture between the Macintyre and Weir Rivers whilst Queensland blue
grass and pitted blue grass are dominant on the cleared scrub soils.
Native pastures generally reach their peak in production from
November to March, after which they 'hay-off quickly. The contribution
from the winter herbage growth is generally not significant until June
or July, and lasts until September or October. In years of above average
winter rain these herbages set copious quantities of seed which provides
high quality sheep grazing in the early summer, while the quality of this
feed is high, the wool contains a large quantity of vegetable fault.
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7.3.1 Timber Control
In the past, ringbarking was the main method of treating timber.
Very little ringbarking is now practised. Large areas have been pulled,
particularly on the brigalow-belah and poplar box-sandalwood soil types.
Control of timber by chemicals such as Tordon (R*) and 2,4,5-T in
distillate is being practised, although high labour costs have resulted
in less timber treated in recent years by this method.
In areas where pulling has been practised and native pastures
allowed to develop timber regrowth is a serious problem.
BRIGALOW-BELAH
FLOGGING WITH SHEEP
Under this method, the scrub was pulled when the soil was wet and
left for 8 or 9 months; and then the area burnt. This burning brought
suckers back to ground level. If the fire did not obtain a complete
burn, those suckers which were missed had to be either slashed or
controlled with chemicals, to reduce the suckers to ground level.
The area was then intensively stocked with sheep, usually wethers,
as soon as any green shoots appeared. The intensity of stocking depended
on the season and the sucker density but up to 15 wethers per hectare was
used. The wethers would normally be in the paddock for 2 to 3 days and
then put onto a normal pasture for a couple of days, at the peak of the
summer season. This stocking intensity was relaxed in periods of slower
growth.
This method is not used to any great extent now but was popular
some 20 years ago.
FIRE
Fire will reduce brigalow suckers to ground level but rarely does
any marked kill occur. Burning is useful to keep regrowth at a
manageable height until a control programme can be implemented.
Burning of sucker regrowth requires that the native pasture is of
sufficient density and bulk to carry a fire and is best carried out in
the late spring after the first good fall rain.
Once the cycle of burning, grazing and spelling is broken, the
inability to burn at a critical time, because of drought, overgrazing or
* Tordon is a registered trade name of the Dow Chemical Co.
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a series of wet years, will confront the landowner with a major sucker
control problem.
Burning is best used to prepare for more permanent control
measures such as spraying or ploughing. Burning of pulled scrub removes
a lot of dead timber and greatly reduces raking costs.
CHEMICAL CONTROL
Brigalow regrowth can be controlled by spraying with 2,4,5-T in
distillate. This can be applied from the air, by knapsack or by a
misting machine driven by a tractor. Aerial application is by far the
most common. Two basic strategies are used for the chemical control of
brigalow suckers.
(a) Spraying young brigalow suckers after a burn and before the
first frost.
These should be sprayed at least 12 weeks after a scrub burn in
a wet summer, and up to 20 weeks in drier summers and before the suckers
have experienced a frost. Up to 85 per cent kill can be achieved if the
suckers are not higher than 40 cm. Grass must often be grazed heavily
before aerial spraying to allow complete coverage of suckers.
(b) Spraying established suckers past their first winter.
These suckers should be sprayed when soil moisture is good and
suckers are growing well. This usually occurs in mid and late summer.
One spraying will not normally give more than 40 to 55 per cent kill
unless the spraying follows a burn which has reduced all suckers to
ground level and young regrowth is sprayed. Normally, two sprayings
approximately 12 months apart will be necessary to obtain 80 per cent,
or better, kill.
All standing timber must be removed before aerial spraying to
allow the operator to fly at no higher than 3 metres above sucker
height. It is essential to ensure complete coverage and this necessitates
marker men for each plane run.
Knapsack spraying and tractor misting are not usually practised in
the Shire.
PLOUGHING AND CULTIVATION
Annual cropping for 3 to 4 years is the most effective method of
controlling regrowth.
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The following table shows the results for a trial carried out by
C.S.I.R.O. at Meandarra in the adjoining Tara Shire.
Soil type:
Sucker density:
Ploughing dates:
Ploughing period:
deep gilgaied clay
4 100 clumps/ha with 25 stems/clump
July 1962 - 10 cm and 20 cm depth treatments
Oct. 1962 - 10 " " " "
Sep. 1963 - 10 " " " "
Mar. 1964 - 10 ' "
June 1966 - all ploughed at 10 cm depth.
4 years.
Ploughing Depth
(cm)
0
10
20
Sucker kill as a % of original stand
after 3 ploughs
6
71
70
4 ploughs
6
80
80
5 ploughs
6
91
92*
* the fifth ploughing was all done at 10 cm.
Annual cropping requires heavy capital outlay but the cost of
land preparation can be recouped by one or two successful crops.
Winter cropping and summer ploughing appears more effective in
controlling regrowth than vice versa. For optimum control, ploughing
should be at a depth of 10 cm.
SANDALWOOD
Sandalwood can be controlled by either chemicals or ploughing. A
hot timber burn will usually reduce the density of sandalwood in pulled
scrub and a grass fire cuts back the sandalwood to ground level, but
does not kill many plants.
An important method of controlling sandalwood by chemical is
through basal bark spraying using the ester formulation of 2,4,5-T in
distillate. The most convenient machine is a knapsack spray with a
trigger mechanism and a bent extension arm. Up to 100 per cent kills
have been obtained using this method. The spraying can be performed
anytime of the year.
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Densities of the order of 500 trees per ha can often be treated
economically by this method, however high density stands (1 800 to 5 000
trees per ha) are not economically controlled by this method because of
high labour costs.
Sandalwood with one or two stems can be controlled by spraying or
swabbing the cut stump. A wetting agent should be added and water can
be substituted for distillate. White paint added to the spray mixture
acts as a suitable marker.
Usually it is not economical to treat dense stands of sandalwood
by this method.
High volume overall spraying has been successful in controlling
sandalwood regrowth in its first year after a burn. The percentage kill
drops off markedly when the regrowth is higher than 45 cm.
Sandalwood is most easily controlled by ploughing although the soil
types on which sandalwood usually occurs are prone to both wind and water
erosion when cultivated. One cropping phase is sufficient to control
sandalwood.
EUCALYPTS
Control of all eucalypt species in the Shire can be achieved by
applying a mixture of the chemicals 2,4-D and picloram. This mixture
is marketed as Tordon 50D(R*). This chemical can be applied by an
interrupted axe cut or basal injection method. The depth of the cut
should be just into the sapwood so that the chemical is carried through
the tree by the cambium. The distance between the cuts should be no
more than 10 cm between the centres of the cuts. The height of
application is not important although on multi-stemmed trees the cuts
should be above the stem junction, to avoid the folds in the bark.
Should the cuts not be above the stem junction, while the centres of
the cuts may appear to be 10 cm apart, they may in fact be further
apart because of folds in the bark. The month of application is not
critical but there must be good sap flow in the tree.
Young seedlings can be controlled by applying the chemical to
green stick breaks in the seedlings. However, seedlings 2 to 3 metres
high do not effect grass production and can be allowed to develop and
then stem injected.
Chemical control of eucalypts requires a high degree of skill in
application of the chemical. The margin of error between successful
and unsuccessful application is small. The calibre of labour available
to undertake this work is usually poor and many graziers have experienced
* Tordon 50D is a registered trade name of the Dow Chemical Company.
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partial failures in applying the chemical. Over the past five years there
has not been much treatment of eucalypts in the Shire by this method.
Eucalypt regrowth can also be controlled by ploughing but many
eucalypt trees have a tendency to break off at ground level when pulled.
The stumps left in the ground can damage machinery extensively.
LIMEBUSH
Regular cropping of an area infested with limebush will control
limebush regrowth to the stage where it is not an appreciable problem.
It can then be controlled by chemicals or by infrequent cultivation but
limebush has been known to reinfest land after 20 years of cultivation.
Winter cropping is preferred in limebush control as summer
cultivations are carried out when the plant is actively growing.
Knapsack misting with Tordon 50D (R*) as an overall foliage mist
can give good control of limebush.
However best results are obtained if the limebush is first cut or
dozed to ground level and then sprayed with Tordon 105** when regrowth
is 15-25 cm high and actively growing. A high volume of water is
required to ensure good coverage, especially if young regrowth is shaded
by grass pasture.
Spraying can give carryover effects on subsequent crops such as
lucerne, medics and cowpeas but has no effect on crops such as winter
cereals and grain sorghum.
7.3.2 Stocking Rates on Native Pastures
As safe stocking rates vary markedly with the season, the following
rates should only be used as a guide for Waggamba Shire.
Flooded country 1 beast to 7 hectares
Mitchell grass country 1 beast to 7 hectares
Uncleared brigalow scrub 1 beast to 15 hectares
Pulled brigalow scrub 1 beast to 10 hectares
Uncleared box sandalwood 1 beast to 17 hectares
Pulled box sandalwood 1 beast to 12 hectares
Cypress pine and bulloak 1 beast to 20-25 hectares.
* Tordon 50D is a registered trade name of the Dow Chemical Company
** Tordon 105 is a registered trade name of the Dow Chemical Company
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7.4 Sown Pastures
Sown pasture species suitable for the Waggamba Shire include both
improved grass species which are summer growing perennial species, and
improved legume species, such as lucerne and the annual medics. Lucerne
is a perennial summer growing species which makes considerable growth in
spring and autumn. The annual medics are winter and spring growing
species.
During summer and early autumn, the quality of the improved grass
species and native pasture species is similar and animal performance on
these pastures will be comparable. In the winter and spring months,
native pastures are generally of poorer quality than a pasture of
improved species.
Improved species last longer into the winter months than native
pasture, and respond quicker to spring and late winter rain. Hence they
fill feed 'gaps' before and after winter forage crops are ready for
grazing. These species also have a higher crude protein content when
frosted, compared to native pasture.
Another advantage of an improved grass pasture over the native
pasture is their higher carrying capacity. However, maximum utilization
of these species is unwise under the variable climatic environment of
the Shire. A compromise between animal production per hectare and the
provision of standing fodder to carry over for dry periods should be
attained.
Mixed pastures consisting of both grass and legume species require
special managerial skills. Experience in the Shire has been that the
lucerne component of grass-lucerne pastures usually becomes non-existent
after 3 to 4 years. This is usually due to selective grazing of the
lucerne component. In practice, it is not feasible to rotate stock in
large paddocks just to maintain one component of a pasture.
Annual medic species are more persistent in grass legume swards.
They regenerate well each year provided soil moisture is adequate and
they provide useful high quality feed in winter and spring.
SPECIES SUITABLE FOR THE WAGGAMBA SHIRE
GRASSES
Buff el grass (Cenchrus c-iliaris)
Buffel grass is the most drought resistant of all species recommended
for the Shire. In a mixed pasture it tends to become the dominant species,
particularly during and after droughts. In addition, buffel grass will
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withstand heavy grazing at all times of the year as the crown is below
ground level. The shorter buffel cultivars such as Gayndah and American
are generally preferred for sheep. If cattle are grazed in conjunction
with sheep, there are no problems with sheep grazing the taller buffels
such as Biloela, Nunbank, Boorara, Molopo and Tarewinnabar. Biloela has
been popular in the Shire, because of the availability and price of seed,
but more recently American has been preferred, due to better reported
palatability and spreading ability.
Rhodes grass (Chloris gayana)
The main value of this species is that it produces runners which
cover the ground quickly after establishment. This enables the grass to
prevent soil erosion on freshly burnt country and also to suppress the
growth of brigalow suckers. Large areas of Rhodes grass died out in the
Shire during the drought years of the 1960s, while other areas have
thinned out following continued grazing by sheep. Rhodes grass is only
recommended for the northern and eastern districts of the Shire where
rainfall is higher. Because of its ability to form a sward rapidly,
Rhodes grass is also recommended as a species to stabilize waterways.
Green panic (Panicum maximum var. tri-choglume)
Green panic is more palatable than Rhodes grass and buffel grass,
and in pasture mixtures tends to be selectively grazed if stock are
left on the area continuously. Whilst it is more drought tolerant than
Rhodes grass, it is not as resistant as buffel grass. It responds
quickly to rain in late winter and spring and rapidly will produce a
bulk of green feed. Green panic based pastures are only recommended for
the northern and eastern districts of the Shire.
Makarikari grass (Panioum aoloratum var. makarikariense)
There are three strains of Makarikari grass which have been
released commercially. These are Bambatsi, Burnett and Pollock. This
species could play a useful role in the development of the flooded
country in the Shire. Pasture establishment is difficult on the heavy
grey clay soils but once established, Makarikari grass is very tolerant
of flooding and water logging. Makarikari grass also grows well on
brigalow soils, including gilgaied (melon-hole) country. The species
is also particularly frost tolerant and will respond to winter rain.
Columbus grass (Sorghum almum)
This is a rapid growing short lived perennial which establishes
well on a roughly cultivated seedbed or an ash seedbed. Good establishment
is also obtained in heavy clay soils which work up into large clods. It
is the most reliable pasture in these and most other soils in the Shire.
Its main use in the Shire has been as a pioneer crop following land
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clearing or as a component of a pasture mixture. It is used in a pasture
mixture because of its reliability of establishment, so that some grazing
is assured from the young pasture.
LEGUMES
Lucerne (Medicago sativa)
Lucerne can be sown alone and grazed with or without native or
improved pasture. It can also be sown as the legume component of a
pasture mixture with grasses such as buffel grass and green panic. In
the Waggamba Shire lucerne is generally grown in pure stands rather
than as the legume component of a pasture mixture. When grown in a
mixed pasture, it tends to be selectively grazed and disappears,
particularly in dry periods.
Lucerne is adaptable to a wide range of soil types providing soil
fertility is reasonable however establishment on the solodic soils
(cypress pine and bulloak soils) is extremely unreliable. Where
successful establishment has been achieved, the productivity of lucerne
has been good. Inoculant of high quality is required to achieve reliable
field nodulation and lime banding has improved both the establishment and
nodulation of lucerne on the solodic soils.
Hunter River lucerne is the main variety grown in the Shire. Siro-
Peruvian lucerne has performed better during the winter months at
Inglewood under irrigation and may have a place in the Shire.
Annual Medics (Medicago spp.J
These legumes have an important place in pasture development in
the Shire. It is desirable to sow a mixture of medics of different
maturity, as one variety may perform better than another under
particular seasonal conditions. A combination of varieties can
provide grazing from May through to September.
Annual medics make a major contribution to the presentation of
feed in a pasture when good winter rainfall is received, particularly
when associated grass species do not have a large bulk of material
present. Annual medics seed provides a small bulk of high quality
feed which can be heavily grazed by sheep.
Annual medics may be sown under a winter crop when a short term
pasture ley of say 2 to 3 years is desired. Alternatively they may be
sown under a winter crop prior to sowing the area down to a permanent
grass pasture. The annual medics set seed prior to subsequent sowing
of the grass component following crop harvest. This is a reliable
method of obtaining a balanced grass legume pasture.
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Jemalong, Harbinger and cypress medics have performed well in the
Shire. Snail medic is performing particularly well on the heavier soil
types such as the heavily gilgaied brigalow soils.
TIME OF PLANTING
GRASSES
There have been successful plantings and failures in every month
of the year in the Shire, the major factor in a successful planting
being follow-up rain over an extended period. The optimum planting
time is mid summer - January-March although spring plantings - August-
September have also been successful. The October to December period
should be avoided if possible because of the prevalence of heatwaves.
LEGUMES
Lucerne
Lucerne can be planted at most times of the year but autumn
plantings are more reliable. Lucerne is commonly sown with a winter
cereal cover crop in the Shire.
Annual Medics
These should be planted from March to June, to allow adequate
seed set in the first year. This will determine the vigour of the
pasture in subsequent years.
SEED PRODUCTION
Grass seed production can be a profitable sideline. It is a
specialist enterprise and requires care and attention to obtain maximum
yields. Most harvesting has been carried out with home-made units, and
seed has been kept for use on the property. More recently, grass seed
from the Shire has been sold overseas.
Buffel grass yields in the Shire have been of the order of 75 to
125 kg per ha. These yields could be increased by applications of
nitrogen. Green panic is the other main pasture species harvested,
although some difficulty has occurred in drying freshly harvested
samples.
STOCKING RATES
The following table summarizes stocking rate records obtained from
the Goondiwindi P & A Society Improved Pasture Competition.
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Soil Type
lateritic red
earth
lateritic red
earth
lateritic red
earth
brigalow-belah
brigalow-belah
brigalow-belah
brigalow-belah
light red loam
box-sandalwood
Pasture
Biloela buffel,
Sorghum almum
Biloela buffel,
lucerne (in adjacent
area of same paddock
150 ha)
Biloela buffel,
Gayndah buffel
(Total area of
paddock 650 ha)
lucerne
(total area of
paddock 120 ha)
lucerne
lucerne (total area
of paddock 100 ha)
green panic/
lucerne
*reen panic
S. almum
lucerne
cypress medic
Area
(ha)
300
60
50
200
60
80
90
160
45
75
Carrying
Capacity
1 beast to 3.5 ha
1 beast to 3.5 ha
1 beast to 2 ha
1 beast to 4 ha
(+ increased wool
cut of 2-3 kg/
head from maiden
ewes)
1 beast to 1.5 ha
1 beast to 1.2 ha
1 beast to 5 ha
1 beast to 1.5 ha
1 beast to 4 ha
Rainfall
690 mm
690 mm
635 mm
560 mm
710 mm
grazed in
conjunction
with 40 ha
of S. almum)
585 mm
280 mm
light stock-
ing since
sown)
635 mm
380 mm
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7.5 Beef Cattle by D. Pollard
7.5.1 Main Production Areas
The Waggamba Shire has a diversity of land types and each land type
has particular suitability for various cattle enterprises. The suitability
varies according to the ability and the country to produce natural and
cultivated feeds. The three basic land types to consider are flooded
country, brigalow-belah country and box-sandalwood country.
FLOODED COUNTRY (CC17)
Generally the soils are heavy textured and somewhat less suitable
for cultivation. Because cultivation of crops is less reliable, the
cattle systems do not depend on it. All cattle enterprises in these
areas are breeding herds with limited attempts to fatten turn-off stock.
When crops are available they may be used to freshen breeding stock or
to advance the condition of turn-off cattle.
Mitchell grass was the predominant native grass in this area. This
excellent pasture species flourished under flood conditions and is quite
capable of turning off excellent store cattle. However, under intensive
usage, the species is diminishing and being replaced by blue grasses and
weeds.
Breeding performance of herds in this country is below standard.
Frequent flooding is devastating to subdivision fencing and hence stock
control and segregation is not good. This leads to inferior productivity.
Occasionally calves are lost in floodwaters although usually managers have
plenty of notice to move stock.
Branding rates of the order of 60% to 80% are common and averages
higher than this are rare. Carrying capacity for this country is
usually about one beast to four to eight hectares.
BRIGALOW-BELAH (CC20, MMl, MM2, R04)
After clearing, this class of country becomes first class
agricultural land, capable of growing some of Queensland's best prime
hard wheat. However, the heavily gilgaied country is limited to fodder
cropping or pastures. These areas have a particular advantage for
grazing stock. Not only do the melon-holes provide drinking water for
the stock but the water irrigates the pasture growing in the gilgais
as dry spells develop. This means that the availability of pasture is
prolonged in melon-hole country.
Cattle breeding performance on this country is excellent.
Nutritional standards for cattle are high enough to allow highly
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efficient breeding herds to operate. Branding rates in excess of 80% are
to be expected with higher rates in well-managed herds.
Breeding and fattening or buying stores and fattening are the
enterprises chosen in this country. Properties generally have belts of
inferior country which are used to run the breeding herd for a significant
proportion of the year. The better country is usually reserved for
fattening. Turn-off animals are usually yearlings except those which
are purchased. In this case an older type animal is preferred. Steers
at two years of age are ready to fatten off quickly on the high quality
feed available.
Fodder crops used can include the full range of fodder sorghums,
millets, and winter cereals, usually oats. Carrying capacities of
pastures on this class of country range from a beast on two hectares
of improved pasture to one on 7 ha of cleared country. (Sections 7.1.3
and 7.1.4 set out expected live weight performance of cattle on forage
crops in Waggamba Shire.)
BOX-SANDALWOOD (0c21, My3)
This timber association is found on the lighter soils which have
been traditionally grazing country. Recent years of inferior returns in
grazing enterprises and relatively good returns from cash cropping have
forced graziers to diversify into cropping on this country. This has
enjoyed moderate success and has indicated that even though cash cropping
may be marginal, much of this country is well suited to fodder cropping.
Fodder cropping has reduced the risk of winter scarcity of feed.
Native pastures are particularly deficient in this regard in the 'red
country1 in the western portion of Waggamba Shire. Although sheep could
tolerate this feed supply quite reasonably, cattle enterprises are
severely restricted in the absence of fodder crops on improved pastures,
in the 'red country'.
Breeding performance of cattle is quite good for this class of
country. The acceptable level of branding percentages here is about
75% to 85%. The range of carrying capacity is wide due to the varying
timber control measures and development strategies. Where timber is
cleared from better areas of box-sandalwood country, a beast will
require 5 hectares or less if some improved pasture is available. On
inferior areas, and where timber control is light, one can expect a
beast to require up to 20 hectares.
7.5.2 Cattle Breeding and Fattening
Waggamba Shire is ideally suited to cattle production, and is
versatile enough to be used for 'cattle only' enterprises or for
diversification with cash cropping and sheep enterprises. The 1960s
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and early 1970s saw cattle prices and numbers rising steeply. Properties
were re-vamped for cattle production including the growing of oats for
the lucrative crop fattening enterprise.
Following the beef price slump in 1974, cattle numbers rose
further as producers held out for better prices. The slaughter rate
of females increased, reducing the breeder herd.
Even though record slaughterings were made in 1976-77 and
surpluses of cattle Australia wide were reduced, Waggamba Shire has
still been receiving many cattle from other breeding districts, to
fatten on oats and pasture. Large numbers of cattle continue to flow
into the district and hence cattle numbers in the Shire are still high
(see Table 7.A).
Weaning is usually done in yards where calves are fed, handled
and quietened. They are progressively allowed out during the day and
yarded at night. Weaning early is still commonly practised and allows
cows to recover from one lactation before the next calf arrives. This
ensures better conception rates, a shorter spread of calving and hence
a better, more even group of calves at weaning and also reduces manage-
ment work of each job with calves. For example, marking, weaning, etc.,
is done with all the calves together rather than in several age groups.
Where bull control and seasonal calving are not widely practised, early
weaning (April-May) is not feasible. This leads to reduced pregnancy
rates and more uneven lines of cattle for turn-off.
Age of first mating heifers is usually two years with some mating
done at 15 months to achieve an extra calf from breeders in their
lifetime. This is quite satisfactory where feed conditions are adequate.
Pregnancy testing is not widely used. Heifers are sometimes tested
following overmating. In this way all heifers are known to be in calf
when non-pregnant heifers are sold. This eliminates shy breeders and
barren heifers.
Supplementary feeding is not widely practised. Some cattle on
inferior country require supplement of urea during hard dry winters but
often little or no supplements are offered.
Bulls are usually bought locally from studs and bull breeding
herds. Some commercial producers are attempting bull rearing for their
own use where herd numbers are big enough to allow a good selection of
breeding cows.
The most popular market for cattle is the local trade requirements
of prime yearlings. Some producers turn off a good proportion of yearlings
every year from oats crops, others have more irregular success according to
crop performances. Carryover cattle will be fattened off grass by 18
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Table 7.4
Numbers of Beef Cattle in Waggamba Shire
Year
(at 31 March)
1945
1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
Cows and
Heifers
31 027
35 588
45 131
41 927
43 335
52 584
58 531
75 477
86 862
84 530
84 622
84 541
87 622
81 544
70 998
63 948
Calves
9 314
15 589
19 484
20 239
20 868
22 267
32 883
40 916
47 545
48 585
49 275
48 876
53 012
48 818
40 995
35 319
Bulls
1
1
1
• •
1 313
1 456
1 486
2 222
2 856
2 887
2 902
2 884
2 943
2 822
2 861
2 483
2 373
Other
13 198
16 605
25 830
14 856
12 775
14 648
16 145
18 037
23 843
23 053
21 232
21 838
30 680
36 380
29 510
20 149
Total
53 539
67 781
90 445
78 335
78 434
90 985
109 781
137 286
161 137
159 070
158 013
158 198
174 136
169 603
143 986
121 179
i
Holdings
n.a.
240
264
306
329
333
353
365
370
368
364
356
354
346
331
312
Included in other
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.
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month s of age or off oats as 2 year olds. Some properties do not have
fattening potential and rely on store markets.
Between the store producers and the prime yearling producers are
a variety of enterprises governed by potential, managerial factors, etc.
Some grow stores out for 12 to 15 months before attempting to fatten,
some sell a proportion of fats and turn off others in store condition.
Others simply harvest and sell fat cattle when possible.
Most fat cattle go to auction sales at Goondiwindi, Moree or the
Darling Downs centres. Some are sold on weight and grade at meatworks.
A few are sold by private treaty in the paddock, usually to meatworks
buyers. Stores are sold usually through the local auctions. Three
special weaner sales are conducted in Goondiwindi for locally bred
cattle between September to November each year.
7.5.3 Cattle Fattening
Variability in seasons forces many cattlemen to reduce stocking
rates to reduce risk. To utilize surplus feed in better years, it is
common practice to purchase stores and fatten. These may be purchased
during summer, during the weaner sales in spring, or quite often the
decision is delayed until oats seems assured and stores are sought in
forward condition so they will fatten quickly on oats.
Properties having large areas of poorly developed country can
utilize such country by running stores on the area to allow them to grow
from 8 to 10 months of age until they are ready for fattening on crop
at 20 months.
Oats is the main crop choice for fattening. Other fodder crops
have inferior fattening capability. Oats allows fattening in time for
the peak fat prices in August to October.
Summer forages are grown for cattle, usually a variety of fodder
sorghum. Although these can be stocked very heavily, they do not have
the nutritional capability of fattening cattle rapidly. They do however
start cattle improving and these crops provide an excellent preconditioning
for stores intended for fattening on oats. They also serve to relieve
stocking rate on other paddocks when this suits property management.
7.5.4 Animal Health
Generally there are very few problems with animal health in the
Shire. However, some diseases occur, parasites are minimal and some
disorders arise occasionally.
The diseases of significance at present include brucellosis and
T.B. both of which are being eradicated in a nationwide programme.
Waggamba Shire now has no known properties with T.B. and the Shire
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has been declared provisionally free of brucellosis. Leptospirosis is
occasionally reported.
Parasites in cattle include lice and occasional worm infestations.
Lice require one treatment per year usually in April/May. Worms of
Haemonchus spp. (large stomach worm) and Cooperia spp. (small intestinal
worm) do occur. Drenching weaners may occasionally be warranted when
heavy stocking rates are proposed but little benefit can be expected
from regular drenching of those weaners in forward condition on good
grazing.
Other cattle disorders such as bloat and dystocia are noteworthy.
Bloat occurs in wet winters when herbages flourish. Prolific growth of
medics and other herbages will, in occasional years, give rise to a
period of bloat prevalence. Dystocia is widespread. The cattle most
affected are Herefords and the problem of difficult births and breeder
losses occurs mostly with heifers on the first calf.
Ephemeral fever or three day sickness occurs in summer when sand
flies proliferate. Some summers present no problems, in others a heavy
wave of infection can occur.
Plant poisonings are possible, ranging from flaxweed poisoning on
the 'red country1 in the western portion of the Shire, to prussic acid
poisoning from sorghum grazing, which occurs occasionally (see Section
5.)
7.5.5 Beef Cattle Breeds
In 1973 the Australian Bureau of Statistics undertook the first
census of beef cattle breeds in Queensland. The census was repeated
in 1977 and Table 7.5 shows details for Waggamba Shire for both censuses.
Waggamba Shire is located in the tick-free area of Queensland and
British breeds, Herefords and Shorthorns are the most prevalent in the
Shire. Also very little change in beef breed composition has taken
place in the Shire over the intercensal period, compared with Shires
in cattle tick areas where significant moves to Brahman and other
tropical breeds have taken place.
7.6 Sheep by C. Younger
Wool growing is the main enterprise carried out on sheep
properties within the Waggamba Shire. At 31 March 1979 there were
675 000 sheep running on 243 properties in the Shire. Nearly all of
these properties are engaged in breeding while some run only dry
sheep.
389
2
44
3
143
196
51
79
793
648
229
642
638
22
8
5
230
34
125
27
321
4
3
4
1
1
2
17
744
113
300
062
504
776
499
42
24
24
5
32
58
137
3
2
94
4
38
3
147
136
39
580
396
768
748
709
376
24
7
7
226
31
85
16
315
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Table 7.5
Beef Cattle Breeds - Waggamba Shire
*t . 1973 , 1977
Dominant Breed(s) m u U - I J - 1 *T i. u i J • J
Numbers Holdings Numbers Holdings
Purebred Animals
Braford
Brahman
Droughtmaster
Hereford
Santa Gertrudis
Shorthorn
Other
Total Purebred
Crossbred Animals
British x British
Brahman x British
Other Tropical x British
European x Other
Beef x Dairy
Other
Total Crossbred
Total all animals 161 137 370
Holdings will not add as one holding may have more than one breed.
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics.
3
5
4
7
4
26
174
569
484
973
567
687
480
760
136
16
23
24
7
20
40
112
354
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Breeding allows for a steady supply of young sheep as replacements
for sheep culled for age or faults. In past years there has been a
demand for cull ewes from local breeders of small flocks or from breeders
in Inglewood and Texas districts. The surplus wether portion of lambs
were traditionally kept and sold as woolgrowers after the first shearing.
With a general move away from wool growing following lower wool prices
(in the early 1970s) the demand for cull ewes and woolgrowers has
diminished. The present practice is to fatten the unwanted lambs and
sell as hoggets.
Most breeders adopt the practice of purchasing a draft of young
rams each year from the stud of their choice rather than a complete new
draft every 4 to 5 years.
Merino studs in the Waggamba Shire are:
Umbercollie Merino Stud, 'Umbercollie1, Goondiwindi
William Leonard & Sons, 'Welltown', Goondiwindi
E.D.M. Brook, 'Morennan', Goondiwindi
R.C. Fea, Mount Carmel Merino Stud, 'Mobandilla', Gooray
D. McKechnie, 'Trevanna Downs', Goondiwindi.
On the remaining properties running wethers as woolgrowers, the
sheep are usually purchased from western areas as two or four tooth.
The practice is to keep these wethers for about 5 years and fatten them
off shears to be sold as mutton.
Fat lamb production is not seriously undertaken but a few
properties use this venture as a sideline. Owing to the uncertainty
of the seasons it has not become a large scale enterprise. Crops such
as lucerne, oats and barley are essential if lambs are to be turned
off the optimum age of 12-14 weeks.
PREDATORS
Pigs, foxes and eagle hawks are responsible for lamb losses where
they are not rigorously controlled. Extensive poisoning compaigns are
carried out in some areas of the Shire 4 to 6 weeks before lambing is
due to commence. Where this has been done the marking figures have
risen substantially. Emphasis should be on the basis of a whole
district approach rather than individual efforts.
SHEARING AND CRUTCHING
These operations are carried out throughout the year but the main
periods are autumn and spring. These times coincide with joinings,
lambings and the two periods of anticipated fly waves. Autumn shearing
would be followed by a spring crutching and vice versa.
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Table 7.6
Sheep Numbers and Wool Production in Waggamba Shire
Sheep Numbers
Year
(at 31 March)
19 70
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
Rams
11 172
9 469
7 937
6 746
7 110
7 255
6 666
7 216
7 497
7 762
7 913
Breeding
Ewes
407 403
350 370
299 361
277 377
274 662
268 958
268 561
274 395
277 093
269 241
261 784
Other Ewes
and Wethers
325 480
315 278
260 516
207 938
196 769
233 733
242 512
236 031
255 149
240 746
202 339
Lambs and
Hoggets
212 014
186 348
150 734
126 087
154 249
147 273
145 800
147 640
134 474
157 701
143 357
Total
956 069
861 465
718 548
618 148
623 790
657 219
663 539
665 282
674 213
675 450
615 393
Holdings
Running
Sheep
327
315
309
288
285
274
268
260
260
243
238
Sheep and Wool Production
Year
(Ended
31 March)
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
Sheep Production
Lambs
Marked
No.
233 990
199 988
161 701
135 842
161 596
164 850
168 202
164 453
150 645
181 084
Ewes
Mated
No.
326 388
321 134
253 568
222 333
239 572
237 948
238 597
240 931
252 677
250 625
Percent
%
71.7
62.3
63.8
61.1
67.5
69.3
70.5
68.3
59.6
72.3
Wool Production
Sheep Shorn
No.
935 696
827 845
748 922
620 016
588 000
621 000
637 000
633 000
664 000
662 000
Wool
Produced
t
4 277
3 594
3 448
2 996
2 694
2 904
3 081
3 054
3 033
3 065
Fleece
Weight
kg
4.57
4.34
4.60
4.83
4.58
4.68
4.84
4.82
4.57
4.63
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PARASITE CONTROL
External parasites encountered in the Shire are:
1. Blowfly strike which may be controlled by a planned approach -
correct tailing at marking, mulesing, crutching and jetting.
2. Lice which can be at least controlled if not eradicated by
dipping in either plunge, shower or off shear spray races. All sheep
on the property must be dipped at the same time.
3. Mycotic dermatitis which has a low incidence in the Shire and
can be controlled by suitable antibiotics.
Internal parasites common to the Shire are:
1. Barbers pole worm which can be controlled effectively by several
narrow spectrum drenches.
2. Nodule worm which can also be controlled by a narrow spectrum
drench.
3. Hair worm which can also be controlled by a narrow spectrum
drench.
There are several broad spectrum drenches on the market which are
very effective, but these are expensive and are a waste of money when a
narrow spectrum drench is just as effective against a particular species.
The broad spectrum drenches should be kept for an outbreak or a time when
sheep are suffering from a multiplicity of parasite species.
DEFICIENCIES
Slight copper deficiency occurs from time to time but has not been
serious, however with the increased use of the newer drenches and the
declining use of copper drenches this deficiency has become more
apparent in the Shire.
Sources of Information for Section 7
Queensland Wheat Research Institute. Nutrient Screening Programme of
Queensland Cereal Soils. Unpublished data.
State Wheat Board. Unpublished seasonal crop statistics.
Goondiwindi P. and A. Society. Improved Pasture Competition. Stocking
Rate Records.
Australian Bureau of Statistics. Published Bulletins of information
from the Agricultural Census.
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8. RESEARCH
by J .Bourne and P.Lloyd
8.1 farly Research
As early as 1933 the problems of development of the brigalow and
the special problems of pasture establishment, soil fertility and soil
management of this country were investigated by Dr. E. Hirschfield on
his property at Bybera, approximately 40 km north of Yelarbon. The
results of these experiments were written up in the Queensland
Agricultural Journal between 1936 and 1940 (see Section 12).
8.2 Queensland Department of Primary Industries
Present research applicable to agriculture in Waggamba Shire is
undertaken by the Queensland Wheat Research Institute (Q.W.R.I.) in
Toowoomba, the D.P.I. Hermitage Research Station near Warwick and
Inglewood Field Station near Inglewood. In some cases research is
undertaken within the Shire. This Section lists trials on crops,
pastures and timber control conducted in Waggamba Shire by Q.W.R.I.
and D.P.I.
Although winter cereal production is the predominant cropping
system in Waggamba Shire, growers have recently expressed interest in
summer crops, particularly grain sorghum, to counteract weed problems,
such as wild oats, and to provide income stability. However, summer
cropping in Waggamba Shire has proved difficult, resulting in low
yeilds and many grain crops being grazed off. In 1979-80, the D.P.I,
began a research programme to study the potential for reliable summer
crop production in the Western Downs. In particular, the grey clays
(CC20), the heavy grey clays (CC17) and the brown clay loams (Ro4) in
Waggamba Shire as it was felt that these soils had the greatest
potential for summer cropping in the area.
8.2.1 The Queensland Wheat Research Institute (Q.W.R.I.)
The Q.W.R.I. which opened in September 1962 is located in Toowoomba
from where research is conducted throughout Queensland's wheat growing
areas. The work of the Institute is financed by a voluntary levy on
wheat growers with contributions from the Australian Wheat Research
Committee and the State Government.
The major areas of wheat research presently conducted by the
Q.W.R.I. are:
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Wheat Variety Improvement
- Variety improvement through maximised gene recombination
- Variety evaluation (sites in Waggamba Shire are at Billa
Billa, Toobeah and Goondiwindi)
Plant Pathology
- Stem and leaf rusts and crown rot
Weeds Research
- Taxonomy and control of wild oats
Nutrient Assessment of Queensland's Wheat Growing Soils
- Nutrient screening programme
Crop Nutrition
- Survey of extent of copper deficient soils of the Western
Downs
Fert i l izer Research
- Nitrogen and phosphorus t r ia ls on the Western Downs
8.2.2 Crop Trials in Waggamba Shire
Fodder Crop Observation Trials - Gradule, Toobeah, 1953-54
Bungunya and Goondiwindi
Weed Control Trial - Goondiwindi 195 3-54
Oats Fert i l izer Trials - Gradule, Goondiwindi and 1954
Yelarbon
Winter Crop Observation Trials - Toobeah, Gradule 1954
Goondiwindi and Yelarbon
Summer Crop Observation Trials - Goondiwindi, 1954-55,
Toobeah and Yelarbon 1955-56
Hormone Spraying of Weeds Trial - Goondiwindi 1954-55
Winter Crop Observation Trial - Yelarbon 1955
Silage Crop Trial - Goondiwindi 1958
Wheat, Oats and Barley Trials - Goondiwindi 1959
Cereal Variety Trials - Goondiwindi 1960
Wheat Rate-of-Planting Trial - Goondiwindi I960
Barley Observation Trial - Goondiwindi 1960
Wheat Variety Trial - Goondiwindi and Bungunya 1961-19 74
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Oats and Barley Grazing Trial - Ye.larbon
Hybrid Sorghum Trial - Goondiwindi
Simulated Grazing Trial - Goondiwindi
Wheat Fertilizer Trials - Goondiwindi and
Bungunya
Dolichos Lab Lab Grazing Demonstrations at
Goondiwindi and Talwood
Cereal Soil Nutrient Studies (Q.W.R.I.) -
Goondiwindi, Toobeah, Bungunya, Talwood,
and Yelarbon - See Table 7A in Section 7.
Linseed, Wheat and Barley Strain Trial -
Goondiwindi and Kindon
Drought Hardened Wheat Trial - Bungunya
Wheat and Barley Strain Trials - Goondiwindi
Sunflower Regional Variety Trial
Grain Sorghum and Sunflower Varietal Trial -
Kindon
Wheat Breeding Trial (Q.W.R.I.) - Bungunya
Barley Strain Trial - Goondiwindi and
Yelarbon
Wheat and Barley Variety Trial - Goondiwindi
and Toobeah
Wide-Row Sorghum Demonstrations - Goondiwindi
and Yelarbon
Nitrogen and Phosphorus Fertilizer Trials in
the Western Darling Downs (Q.W.R.I.) - See
Barley Selection Varietal and Strain Trial
Survey of Copper Deficiency on the Major
Soil Types Used for Wheat Growing on the
Western Downs (Q.W.R.I.)
Regional Wheat Variety Testing Trials -
Billa Billa, Toobeah and Goondiwindi
(Q.W.R.I.)
Dryland Lupin Variety Trial
Wheat Nutrition: Diagnosis and Correction
of Copper Deficiency in Wheat (Q.W.R.I.)
- Wyaga
Summer Crop Production and Reliability in the
Western Downs (G. Gibson, Inglewood Field
Station)
1961
1961-62, 1962-63
1962, 1964
1964-1967
1965-66
1968-
1968, 1970, 1973,
1974
1969
1969-72
1970
1971, 1972
1974-76
1975, 1976
1975, 1976
1975
1975
Table 7B in Sect. 7.
1977, 1978, 1980
1977
1977, 1978
1977
1979
1979-
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Maximum Recombination Wheat Breeding Programmes: 1980
Strain Trials - Toobeah (Q.W.R.I.)
Chemical Control of Paradoxa Grass (Phalaris 1980
par ado xa)
Development of Corrective Practices and 1980
Examinations of Field Effectiveness of
Various Remedies (Q.W.R.I.) - Wyaga
8.2.3 Pasture Trials in Waggamba Shire
Pasture Establishment Trial - Goondiwindi 1953-62
Pasture Species Observation Trial - Goondiwindi, 1953-54
Toobeah, Weengallon and Yelarbon
Buffel Grass Plots - Goondiwindi 1953-59
Winter Pasture Species Observation Trials - 1954
Toobeah, Goondiwindi and Yelarbon
Summer Pasture Observation Trial - Goondiwindi, 1954-55
Weengallon and Yelarbon
Pasture Observation Trial - Toobeah 1955-62
Pasture Sampling Project - Yelarbon 1958-66
Buffel Grass Strain Trial 1959
8.2.4 Timber Control Trials in Waggamba Shire
Limebush Control Trials - Goondiwindi 1955-56
Brigalow Sucker Control Trials - Goondiwindi 1956-60
Limebush Control Trials - Goondiwindi 1964-69
In 1964 further brigalow sucker control trials took place on
'Woodlands', about 50 km north of Bungunya and have been documented
in the following article:
McDonald, T.J. (1970) Experiments in chemical control of brigalow
(Acacia harpophylla) suckers in sheep country. Queensland
Journal of Agricultural and Animal Sciences 27(1): 1-15.
8.3 C.S.I.R.0.
8.3.1 Pasture Agronomy
The C.S.I.R.O. Division of Tropical Crops and Pastures' pasture
agronomy programme for the brigalow was established in 1955 with
experiments at several localities to evaluate species and soil fertility
across the range of variability in this environment.
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A Regional Centre at 'Tarewinnabar', about 65 km north of
Goondiwindi, was set up in 1962 as one of a network of experimental
sites throughout the brigalow area at which grazing experiments were
made with beef cattle or sheep on sown pastures to establish levels of
animal production and pasture persistence over a wide range of soils
and climates within the brigalow region. In 1969-70 much of the work
was transferred to the Narayen Research Station, near Mundubbera, which
has soil types representative of those at Tarewinnabar.
The following articles document research undertaken at Tarewinnabar.
Coaldrake, J.E. and Smith, C.A. (1967) Pasture production and land
management on brigalow land in the southern brigalow region.
Tropical Grasslands 1: 206.
Coaldrake, J.E., Smith, C.A., Yates, J.J., and Edye, L.A. (1969) Animal
production on sown and native pastures on brigalow land in southern
Queensland during drought. Australian Journal of Experimental
Agriculture and Animal Husbandry 9(36): 47-56.
Smith, C.A. (1969) Cattle weight gains and utilization of forage oats
on a brigalow soil in south east Queensland. Journal of the
Australian Institute of Agricultural Science 35(4): 271-274.
8.3.2 Woodland Ecology
Trials have been carried out by the Woodland Ecology Group of
C.S.I.R.O. Division of Land Use Research on two properties in the area
'Wycanna' and 'Fairymount' with the Wycanna Woodland Experimental Centre
being based at 'Wycanna1, about 30 km north of Talwood.
The objective of the trials has been to establish an optimum land
use system within this particular environment. The soil type is a
lateritic red earth, while the dominant native vegetation is a silver-
leaf and narrow-leaf ironbark/poplar box woodland.
Traditionally the area has been used for grazing, and is
representative of a large portion of the western half of the Waggamba
Shire.
Studies carried out to date have related to the development of
native timber stands, for grazing by stock, and have included
combinations of chemical control and grazing, tree and shrub thinning,
and control of regeneration. The results of the major trials under-
taken are summarised below.
(a) Effect of Varied Combinations of Chemical Control and Grazing
In this trial after mechanically removing all mature poplar box,
the area was divided into two, one half being grazed while the other
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was left ungrazed. Within each half, further treatments were then
applied, such as a basal bark spray of poplar box regrowth, sowing of
pasture species, etc.
Grazing was carried out using sheep, for short periods (approx. 7
days) at high stocking rates, of the order of 25 dry sheep/ha. Stock
were put onto the area when herbage was about 15-30 cm high and woody
regrowth was 10-15 cm, the idea being to graze young woody species when
they were still palatable.
Two important points arising from the trial were firstly the
spectacular increase in grass regrowth, following the removal of poplar
box; and secondly the importance of grazing in controlling the regrowth
of timber seedlings, particularly birdseye and wattle, and to a lesser
extent sandalwood.
(b) Response to Varied Amounts of Tree and Shrub Thinning
Initial measurements in this plot showed tree and shrub densities
to be:
tree density 300 - 515/ha
shrub density 242 - 525/ha
The following six treatments were then applied in June, 196 7, in
which mature trees were removed by Tordon stem injection, and shrubs
were removed by a basal bark spray with 2,4,5-T.
Control (no thinning)
All shrubs killed (9% thinning)
Mature trees reduced to 50 per plot, shrubs left.
(73% thinning)
Mature trees reduced to 10 per plot, shrubs left.
(87% thinning)
All trees killed, shrubs left. (93% thinning)
All trees and shrubs killed. (100% thinning)
Measurements were then made at 2 monthly intervals, of herbage
dry matter production (mostly native grasses).
The results suggested two interesting facts. Firstly, that a
practical figure in thinning, at which production from native grasses
was approaching the maximum, was 6 mature trees left per hectare. This
would mean a community of trees spaced about 50 metres apart.
Secondly,, shrub densities of up to 360/ha apparently had little
effect on grass and herb production. Hence there appeared to be no
advantage in reducing shrub populations below this level, except to
facilitate mustering.
Reference: Walker, J., Moore, R.M., and Robertson, J.A. (1972) Herbage
Response to Tree and Shrub Thinning in Eucalyptus Populnea
Shrub Woodlands. Australian Journal of Agricultural Research
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(c) Control of Regenerating Trees and Shrubs
Initial chemical control of species like poplar box, will certainly
produce increased grass growth. However, in such a situation the common
experience is that shrub species such as birdseye then take over, and the
grazier may eventually be no better off.
This particular trial showed the importance of grazing (and burning)
in control of regrowth in areas not used for cultivation.
The area was treated as in the following diagram. In turn, each
quarter was divided into three and sown down to medics, grasses (buffel
and sorghum, almum) and nil pasture.
grazed
unburnt
ungrazed
ungrazed
burnt
ungrazed
grazed
unburnt
grazed
ungrazed
burnt
grazed
Grazing was carried out with sheep at high stocking rates (15
sheep/ha). Stock were left on the plots for about 2 in every 10-12 weeks,
and this pattern was continued for about 2 years. Grazing was commenced
4 months after the initial chemical removal of shrubs and mature trees.
The grazing treatment was found to control regeneration of
sandalwood, birdseye and hop-bush, however, it also appeared to promote
the growth of poplar box seedlings, probably because of less competition.
Ten months after the grazing pattern had been discontinued,
sandalwood and birdseye had re-established in small numbers, hence it
seems that grazing may be required for periods of longer than 2 years.
The results also showed that burning can be looked upon as a method
for increasing grazing pressure, when regrowth becomes too great for
control by grazing.
Finally, the importance of the sown pasture lies mainly in promoting
grazing conditions, although the large dry matter bulk (mostly from buffel
grass) may have had influence in suppressing shrub and tree seedlings.
Reference: Moore, R.M. and Walker, J. (1972) Control of regenerating
trees and shrubs. Australian Journal of Experimental
Agriculture and. Animal Husbandry 12: 437-440.
The following articles pertain to research done by the Woodland
Ecology Group in Waggamba Shire.
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Robertson, J.A. (1965) Chemical control of Eremophila mitchellii.
Australian Journal of Experimental Agriculture and Animal
Husbandry 5(18): 299-304.
Robertson, J.A. (1966) The effect of basal injections of 2,4,5-T on
mature trees of Eucalyptus populnea. Australian Journal of
Experimental Agriculture and Animal Husbandry 6(22): 344-349.
Robertson, J.A. and Moore, R.M. (1972) Thinning Eucalyptus populnea
woodlands by injection trees with chemicals. Tropical Grasslands
6(2): 141-150.
Robertson, J.A. and Pedersen, C.H. (1973) Chemical control of eucalypt
regrowth. Tropical Grasslands 7(2): 223-227.
Tuns tall, B.R. and Walker, J. (1975) The effect of woodland disturbance
on soil water. In 'Managing Terrestrial Ecosystems'. Proceedings
of the Ecological Society of Australia, Volume 9. Symposium,
Brisbane 15-16 May, 1975. Watson Ferguson, Brisbane.
8.4 Goondiwindi Pastoral Veterinary Centre
The Pastoral Veterinary Centre occupies 8 ha of land purchased by
the University of Queensland with $2 000 donated by Mr. and Mrs. A.G.
Elliott , "Ooraine", Dirranbandi, in 1964. When making this gift, Mr.
and Mrs. Elliott stipulated that the money should be used to acquire
land at Goondiwindi to establish the Centre.
Work by the Department of Veterinary Clinical Studies in the
Goondiwindi distr ict began in 1956, when Mr. H.G. Osborne, then Reader
in Veterinary Medicine, included this area in the operations of the
pastoral teaching practice and initiated a programme of post-graduate
training in sheep diseases.
Mr. K.L. Hughes was appointed as a post-graduate research student
supported by a grant from the Wool Research Committee of the Australian
Wool Board in 1958. He established a laboratory on 'Trevanna Downs'
and carried out research there for three years.
Mr. R.A. Swan became the second post-graduate student. He was
appointed in 1961 and established a laboratory in Goondiwindi. His
work was also supported for three years by the Australian Wool Board.
In 1964 Mr. Swan became the first Lecturer-in-Charge of the Pastoral
Veterinary Centre.
The Pastoral Veterinary Centre has three closely related functions:
To provide a veterinary practice service to graziers
To develop programmes of research into major problems of the grazing
industry
To provide training in pastoral medicine and pastoral veterinary
practice for final year veterinary students.
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To achieve the third of these objectives, namely, student training,
it is essential that the first two should be strongly developed.
One of the most important projects of the Centre is to study
methods of practice suitable for the sheep and beef cattle areas of
Australia and to train students and encourage graduates to establish
practices in pastoral areas. It is expected that information gained at
Goondiwindi in practice method will be used as a guide to develop
pastoral veterinary practices throughout Queensland and in other States.
A feature of the practice is the offer of herd health programmes
which provide a suitable basis for the control of major disease
syndromes. The programmes at present available are:-
Internal Parasite Control Programme for sheep
Infertility Control Programme for beef cattle.
Infertility Control Programme for sheep
Stud Beef Cattle Programme.
Consultant services are provided in the fields of breeding and
feeding, including drought feeding and general management of livestock.
Individual sick and injured animals are treated as required.
Research programmes were commenced in 1958 and have included the
following subjects.
The effect of environmental conditions on the incidence and control of
sheep diseases.
Studies on infertility diseases of sheep.
Survey of infectious infertility disease of bulls in the Goondiwindi
district.
A study of libido and serving ability in merino rams.
Diagnosis of internal parasites in sheep.
A study of tuberculosis in beef cattle in the Shire, including a
survey of disease prevalence.
Reduction of heifer calving difficulties (dystocia).
Aspects of blow-fly strike in sheep.
Since the beginning of 1977 the Pastoral Veterinary Centre has
been administered by the Department of Animal Production of the
University of Queensland.
Sources of Information for Section 8
Anon. (1977) Queensland Wheat Research 1977. A Report from the Queensland
Wheat Research Institute. Downs Printing Co. Pty. Ltd., Toowoomba.
Gibson, G. (19 79) Project Proposal: Summer Crop Production and Reliability
in the Western Downs. Q.D.P.I. Internal Report.
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G r i f f i t h s Davies, J . and Eyles , A.G. (1968) Pas tu re Research i n North-
Eas te rn A u s t r a l i a . The Research Progress of the C.S . I .R .O.
Division of Tropical Pastures. Journal of the Australian Institute
of Agricultural Science 34(3): 130-145.
Woodland Ecology Group, C.S.I.R.O. Division of Land Use Research.
Project and Trial Reports, Queensland Department of Primary Industries,
Brisbane.
Officer-in-Charge, Pastoral Veterinary Centre, Goondiwindi.
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9. OTHER PRIMARY INDUSTRIES
by J. Bourne
9.1 Forestry
The Waggamba Shire contains 79 155 hectares of State forest within
its boundaries, see table below. These State forests are controlled from
the Forestry Department sub district office at Inglewood. The Department
controls all millable trees in State forests and timber reserves in the
Shire.
Forest Area (ha)
Umbercollie 3 951
Kerimbilla 1 600
Bendidee 5 935
Boondandilla 25 736
Uranilla and Merinda 15 939
Calingunee 2 286
Ula Ula 6 893
Currajong 2 393
Booroondoo 8 437
Kin Kora 4 458
In addition, the Crown, through the Forestry Department, owns all
timber and controls the harvesting of all timber held under leasehold
tenure in the Shire.
The main timber produced in the Shire is cypress pine although
there is some hardwood produced for railway sleepers etc. The cypress
pine is marketed in both Southern Queensland and New South Wales.
There are two licensed sawmills operating within the Shire, at
Goondiwindi and Yelarbon.
All the State forest reserves are held under grazing tenure of
one form or another. As far as possible, fire is excluded for all
State forests as cypress pine is particularly susceptible to fire.
Frequent hot dry summers produce very dangerous burning conditions
and when large quantities of fuel are available, bad bush fires can
occur.
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9.2 Mining
A prospective oil and gas field lies across Che extreme north
western boundary of the Shire and extends south east towards the
Macintyre River and Goondiwindi. A number of wells have been drilled
in this field within the Shire, but have been abandoned. Some such
wells are U.K.A. Geralda, U.K.A. Yarrandine No. 1, U.K.A. Booberanna,
U.K.A. Toobeah No. 1, U.K.A. Ula No. 1, U.K.A. Minima No. 1, U.K.A.
Tingan No. 1, and U.K.A. Yarrill Creek No. 1.
Ironstone gravel beds lie near 'Yarrandine1, Talwood and another
gravel bed is situated near 'Wandibindie', Daymar.
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10. GOONDIWINDI: A REGIONAL CENTRE OF THE SOUTHERN BRIGALOW LANDS
10.1 Introduction by R.S. Dick
Like most of Australia's urban settlements, Goondiwindi functions
primarily as a central place, that is, a centre of provision of goods
and services to residents of surrounding areas.
The system of central place settlement which has developed in
Queensland and widely in other regions of Australia has a six-tiered
structure, which reflects differences between settlements in such
factors as the size of the resident population, the variety of services
available to rural dwellers, and the number of people residing in the
centre's surrounding service region (urban field). Individual centres
belong to one or another of the following discrete classes which in
ascending order of importance are: 1. hamlet, 2. village (hamlets and
villages are commonly referred to as minor service centres), 3. small
town, 4. large town, 5. small city, and 6. metropolitan city.
For a detailed discussion of methods which may be used to identify
the service importance (centrality status) of rural service centres see
R.S. Dick, 'A definition of the central place hierarchy of the Darling
Downs, Queensland', Queensland Geographical Journal (3rd Series), Vol. 1
(1971), 1-38. Results obtained from studies of settlement systems in
several rural regions of Queensland have shown generally that the
resident population size of a centre is indicative of its centrality
status as follows: minor service centre (hamlet/village) < 500, small
town > 500 but < 5 000, large town > 5 000 but < 15 000, and small city
>• 15 000.
In relation to this hierarchy Goondiwindi has the status of a
small town, with a resident population (as surveyed by the writer in
March, 1978) of 3 452.
Official Commonwealth census results (June 30, 1976) indicate a
population of 3 741 for Goondiwindi. The discrepancy between this value
and that for the 19 78 survey is related to the fact that in the latter
census, only 'permanent' residents, or those intending residence for
longer than one month were recorded. The official census total, however,
includes a substantial number of people staying overnight in motels and
hotels and other transient population.
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10.2 The Urban Field
The area from which a small town attracts its main service support
and in which a close community of interest is developed may be referred
to as its urban field. Goondiwindi's urban field embraces most of
Waggamba Shire, together with a substantial area south of the town and
the Macintyre River in New South Wales (Figure 1). The region has been
defined to include all localities in which a majority of households
regard the town as their main centre in respect of overall service
provision. Goondiwindi's urban field has an estimated population of
3 900; of this total about 60 percent is located in Waggamba Shire.
The urban field population estimate is based on official census data
(1976) and information obtained through field enquiry.
Figure 10.1
Goondiwindi's Urban Field, 1980
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Th e urban field of Goondiwindi includes, within Waggamba Shire,
four minor service centres, the villages of Yelarbon and Talwood and the
hamlets of Bungunya and Toobeah. Although these small settlements have
a measure of service importance locally each is clearly subservient to
Goondiwindi in catering for the full range of service needs of most
residents.
10.3 Population Growth
Goondiwindi has an inland location, 367 km by road south-west of
the state capital, Brisbane. The settlement had its beginnings in the
1840s as a teamsters' camping place on the north side of the Macintyre
River near the stockyards used by three large pastoral properties,
Callandoon, Old Goondiwindi, and Umbercollie. It developed as a small
service centre in the 1850s and 1860s, and attained small town status in
the 1880s with recognition as a municipality in 1888. Thereafter, with
one exception (1921), Goondiwindi has registered small population gains
at successive censuses.
1861
1871
1881
1886
1891
50*
140*
300*
490*
510
(*
1901
1911
1921
1933
1949
Estimate)
1
1
1
2
732
664
341
931
467
1954
1961
1966
1971
19 76
2
3
3
3
3
950
274
529
695
741
Since about 1870, when Goondiwindi grew larger than Taroom, it has
been the leading service centre of Queensland's dry subhumid southern
brigalow lands - an extensive tract of country about 150 km wide which
extends with some breaks for approximately 400 km south from the Taroom
district to near the Queensland-New South Wales border. Resident
population totals for the other four small towns serving the southern
brigalow country as recorded by the writer in 1978 were as follows:
Tara (871), Miles (1 302), Wandoan (521), and Taroom (679).
According to official census results, the population of Goondiwindi
has grown over the 22 year period (1954-76) at an average annual rate of
1.2 percent. In this respect Goondiwindi's rate of growth broadly
resembles that of more than half (53 percent) of Australia's 715 small
towns which registered during this period an appreciable increase in
population of at least 1 percent per year. A further 38 percent of
Australia's small towns showed little population change - less than 1
percent annual increase or decrease. And, contrary to popular belief,
only a minority (9 percent) of centres with populations between 500 and
5 000 sustained appreciable decline (more than 1 percent per year)
during this period.
Three locational advantages in particular are reflected in
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Goondiwindi's growth in population and service importance. First, the
centre is separated by considerable distances from competing small
towns: to the east, Inglewood (90 km), Texas (105 km) and Millmerran
(153 km); to the west, St. George (204 km), and Mungindi (150 km); to
the north, Tara (167 km); and to the south, Warialda (131 km). The
nearest higher order large towns lie to the south, Moree (161 km), to
the south-east, Inverell (194 km) and to the east, Warwick (198 km).
Second, Goondiwindi has an especially favourable location in relation to
road and rail routes. The east-west trending Cunningham Highway, which
passes through the town, plays a comparably vital role to the Warrego,
Condamine and Moonie Highways farther north in linking eastern and
inland districts in Southern Queensland. Also, Goondiwindi has a border
location on an important interstate road route. In addition, the town
and district benefit from the presence of two rail routes. The South-
western line in Queensland provides a link with Brisbane while the Moree
branch line, with its terminus at the village of Boggabilla only 8 km
from Goondiwindi, provides a link with many centres in New South Wales.
And third, the town serves rural families in an extensive area of
Queensland's southern brigalow lands and plains country near the Queen-
sland - New South Wales border, where impressive increases in agricult-
ural production have been recorded in the last two decades.
One locational disadvantage of the town is that it is sited in an
area which is naturally subject to flooding by the Macintyre River.
Major floods (with gauge heights of 10 m or more at the Border bridge,
Goondiwindi) capable of inundating large sections of the town, have been
recorded on twenty-one occasions since 1890. Following the occurrence
of five damaging floods in 1956, however, an extensive (13 km) levee
system has been built. The system proved effective in protecting
Goondiwindi in 1976 when the Macintyre River rose to the record height
of 10.48 m at the Border bridge.
10.4 The Pattern of Employment and Changes over Twenty Years (1958-1978)
The pattern of employment (occupational structure) of a settlement
is a valuable indicator of the way in which it functions. Population
totals and data relating to the size of the resident workforce, retired
population, unemployed population and major occupational classes for
1958 and 1978 are presented in Table 1.
Several features of importance regarding the contemporary
character of Goondiwindi and change in the past twenty years may be
identified. For an account of Goondiwindi and other small towns of the
Southern Brigalow district as surveyed in 1957/58 see R.S. Dick, "Five
Towns of the Brigalow Country of South-Eastern Queensland - Goondiwindi -
Miles - Tara - Taroom - Wandoan", University of Queensland Papers, Vol.
1, No. 1 (1960, 1-36.
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TABLE 1. DATA ON THE POPULATION AND OCCUPATIONAL
STRUCTURE OF GOONDIWINDI, 1958 AND 1978.
(i) General Census Results
Total resident population
No. of adult males*
No. of adult females
Total adult population
No. of children
Children as percentage of total resident
population
1958
2,984
951
956
1,907
1,077
36. 1
1978
3,452
1,139
1,112
2,251
1,201
34.8
(Li) Occupational Structure
Total resident workforce
% of adult population in workforce
No. of females in workforce
No. of males in workforce
% of workforce female
* of workforce male
No. of retired females
No. of retired males
Total retired population
% of adult population retired
No. of persons unemployed
No. of unemployed as a percentage of
the workforce
78. 7
64
62
126
6.6
2
0.2
24
1. 7
Major Occupational Classes - showing numbers employed with percentages of resident
workforce shown in brackets.
1. Agriculture and farm contract work
2. Commerce, finance and property, and
personal service
3. Manufacturing
4. Building, construction and maintenance
work
5. Transport and storage
6. Professional and allied service**
7. Communication
8. Electricity and water supply
9. Mining and quarrying
10. Employment in other nearby central places
11. Other
177 (16.1)
4 67 (4 2. S)
52 (4.7)
106 (9.6)
110 (10.0)
114 (10. 4)
37 (3.4)
12 (1.1)
24 (2.2)
159 (12.0)
540 (40. 6)
60 (4.6)
145 (10.9)
122 (9.2)
201 (15.1)
44 (3.3)
13 (0.9)
11 (0.8)
33 (2.5)
Notes on Table 1:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
Sources of data: Data collated from field censuses taken by the writer
May, 1958 and March, 197B.
*For the purposes of the surveys all employed persons under eighteen years
of age were classified as adults.
**Professional and allied service as an occupational class includes
professional workers and support staff employed in the fields of education,
government administration, health and legal protection, accountancy,
religious and social welfare, veterinary and agricultural advisory
work, etc., together with police and fire brigade officers.
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1. A modest growth in workforce size (averaging 1.05 percent per
annum) and in most categories of employment is evident over the
past two decades. The only major area of employment to show a
decline is agriculture and farm contract work, notwithstanding the
fact that the number of rural property owners resident in
Goondiwindi has increased slightly over the period. The decrease
in agricultural employment may be accounted for mainly by a
decrease in the number of shearers - about 25 percent.
2. In common with an Australia-wide trend, female employment has
grown substantially in the last twenty years. A gain in numbers
of 60 percent is evident. The proportion of the workforce which
is female has risen to 28 percent. This compares with 36.3
percent for Australia as a whole (June 1980) .
3. The leading field of employment, by a large margin, is commerce,
finance and property, and personal service. In this respect
Goondiwindi is like most small towns which serve country districts.
Goondiwindi is distinctive, however, in having a particularly high
proportion (40 percent) of its resident workforce associated with
this sector of service provision. Censuses completed by the
author for thirty small towns in Southern Queensland between 1975
and 1978 have revealed that employment in commerce, finance and
property, and personal service accounts for an average of 28
percent of the employed population . The figure recorded for
Goondiwindi is higher than that for any other town. Values
nearest in magnitude were obtained from Pittsworth (36.5 percent)
and Chinchilla (36.2 percent), both very important service
centres in the Darling Downs district.
4. In terms of workforce size, Goondiwindi's second most important
function is the provision of professional and allied services.
These activities account for 15 percent of the resident workforce.
5. Substantial gains both in the number of persons employed and in
relative importance have been registered by the professional and
allied services sector of the workforce over the past twenty years.
An expansion in employment of 76 percent has taken place and with
this growth, the number of employed persons now exceeds that
engaged in agriculture and farm contract work. Increases in
1 The following small towns were included in the survey: Moreton
district (Beaudesert, Boonah, Caboolture, Cleveland, Cooroy, Crows Nest,
Esk, Gatton, Kilcoy, Laidley, Lowood, Maleny, Petrie, Rosewood,
Toogoolawah, Woodford); Darling Downs (Allora, Chinchilla, Clifton,
Jandowae, Killarney, Millmerran, Oakey, Pittsworth); Southern Brigalow
district (Goondiwindi, Miles, Tara, Taroom, Wandoan).
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personnel have been evident in three main areas: education (250
percent), health care (50 percent), and government service other
than education (40 percent).
Agriculture and farm contract work, although now less prominent
than formerly in terms of its workforce size, continues as an
important field of employment, claiming 12 percent of Goondiwindi's
total. A shift in the ratio between property owners and other
rural workers (stationhands and contract workers, including
shearers) has occurred. The present ratio is approximately 1:3,
compared with 1:6 twenty years ago.
Building, construction and maintenance work (the latter activity
relating primarily to highways and other roads) is the fourth
largest occupational group, with nearly 11 percent of Goondiwindi's
resident workforce. Its relative size importance approximates the
average (11.9 percent) recorded in the survey noted above of thirty
small towns in Southern Queensland. The rate of growth in this
sector between 1958 and 1978 has only slightly exceeded that of
the total population. Council and Main Roads Department
employees engaged mainly in the upgrading and maintenance of roads
in the Town of Goondiwindi and the adjoining Waggamba Shire now
account for 40 percent of the labourforce in this sector, compared
with 30 percent twenty years ago.
Transport and storage, with 9 percent of Goondiwindi's workforce
is the town's fifth largest occupational group. This compares
with an average figure of 8.2 percent for the group of thirty
small towns examined. In some respects the pattern of transport
employment in Goondiwindi appears to have changed little between
the surveys of 1958 and 1978. For example, the number of railway
and road transport workers living in Goondiwindi is now almost the
same as twenty years ago. However, two significant changes are
evident. First, the droving of livestock, an important activity
and occupation in 1958 has now almost disappeared. Second,
Goondiwindi has become a major receival and storage centre for
grain (chiefly wheat and sorghum) since the building of the first
storage facilities in 1965.
Manufacturing accounts for only a small proportion of total empl-
oyment in Goondiwindi - under 5 percent. In this respect the town
is little different from twenty years ago. About four-fifths of
the workers in this sector are associated with sawmilling, steel
fabrication, bread manufacturing, printing and publishing, and
soft drink production. The lowly status of manufacturing devel-
opment in Goondiwindi was revealed clearly by the survey of
thirty small towns in Southern Queensland as noted above.
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Goondiwindi was ranked twenty-fourth in terms of the percentage of
employment in industry, with a value of less than half of the
average for the group (10 percent).2
10. One of the most notable trends affecting Goondiwindi's occupation-
al structure during the past twenty years has been a substantial
increase in the number of retired people. In the group of thirty
small towns studied only three (Chinchilla, Clifton and Wandoan)
experienced a greater rate of growth in this sector of the
population. At the time of the most recent survey (19 78)
approximately 16 percent of GoondiwindiTs adult population was
retired. The proportion is broadly comparable to the values
obtained for the other centres serving the Southern Brigalow
district (Miles 17.2 percent, Tara 12.3 percent, Taroom 15.6
percent and Wandoan 12.8 percent) but is appreciably less than
the average recorded for the small towns of the Darling Downs and
Moreton districts (22.8 percent).
10.5 Service Establishments
The variety and number of service establishments which a settle-
ment possesses provide further useful evidence of its functional role.
Accordingly, a listing of the various service establishments found in
Goondiwindi is presented in Table 2. From information obtained by the
writer for many other centres in Southern Queensland it appears that
the assemblage of services in Goondiwindi is in many respects typical of
that associated with small country towns. Data for 1958 are given so
that some of the main elements of stability and change in service
provision may be identified.
2 The six towns with relatively lower percentages of employment in
manufacturing are: Cleveland, Clifton, Crows Nest, Esk, Laidley, and
Rosewood.
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11. ECONOMICS
by I.Whan and S. Mill
11.1 The Rural Economy
The major rural industries in the Waggamba Shire are wheat
production, beef and wool production. Table 11.1 shows trends in
these industries in the last five years.
Year
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
Gross Value of
Crops
($'000)
8 756
16 412
14 062
11 033
41 580
Source: Australian
Table 11.1
Rural Production -
Livestock Sales
($'000)
3 951
3 879
4 957
6 595
17 426
- Waggamba Shire
Livestock
Products
($'000)
3 843
4 636
5 609
5 717
6 833
Bureau of Statistics
Total
($•000)
16 551
24 926
24 628
23 345
65 839
These three industries rely on export prices and as such experience
regular fluctuations in returns. However, rural industry generally in
the Shire receives some stability from:-
(a) its diversity of enterprises on most holdings. The major
industries rarely experience 'booms and busts' at the same time;
(b) the ability to crop fatten for the domestic beef and fat
lamb markets when export returns are low in the meat industry; and
(c) the potential for irrigation in the future which will enable
further diversification into higher valued crops and remove, to some
extent, variations due to climate in established cropping industries.
11.2 Marketing of Rural Products
11.2.1 Livestock
The majority of beef cattle are marketed through the saleyards at
Goondiwindi while some animals are sent direct to meatworks. Liveweight
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In addition it is proposed to increase the storage at The Gums
by 20 926 tonnes during 1980-81.
Waggamba Shire has the potential to produce prime hard wheat
which attracts a premium based on protein content. There is a trend
to on-farm storage because silo capacity has not kept pace with wheat
production. Also most wheat is delivered to silos by contract carriers
who offer discount rates for off-peak cartage. Grain drying is also
increasing to enable earlier harvesting and, therefore, earlier
delivery as well as better yields and less downgrading due to weather
damage.
As barley is a minor crop in the Shire, marketing is difficult
due to the large quantities of wheat being handled by the same depots
at the same time.
11.2.3 Wool
Most wool produced in the area is sold through agents in
Brisbane. Some private buying by dealers occurs direct from the
shed.
11.3 Gross Margins
A gross margin is the difference between gross income and
variable costs. Variable costs are those which vary with the level
of output; i.e. the day-to-day running costs.
A gross margin is usually expressed per unit of some limiting
resource such as land, labour, stock units or dollars invested.
Fixed costs which remain the same regardless of level of output
are not considered when calculating a gross margin, but are taken into
account when farm profitability is calculated.
11.3.1 Gross Margin for Cropping
Yield (10 year average)
Price (1979-80 pool price
including estimated premiums)
Gross Receipts $/ha
Wheat
1.3 t/ha
$95/t (at
123.50
silo)*
Sorghum
1.1 t/ha
$82/t (on-farm)
90.20
* i.e. export price less statutory marketing costs of $25.95/t
in 1978-79 which included $13.25 freight to port.
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selling was introduced in the saleyards in September 1978. In 1978 the
saleyards handled 77 000 fat stock, making it the sixth largest in
Queensland# Fat cattle sales at Goondiwindi attract buyers from as
far afield as Victoria.
The Goondiwindi saleyards are owned and operated by an association
of five agents. Fat stock sales are held every Tuesday and store sales
every second Thursday. Selling commission is 4^ per cent of gross plus
35 cents per head yard dues. The vendor is paid through his agent within
a week of the sale. Where cattle are sold liveweight, the charge is
55 cents/head, or $1.10/head for consignments of three head and under.
Goondiwindi averages only one sheep sale per month for store
sheep. The majority of cast-for-age sheep are sent direct to Cannon
Hill saleyards in Brisbane while fat lambs and young breeding stock
are sold in the paddock.
11.2.2 Grain
Wheat is marketed through the State Wheat Board which has five
receival depots located along the southern edge of the Shire on the main
railway line. The capacities of each depot are shown in Table 11.2.
Receivals from the 1978-79 wheat crop were 287 260 tonnes compared with
86 200 tonnes from the droughted 1977-78 crop. Wheat growers also
deliver to Thallon, The Gums and Millmerran. Table 11.2 excludes
temporary storages used for the excess of the 1978-79 crop.
Table 11.2
State Wheat Board Depots in and Adjacent to
Waggamba Shire
Waggamba Shire -
Goondiwindi
Yelarbon
Toobeah
Bungunya
Talwood
Total Waggamba Shire
Other depots used by Shire farmers:
Thallon
The Gums
Millmerran
Source: State Wheat Board
Capacity
(tonnes)
60
19
21
15
11
129
23
15
39
754
117
864
852
932
519
864
526
106
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land preparation 1
2
1
seed
weedicide
harvesting (contract)
cartage (contract)
Variable Costs $/ha
Gross Margin $/ha
plough
scarify
plant
4.43
6.98
7.40
3.90
12.60
16.80
7.20
59.31
64.19
4.43
6.98
7.40*
3.00
10.00
16.80
0.20
48.81
41.39
11.3.2 Gross Margin for Cattle Fattening
Steer Fattening on Oats
Yield (weight gain per hectare ... , .,
@ 1.6 steers/ha for 100 days) g/
Price (liveweight) 75 c/kg
Gross Receipts $/ha 120
4.43
6.98
7.40
6.00
9.60
5.40
32.00
71.81
48.19
land preparation
seed
transport
selling 4^ 2% gross
loss on store price*
Variable Costs $/ha
Gross Margin $/ha
1
2
1
plough
scarify
plant
* Assuming a fat price of 75 c/kg LW and a store price of 85 c/kg LW
The loss on store price is equivalent to 10 c/kg times the store
weight per hectare. This is 1.6 steers per hectare times an
initial store weight per steer of 200 kg, equalling 320 kg/ha.
Comparing wheat production with steer fattening on oats, wheat
looks the best but a smaller margin between the fat and store price may
tip the result in favour of steer fattening. In times of reduced export
demand and overall lower prices for stock, a smaller margin between
store and fat stock will generally result due to the reduced demand for
fattening stock and the even more reduced demand for store stock.
11.3.3 Gross Margin for Cattle Breeding and Fattening
Herd Structure
For the purposes of this gross margin we assume a property with
200 breeding cows joined to 2-3% bulls giving a branding percentage of
80%. Branding is done in December and cull heifers and steers are sold
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off oats at 10-14 months of age. Calves are drenched at weaning.
Stocking rate on oats is 1.6 beasts to 1 ha, while the stocking rate
on native pasture is 1 breeder and followers to 7 hectares. Cows are
first mated at 18 months and culled at about 6% years.
Stock Flow Diagram
Gross Margin for 200 Breeders
50 cull heifers
80 steers
22 CFA cows
Gross Receipts
drenches, veteri
branding
bull replacement
freight
selling costs -
-
oats
Variable Costs
@
@
@
Lnary,
$126/head
$150/head
$240/head
, etc. 200
160
1
6
(180 kg
(200 kg
(400 kg
LW x
LW x
LW x
breeders @
head
head
loads
commission 4%% of $2:
yard dues 152
95
hd
ha
@
@
@
J 580
@
@
: 70c/kg)
: 75c/kg)
: 60c/kg)
$2.50/hd
$0.50
$1 000
$50/head
$0.35/head
$24.81/ha
6
12
5
$23
1
1
2
$5
300
000
280
580
500
80
000
300
061
53
357
351
Gross Margin per 200 breeders
Gross Margin per breeder
Gross Margin per ha
$18 347
$ 91.74
$ 13.11
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11.3.4 Gross Margin for a Merino Breeding Flock
Flock Structure
Ewes are mated at 18 months and are cast-for-age at 6% years. Two
to three per cent rams are joined on average for three years. Joining
is in May with lambing in October and November. Lambing percentage varies
from 65-80% with an average of 70%.
Shearing is done in August and crutching in February-March. Weaning
is carried out at crutching time with weaners being drenched with a narrow
spectrum drench.
A stock flow diagram based on 3 000 ewes would appear as follows
Production
Wool
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3 000 ewes
1 338 weaners (10 months)
90 rams
cutting 4.2 kg 12 600
cutting 3.0 kg 4 014
cutting 6.4 kg 576
kg 17 190
bales 115
Stock 657 wether weaners
340 wether hoggets
323 ewe hoggets
525 CFA ewes
Gross Margin for 3 000 Ewes
Wool 17 190 kg
Stock 657 wether
340 wether
weaners
hoggets
323 ewe hoggets
525 CFA ewes
Gross Receipts
Production Costs
lambing
mulesing
drenching
jetting
dipping
shearing
crutching
2
1
1
4
4
3
100
998
995
995
428
428
000
@
@
@
<a
@
hd
hd
hd
hd
hd
hd
hd
200
$14
$16
$18
$14
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
C/kg
$0.05/hd
$0.30
$0.15
$0.05
$0.07
$1.50
$0.30
ram replacement
Marketing Costs - Wool
Wool packs
Warehousing
Core Teating
Supervision
Wool Tax
Selling Commission
Insurance
Freight-rail
34 380
10 hd @ $150.00
115 packs @ $3.50
115 bales @ $6.35
115 bales @ $0.28
8% of gross
2h% on $2 000, 1*5% remainder
0.5% of gross
115 bales @ $4.00
Marketing Costs - Stock (paddock sales)
Selling commission 5% on $400, 2%% remainder
9
5
5
7
62
6
r—
i
10
2
$5
198
440
814
350
182
105
299
299
100
310
642
900
500
155
403
730
21
32
750
536
172
460
104
705
$705
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Varlable Costs $15 964
Gross Margin per 3 000 ewes and followers $46 218
Gross Margin per ewe and followers $ 15.41
Gross Margin per hectare"1" $ 12.84
Stocking Rate 1 ewe and followers to 1.2 ha
11.3.5 Gross Margin for a Merino Wether Flock
Flock Structure
Eighteen month old wether replacements are purchased each year
and shorn five times before being sold as cast-for-age off shears.
For a flock of 2 500 wethers around 470 cfa wethers will be sold
each year while approximately 530 replacements will be purchased.
Gross Margin for 2 500 Wethers
Wool 2 500 hd @ 5.5 kg @ 200 c/kg
Stock 470 hd @ $14/hd
Gross Receipts
Production Costs
wether replacements
shearing
crutching
dipping
Marketing Costs - Wool
Wool Packs
Warehousing
Core Teating
Supervision
Wool Tax
Selling Commission
Insurance
Freight
530 hd @ $16/hd
2 500 hd @ $1.50/hd
2 500 hd @ $0.30/hd
2 500 hd @ $0.07/hd
92 packs @ $3.50
92 bales @ $6.35
92 bales @ $0.28
8% of gross
2H% on $2 00, 1%% remainder
0.5% of gross
92 bales @ $4.00
27
6
$34
8
3
$13
2
500
580
080
480
750
750
175
155
322
584
21
26
200
433
138
368
$4 092
Marketing Costs - Stock (paddock sales)
Selling commission 5% on $400, 2%% remainder 175
$175
Variable Costs $17 422
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Gross Margin per 2 500 wethers
Gross Margin per wether
Gross Margin per hectare
$16 658
$ 6.66
$ 8.33
+ Stocking Rate 1 wether to 0.8 ha
11.4 Capital Investment
Capital investment on farms within any primary industry will
naturally depend on scale of operation. It will also be affected by
the farm management policy and the personal preferences of the
particular farmer.
The following capital requirements are therefore given as a
guide and reflect prices and costs for 1979.
11.4.1 Land Values
In 1979 top class cropping country sold at up to $160/ha. This
class of country is capable of continuous cropping but would eventually
require fertilizer and intensive chemical control of weeds and pests.
Mixed farming and grazing country sold for about $120/ha and flooded
country with some cropping for about $100/ha. The red soil country in
the western end of the Shire sold for $20 - $50/ha.
As most properties in the Waggamba Shire have more than one
enterprise it is very difficult to apportion the value of land amongst
the enterprises. For example, to value the wheat land, on a top class
wheat/beef property, at $160/ha would undervalue the wheat land
proportion and at the same time overvalue the beef land proportion.
It may be more appropriate to calculate the capital investment in the
property than on an enterprise basis.
Table 11.3 is an attempt to relate land values (1979) to potential
productivity from that land.
Table 11.3
Land
Type of Country
Land Values $/ha
Wheat Yield t/ha
Crop Failures years in
Carrying Capacity
- beef 1 dry beast
- sheep 1 dry ewe
Branding %
Lambing %
Values and i
10
Belah
100-160
1.7
1-2
2.5-4 ha
0.4-0.6 ha
75-90
65-90
Productivity
Brigalow/Belah
90-120
1.4
1-2
2.5-6 ha
0.4-1.0 ha
70-85
65-90
D
Flooded
80-100
1.1
2-3
4-6 ha
.6-1.0ha
60-80
55-80
Red Soil
20-60
0.9
3-4
6-20 ha
1.0-3.0 ha
75-85
60-85
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11.4.2 Cropping Investment
The estimated value of plant and equipment required for a 700 ha
grain operation is $87 750 (see Table 11.4). This figure does not
include a harvester worth $45 000 as the majority of growers use
contract headers. Machinery investment could be reduced by purchasing
second-hand equipment. Over all situations, the average investment in
machinery is likely to be about $80/ha. Assuming a land value for good
wheat land of $160/ha, total investment per hectare is $240.
Table 11.4
Machinery Investment and Depreciation
Machinery Item
Tractor 75 kW
Plough 20 disc
Scarifier 5 m cut
Combine 24 run
Implement hydraulics
Boom spray
Field bin
Auger and accessories
Grain shed
Weldmesh silos
Truck (50% wheat)
Tools
New Price
1979 ($)
22 000
7 000
5 400
7 300
750
2 300
4 500
2 500
6 000
4 000
24 000
2 000
87 750
Depreciation Rate
%
15
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
5
10
15
5
Cost/Year
$/ha
4.70
1.00
0.80
1.00
0.10
0.30
0.65
0.35
0.40
0.60
2.60
0.15
12.65
11.4.3 Beef Cattle Investment
An average cow plus share of a herd bull is valued at around
$300. Given an average stocking rate of 1 breeder and followers to
7 ha, the capital requirement for cattle per hectare is around $43.
Assuming a land value for good cattle country of $90/ha, total
investment per hectare is $133.
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Table 11.5
Profitability of Farming Systems - Waggamba Shire
Area (ha)
Land Values $/ha
Land Investment $
Breeders
Breeder Value$/hd
Livestock Investment $
Machinery Investment $
Wheat
700
160
112 000
87 750
Beef
3 150
90
283 500
450
300
135 000
10 000
Sheep
3 600
90
324 000
3 000
25
75 000
10 000
TOTAL INVESTMENT $ 199 750 428 500 409 000
Livestock Sales
less: Purchases
Produce Sales 86
86
41
450
450
517
53
2
50
50
11
055
250
805
805
774
27
1
26
34
60
15
802
500
302
380
682
964
ENTERPRISE OUTPUT $
less: Variable Costs
ENTERPRISE GROSS MARGIN $
less: Fixed Costs
44 933 39 031 44 718
ENTERPRISE
Percentage
- depreciation machinery
and structures
- other costs
- operators labour
CONTRIBUTION/NET PROFIT* $
Return on Investment
13
5
10
16
8.
000
600
000
333
2%
4
6
10
18
4.
000
600
000
431
3%
5
6
10
23
5.
000
600
000
118
7%
* Assume no unallocated expenses and no non-operating revenue and
expenses.
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11.4.4 Sheep and Wool Investment
A merino ewe plus share of a flock ram is valued at around $25.
Given a stocking rate of 1 ewe and followers to 1.2 ha, the capital
investment for sheep per hectare is around $21. Assuming a land value
for good sheep country of $90/ha, total investment per hectare is $111.
11.5 Profitability of Farming Systems
This section considers the profitability of the three main rural
enterprises in the Waggamba Shire - wheat, beef breeding and fattening
and merino breeding. Table 11.5 shows comparison between the three
major farming systems in Waggamba Shire.
Profitability of a fanning system is expressed in terms of return
on assets. The level of capital investment assumed for each system is
not claimed to be an average for all farms of that type.
As well as fixed and variable expenses, an allowance for unpaid
labour is also included.
These results can be seen only as a guide because farm performance
depends heavily on the management practices and expertise of the farmer.
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